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(Here is the questionnaire which was sent to every small city daily
newspaper in New England)
QUEST!QNHAIR1
( PI ease return thi 3 sheet )
-Name of paper
Address
1. What are your advertising rates? (enclose cards, if you desire)
Classified rates
Run of paper
Specific page
Page one
2. Number of employees in your
1. Business office
2. New3 room
3. Composing room
4. Stereotyping room
5 . ftl gr avi n g ro om
6. Press room
7. Circulation room
3. What are ycur mechanical properties?
Composing room:
1. Linotype machines
2. St ereotyxing machines
3. Ludlow- type machines
etc
.
N ews room:
1. Associated Press, (UP,
,
or I.!T .S.)
2. H^ve you a news library or morgue?
3. How many men on copy desk?
4. Have your reporters definite ""beats"?
5. How many paid correspondents?
c. What feature service do you use?
. 7. How many editions daily?
Pre33 room:
1. Type of press or presses
2. Vumber of press men
3. Speed of pres3
4. circulation
Circulation room
1. Number of employees
2. Number of trucks used
3. Other circulation mean
3
4. What methods do ycu use to increase your circulation?

THE SMALL CITY NEWSPAPER OF NEtf ENGLAND
( A Study )
.Vho can accurately determine what constitutes a small
city? A community of 50,000 inhabitants may be considered
small in New England and yet a similar political entity may
be regarded as quasi -metropolitan in Nebraska. Also a small
city in one New England state may be larger, more powerful
and more influential that a larger city in another state.
As supporting evidence for this contention consider
Portland, Maine and Lynn, Massachusetts. Maine's "metropo-
lis", for Portland is that, has a population estimated at
72,000. Lynn has approximately 105,000 inhabitants. On
paper, therefore, it would seem that Lynn was much more met-
ropolitan than Portland. And yet the net debt of both com-
munities is almost identical -- approximately $4, 900, 000;
and the real estate valuation of both cities is amazingly
similar -- $106,772,285 for Lynn and $107,244,675 for Port-
land.-"- Thus, measured on that basis, Lynn and Portland must
be given an equal economic standing.
But Lynn is in no generally accepted sense a metropolis
large though it is and flourishing though it may be, it is
still too near Boston to be considered other than suburban.
In fact, Lynn may even be included in metropolitan Boston be
cause of its proximity to the Hub and especially because of
ft World Almanac 1929

its excellent transportation facilities to the big city.
Lynn has a considerable degree of community consciousness
(or spirit) but for all that, it is regarded by the visitor
as merely a suburb of Boston.
Portland, on the other hand, is very definitely the
metropolis of Maine. It is a definite political entity,,
The city is the shopping center of some 75,000 suburban
residents. Portland has a spirit of community conscious-
ness which is strong and unyielding. And so, paradoxical
as it may seem, Portland, the smaller city, is really larger
and more powerful than Lynn.
A direct result of this situation may be observed in
the newspapers of both communities. Lynn's press is weak
and poor. Portland's newspapers are powerful, energetic
and flourishing. Certainly Lynn has no newspaper which can
compare with the Portland Evening Express or with the Port-
land News.
It has been my observation, verified by checking, that
the newspapers of a suburban community are poor if the trans-
portation facilities to the metropolis are good. Proof of
this fact may be found by regarding the newspapers of Somer-
ville and Cambridge. Each of these cities has more than
100,000 inhabitants. But they are so near Boston and they
have such excellent transportation facilities to the city
that residents of the cities do most of their shopping in
Boston. The direct result of that situation is that the
shopping section of Cambridge and Somervilie are proportion-
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ately undeveloped. And with this condition existing, there
are few large stores to contribute advertising to a daily
paper.
Quincy, on the contrary, has poor connections to Boston.
Train and trolley fares are high and most of the citizens
shop at home. Cuincy's downtown section is therefore well
developed and, at the same time, Quincy has two of the fin-
est small city newspapers in Massachusetts. It must also
be remembered that Quincy is no farther from Boston than is
Lynn.
These facts I mention as proof that it is difficult to
determine what constitutes a small city. Worcester, Spring-
field, Providence, New Haven, Hartford and half a dozen other
cities were easily eliminated. I classed Lynn as a large
city because of its population although its newspapers are
distinctly of the small city type. At the same time, I thought
that it was only proper that Portland be included among the
large cities. Fundamentally, however, I set up an artificial
barrier and classed all cities of fewer than 75,000 inhabit-
ants as small cities. It was also necessary for me to admit
the larger towns to the study -- if they had daily papers.
Thus, the town of Westerly, Rhode Island, which has a popula-
tion larger than many of the smaller cities which boast of
daily newspapers, was included in the study. 7/esterly, by
the way, is unique because the Sun, the daily paper, is not
published on Saturday but appears on Sunday evening. It is
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one of the few papers which uses an Ap wire on the Sabbath.
Antiquarians have still failed to bring to light the
scores of ink bottles which passengers on the Mayflower must
have brought with them. I write "must have brought with them"
because hardly had the Bay State colony been established when
journalism was born in America.
The Pilgrims, we are told, fled to Holland because of
religious oppression in England. They also found. Holland to
be one of the most liberal nations in the world. The conti-
nental press, such as it w s, was severely censored. In Hol-
land, however, if an editor "took pen in hand", he was not
likely to take his hand to the "pen".
And so the Pilgrims came to New England. Soon the town
crier, ancient precursor of the radio broadcaster, went the
rounds in Provincetown and announced that certain kine were
for sale and that such-and-such a ship was due from England
within the next fortnight. The town crier, therefore, con-
stituted America's first newspaper -- he was a walking jour-
nal.
Then came an era of journalistic silence. The crier
persisted but the struggle for survival was too bitter to
permit sufficient leisure for newspaper publication. Diaries
were written in great numbers. An occasional poem, usually
poor, was produced. The country was struggling with the soil-
it is difficult for a dirt farmer to take time off to write.
Besides, The American communities were so small that eve-
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rybody knew what was going on. And when a ship docked,
news from abroad was gleaned from newcomers
,
sailors, and
from letters. Early Americans wanted news, to be sure,
but they were perfectly willing to wait until it came to
them.
Then, on September 25, 1690, a mere 70 years after
the arrival of the Pilgrims, the first newspaper in America
appeared. It was published by Benjamin Harris, an English
printer, and was entitled "Publick Occurrences".* one issue
appeared. It was then suppressed by the royal government.
The paper was printed in Boston, mother city of American
literature and journalism. The first printing press to be
brought to America arrived in 1693 -- in Massachusetts.
After "Publick Occurrences", there came fourteen years
of silence. "Publick Occurrences" arrived too soon or Amer-
ica was not yet ready for journalism. But on April 24, 1704,
John Campbell brought forth the Boston News-Letter. And from
that time one, against great pressure and resistance by royal
authorities, American journalism began to persist and exist
but not to flourish.
Beyond this inadequate mention, it is unnecessary to
delve deeper into the history of American (or New England)
journalism. The few paragraphs which have been devoted to
the precursors of modern newspapers have been written to give
* From "First Century of American Newspapers" by «7m. A. Dill
page 7,

6an impression and to convey the idea that all American news-
papers, all newspapers, for that matter, were once small
town or small city periodicals.
By the middle of the 19th century, within a hundred
years of the appearance of the Pilgrims, New England's press
was puny but active. In 1790 one hundred years after the ap-
pearance of "Publick Occurrences", there were fourteen news-
papers in Massachusetts alone. And in all the colonies (states),
there were 106 newspapers or periodicals of one sort or another.
There are remarkably few century-old newspapers in the
country. In Boston, the Traveler (formerly Traveller) and the
Advertiser are more than 100 years old. The Boston Transcript
will in 1930 have passed its centennial. The Providence (R . I.)
Journal has just passed the century mark. The Kennebec Journal
(1829) is Maine's oldest paper. The Daily Hampshire Gazette
of Northampton, formerly the Hampshire Gazette, is a Massachu-
setts small city daily which is more than a century old (es-
tablished 1786). The once all-powerful (all holy) Springfield
Republican is still in existence, appearing first in 1793.
New Hampshire's oldest paper, from the standpoint of continu-
ous publication, is the Concord Monitor and New Hampshire Patri-
ot which was founded in 1809. Connecticul claims that the Hart-
ford Courant, founded as the Connecticut Courant on Oct. 24, 1764,
-"- From "First Century of American Newspapers" by Wm. A. Dill
Page 1

7is America's oldest newspaper. This paper, a giant of the
past, is still a great "large" small city newspaper. Be-
cause of Hartford's present status as to population and in-
fluence, the Courant is omitted from this study, Vermont's
oldest paper, still in existence, is the Rutland Herald or
Vermont Mercury, first published on December 8, 1794, A
study of that paper and of the Daily Hampshire Gazette is
included in this thesis.
There are probably a dozen other century old newspapers
being published in New England, Some appear with the origi-
nal name; others carry two names. And many an ancient paper
has surrendered its name and prestige to a newcomer. These
hoary journals, ancient only In the light of American his-
tory, have maintained their places fairly well in the chang-
ing times. The Providence (R, I,) Journal, for example, is
still one of America's great newspapers. The Boston Trans-
cript has the reputation of being America's foremost liter-
ary newspaper. The Kennebec Journal (Augusta, Maine) Daily
Hampshire Gazette and Rutland Herald are still small city
papers. The Kennebec Journal looks too reverendly back at
the past. The paper is decrepit and needs new blood. The
publisher did not answer the questionnaire which was submit-
ted to him -- probably because he was a little ashamed of the
paper.
But of the giants of the middle of the 19th century sur-
vive. The Globe, Herald and Post in Boston must be included

among them. And many a New England city has a newspaper
which has served the community for more than 50 years.
It must he remembered that all of these journals were
once small city newspapers. Even though they were located
in Boston, they had small circulations. They had tremen-
dous dignity and roared mightily from their editorial pages.
Bennett had opened new fields for journalistic endeavor --
and every foreign news story looked like a "scoop". Conse-
quently papers went out of their way to indicate to their
readers that they were getting news by telegraph from a-
broad. Editors were men of power but despite the glory of
individual journalism, the papers could not be compared with
modern small city dailies.
Every newspaper in New England, then, was at one time
a small city daily. Tremendous urbur growth during the last
half century has caused a sharp dividing line to be created
between large city dailies and small city newspapers. Large
populations make possible large stores; large stores give
newspapers much advertising. Large populations make for vary
ing interests and, especially, for tolerance -- and so the ed
itoriai pages of present day metropolitan papers very rarely
do anything to offend the readers. The business office has
gripped the pulse of the news room and guards the thumping
in the editorial sanctum. And of all the Boston dailies, in
the Post alone, the editor's reign is supreme.

Conditions in the smaller cities are much worse than
in the metropolis and near-metropolis. In the smaller com-
munities, the chambers of commerce, Rotary, Lions and Kiwan-
is clubs really direct the editorial columns. The small city
daily is hoarse -- almost voiceless.
Let us look at the small city daily of New England. Ar-
bitrarily, for purposes of this study, the small city paper
is to be found in communities having a population of 75,000
or fewer inhabitants. Consider the city of Northampton,
Ma ssachusetts, as fairly typical. The chamber of commerce
estimates that the population of the community is about
26,500. The community has 300 retail stores of ail sizes,
ranging from stove heated grocery stores to larger "depart-
ment" stores. Fully 100 of these establishments are large
enough or prosperous enough to advertise in the Daily Hamp-
shire Gazette,
Famous today as the home of Calvin Coolidge and as the
home of Smith College, Northampton, like many another New
England community (Cambridge, Lewiston, New Haven) is not
merely an educational community. It is the home of 48 dif-
ferent factories valued approximately at $17,000,000. And
these plants employ 4,000 hands and hence provide the means
for from 16,000 to 20,000 persons to be clothed, fed and
sheltered
.
The community's only newspaper, the Daily Hampshire
Gazette, survivor of 14 journalistic efforts, is the third
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oldest paper in the country. And yet the Gazette is no better
and probably no worse than the average New England small city
daily.
..'hen this study was undertaken, the writer discovered
that there are 112 daily newspapers in New England, excluding
the journals located in Boston. Massachusetts (Boston omitted)
has 52 dailies; Maine, 10; Ne>.; Hampshire, 8; Vermont, 10; Con-
necticut, 32; and Rhode Island, 10. Exactly 90 of the papers
were eligible for study, that is, they were located in com-
munities of fewer than 75,000 inhabitants
.
Questionnaires were sent to every elegible daily news-
paper in New England and an amazingly high percentage of replies
(approximately 50 per cent) was received. In this study, there
is a criticism and, whenever possible, a history of every hews-
paper which answered the questionnaire.
The Daily Hampshire Gazette, which has already been men-
tioned is as adequate a median among the New England papers
as can probably be found. Its good points and shortcomings
are those of the "average" New England daily.
It would not be amiss in describing a "typical" small city
New England daily, therefore, to quote from the criticism of
the Daily Hampshire Gazette which appears elsewhere in this
study
:
The Daily Hampshire Gazette is the product of
the efforts of 25 workers. The business office
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gives work to three persons while the news room
employs four. The publisher, in answering his
questionnaire, states that there are three per-
sons on the copy desk in the news room, a fact
which implies to me that the reporters write
their own headlines. And, as the headlines are
poor, it seems that the harassed reporters must
shed this added responsibility as soon as possible.
The Daily Hampshire Gazette is poorly made
up. There are too many capitals in the upper decks
of headlines. The lower decks apparently are writ-
ten merely to tell the rest of the story. Lower
decks on lead stories are hanging blocks of five
or more lines.
The Gazette has an Associated Press wire
but no library, a rather unfortunate shortcoming
for a paper of the Gazette's prestige. Reporters
have definite beats probably the routine ru.s.
There are ten paid correspondents who supply the
pa per with local items and suburban notes. The
paper uses the Quillen and Briggs syndicate ser-
vices. Editorials are poorly written and are not
identified by headlines. Quillen furnishes a
daily syndicated editorial.
In the composing room there are 13 employees.
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The paper has six linotype machines. Ludlow type
equipment and the necessary stereotyping appara-
tus is available. There are two employees in
the press room and none in the circulation depart-
ment. The business office apparently takes time
off when the paper goes to press and helps with
the circulation.
The Daily Hampshire Gazette appears with
two editions daily and is printed on a Scott press.
The paper has a circulation of about 7800 copies.
. The Daily Hampshire Gazette is delivered by
trolley car and by high school carrier boys. One
of the regular employees of the paper uses his car
to distribute about one half of the newspapers
No circulation promotion schemes are employed.
"Better news and early delivery but no prizes"
help to build the circulation, accbrcing to the
publisher.
There is nothing vicious in the foregoing criticism
of the Daily Hampshire Gazette. None of the editors are
known to the writer who has endeavored to compare or con-
trast each newspaper with an "ideal" paper which might be
produced in the same community with substantially the same
staff and equipment.
It would be unfair to say that small city newspapers
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are exceptionally good or utterly bad. The Pawtucket (R. I
Times is a paper which is remarkably fine because of econo-
mic conditions which make it possible for this small city
paper to attract a large volume of the advertising which
finds its way into the columns of the Providence newspapers
The Portsmouth Herald, on the contrary, is as poor a jour-
nalistic effort as it would be possible to find in an New
England.
By large the finest small city dailies in New England
are to be found in Connecticut. There are no poor Connect-
icut papers which have been submitted for this study, I
understand that one Connecticut city has a paper which is
lecherous, but the editor did not answer the questionnaire
and so the state must be judged on the record, of the papers
which responded. Connecticut, the least New Englandic of
all the six states in the northeast corner, seems to be
least hampered by tradition in its journalism. The papers
apparently look to the eminent New York dailies for ideas
and it is also true that many a New York reporter comes to
Connecticut before and after he works on the large dailies.
This state of affairs is bound to affect the papers in the
Nutmeg state favorably and it does.

;;hy this study
Before this study continues, it is perhaps necessary
that some indication be given of the scope of the work un-
dertaken. The small city daily newspaper of New England
constitutes no insignificant business. The 110 odd dailies
in New England have plants and equipment worth millions of
dollars. They are the advertising media for thousands of
stores. They make possible extensive retail selling. They
furnish ne -s and entertainment to more than 700,000 readers
daily. * This figure does not include the circulation of
Boston and large -city newspapers. Neither does it include
the circulation of the numerous weekly papers which are
published in towns and villages.
Any business which affects the lives of 700,000 readers
is worthy of study. And that, fundamentally, is why this
study has been undertaken. No adequate or casual study of
the field has yet been made to the best of my knowledge.
And, because chambers of commerce and newspaper business
managers have been unwilling to co-operate in full, this
study concerns merely the news department of the small city
daily. Advertising rates are frequently mentioned but only
to indicate that these rates are high or low when the paper's
circulation and editorial strength are discussed.
It would be interesting for the newspaper employee to
* Figure computed from Newspaper Directory estimates of 1928.
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know, for example, the exact value in dollars and cents
of each plant, the value of the goodwill which each paper
owns, the annual net profits, the salary of the various
employees and the methods which the various proprietors
and publishers use to make the paper better.
It is also difficult to determine what constitutes
"your money's worth". The Portsmouth Herald, for example,
has some 7,000 readers. That the paper is a journalistic
atrocity any newspaperman can very definitely say. But
why do 7,000 people buy the paper every night? That's a
question which is hard to answer. The people are either
satisfied with the paper or are unable to obtain anything
which is better. Merchants are apparently satisfied with
the Herald or, since there is no other advertising medium,
are obliged to put up with the paper as it is. Fundament-
ally, it is impossible for an outsider who studied a dozen
or more copies of the paper in Boston to tell what Ports-
mouth people think.
Why does the small city daily exist? That is a ques-
tion which can easily be answered. In the first place, re-
tail merchants in a community could not afford to buy space
in a metropolitan paper. Secondly, if they could, their ad-
vertisements would go to thousands of readers who are not
interested in their wares and can obtain them at their own
local stores. Thirdly, from an advertiser's viewpoint, It
would cost them much more to advertise in each of the Boston
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papers (with poorer returns) than if they advertised in a
local paper.
,7hy do readers buy the local paper? For one thing,
they realize that the metropolitan daily can give no ade-
quate coverage to local occurrences of great significance
to the people of a community "but of no tremendous interest
to outsiders. Readers of small city papers are more inter-
ested in the occurrences at home than they are in events
which happen elsewhere. And yet, they are extremely fas-
cinated by the large city papers. In many a New England
home, there are two papers delivered every night. The peo-
ple want to know what is occurring in the big city and also
what is happening in their own communities.
And so the small city daily newspaper is a necessity
to the local merchant and to the resident of the community
as well. The large city newspaper cannot cover suburban
news. A paper like the Boston Globe attempts to summarize
the news of the more important suburbs and does so with a
fair degree of success. And yet, many a metropoli tanite
dislikes the Globe because that paper grants space to East
Burlap items which interest him not in the least. But even
the Boston Globe cannot tell the suburban housewife what bar-
gains the local department store is to feature. And so it is
necessary for her to buy the local paper as well as the Globe.
The man who commutes from Boston to the suburbs is greatly
pleased because his mind is a cross between metropolitan
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and suburban. The Globe, gives him news to satisfy this
joint outlook.
Yet the metropolitan daily never can and never will
compete with the local paper. The farther the large city
daily wanders afield to satisfy the news tastes of subur-
banites, the more it weakens its position at home. And so,
because a metropolitan paper cannot do these two things at
one and the same time, there is a field, for the suburban or
small city daily.
And yet it is also true that the editors of many small
city dailies are awed by the fact that they have at their
command the resources of the Associated Press and hence ob-
tain nearly all the news which metropolitan dailies possess.
Too many editors of these smaller papers seem to think that
they will serve their readers best by aping the metropolitan
papers. And there are extremists in the smaller cities who
outdo the city papers in the manner in which they treat tele-
graph news. The Danbury Evening News is one of a do-en New
England papers which uses no local news on page one. Tele-
graph stuff is plastered all over the front page and readers
must look within the paper for local items.
That this is poor polity is evident to almost any stu-
dent of journalism. The small city newspaper can sell to
its readers only two things which the metropolitan dailies
cannot begin to cover, namely; local ne«s and local features.
If, therefore, the editor "plays down" the local news, he is
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really helping the papers of large circulation in his area.
For, surely, if a reader cannot get adequate local news in
hishome town paper, he win read the larger papers which
give him some (if scant) consideration "but which open a
larger vista or panorama of the world's affairs for his
observation. .
Having already stated that small city newspapers exist
because local merchants must advertise and because local
news is vastly more interesting to the average person than
national news, (unless the latter, of course, immediately
and directly affects the lives of small city-ites) it is
next logical that the small city newspaper be studied more
intimately
.
-Vithout exception, every small city newspaper which
was studied, is located in a Saturday town. By that I
mean that the big shopping day for the communities is Sat-
urday. And it follows logically that the greatest amount
of advertising appears in the newspaper in those trade areas
on Friday. Each newspaper, therefore, can and should put
its best foot forward on Friday, on that day, newspaper
publish from two to twenty pages more than on other days.
And, because of the increased number of pages, it is possi-
ble for the editor to give his local news a truly great
"break".
Yet even when the small city newspaper of New England
is studied on the day when it can represent its best, it
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falls down on the job. This criticism may be severe but
I feel that it is true, nevertheless. Papers like the New
Britain Herald, Pawtucket Times and Wakefield Item are a-
lert to the possibilities of Friday and of other days in
the week. But other journals fall far short of their goal.
Weekly newspapers, in many cases, give better treat-
ment to local news than do their larger brethren. The 200
or more weekly papers which exist in New England usually
appear on Friday because they, too, are located in Satur-
day towns. The Dedham Transcript and the Reading Chron-
icle (both of Massachusetts) are excellent examples of
these small er papers. Being too small or too poor, rather,
to buy the telegraph services or various news associations
and being too cramped for space to use too much boiler-
plated material, they are able to appear on Friday with
all the local news which interests the townspeople. It
is rather sad that small city dailies in New England
should fall down on the job on the one day of the week
when they are able to compete with the metropolitan dailies
and can make weekly newspapers seem unnecessary.
Having more than implied that small city newspapers
are desired by readers because they contain news which met-
ropolitan papers cannot and would not print, it is now nec-
essary to study the domain of the smaller journal. The
four basic "beats" of any newspaper, large or small are,
as follows: Police headquarters and courts, city hall in
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all its departments, fires and fire headquarters, and hos-
pitals. In the large cities a dozen or more men may cover
these departments from various phases but on some small
city dailies, one man covers the whole field.
One question which publishers were asked (by question-
naire) was as follows: Do you have a beat system of cover-
ing news? Most of the replies carried a positive answer to
this query but cross questions on the information blank prov-
ed that the typical small city paper of New England covered
merely police, fires, hospitals and city hail -- the basic
beats. Ordinarily, too, but one man was assigned to this
work.
These four news sources undoubtedly contribute the bulk
of the news matter of small city dailies but even the small-
est city has other news sources which should be culled for
items. The chamber of commerce, Kiwanis, Rotary and Lion
clubs; lodges and labor organizations; Red Cross, undertak-
ers, the public library, the Y. M. C. A. and Y. .V . C. A.,
churches, schools, factories, local charitable organizations,
stores and shops are all good news sources.
The "home bakery" is, for example, an excellent news
source because, by interviewing the proprietor, the report-
er can discover what parties are planned and he can also
visit the various people who plan these entertainments and
obtain fuller details. The barber, loquacious or not, has
several items daily which are interesting.
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The grocer, the butcher and, verily, the candlestick
maker an have items of interest. Nearly everybody in a
small city knows something which is interesting. The reg-
ular news sources must certainly be covered but the aver-
age "small city" proprietor stops when he has ordered a
reporter to visit the "big four" news sources.
It might be necessary for a newspaper editor to em-
ploy more men to do the job adequately but a local news-
paper which has not a blanket circulation in its field is
falling short. Is John Smith back from college? That's
news. Is Mary Brian going to Boston for a week-end? That's
news. Is Grandma Brown 86 tomorrow? That's news. Is Lucy
Jones entertaining? That's news. Is the local factory
planning to pension its oldest employees? That's news.
Has Miss Comstock, teacher in the fourth grade, announced
her honor list? That's news.
In brief, there is hardly anything too trivial, so
long as people are involved, which is too small for treat-
ment by a small city daily. A prominent New York editor
once posted these rules for his reporters: Accuracy, ACCU-
RACY, ACCURACY. The editor of a small city paper
might well post this notice for his reporters:
Names
NAMESNAMES
The small city newspaper is the country's outstanding
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example of personal journalism -- not the personal journa-
lism of the editor, of Greeleys or V/attersons or Danas, but
rather the personal journalism of the reader. Or perhaps
it would be best to call small city journalism -- person-
nel journalism. With that statement recorded, it is fair-
ly critical to declare that those newspapers which do not
feature their communities personnel are not doinp; a thor-
ough job. This study also convinces me. that there are not
more than a dozen small city dailies in New England which
do their work thoroughly.
Without any important exception, every small city
daily newspaper in New England buys and uses syndicated
matter. Various "feature" agencies, the most prominent of
which is the ,7e stern Newspaper Union, offer editors much
filler material. The more affluent papers which accept
the offerings, reset the stories in the paper's own type
but the vast majority of the journals use the dry mats,
which contain an impression of the" story from type, as
boiler-plate. Such action by publishers makes their papers
a typographical hodge-podge. Rarely does boiler-plated mat-
erial look well in a paper. But, worse still, rarely isit
of sufficient importance to merit the space which it receives.
Newspapers use boiler-plate for two reasons: First, the
paper is too poor to obtain its own news by having an adequate
staff or reporters; and secondly, the publisher is indiffer-
ent, thoughtless and pennywise but pound foolish. He may
realize that by using a column of boiler-plate (which some-'
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times costs him ten cnets ) he is saving money for it might
cost two dollars for a column of his own type. At the
same time, if the boiler-plated column is not read and if,
as is so frequently the case, it leaves a negative impres-
sion, the paper is likely to lose circulation and, in so
doing, may lose advertising revenue.
Many a newspaper proprietor would say in reply to
this criticism that it is impossible for him to obtain a
sufficient amount of local news to fill his columns. The
answer to that is the expressive word "tommyrot"
.
For,
as has been pointed out, the typical small city newspaper
does not adequately cover its news sources. And, secondly,
assuming that it did, it still ignores that as yet unfathom-
ed source of newspaper copy -- the feature story.
Every native of a small city would read with interest
a story of the careers of veteran letter carriers, patrol-
men or -- grocers. Pets owned by residents of a community
are frequently good for human interest stories. The local
park, extraordinary people in the community, the town poor
farm, the Salvation Army -- almost any number of persons
and places can be treated as news articles. The public li-
brary has its features. There are also feature stories to
be obtained on regular news beats. The police reporter
might write a feature story on the child which is most fre-
quently lost. The city truant officer has numerous stories
.which he might relate.
But it is not necessary to elaborate at greater detail
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on this subject. The metropolitan paper can publish in
brief the most important local news, but it cannot and
would not publish the feature stories which w uld be fas-
cinating to residents of the city in which the smaller
newspaper is located. It is time for the owner of the
small city daily to wake up to this fact!
And then, finally, the editor can make news. I do
not mean by that that he may "fake" it or imagine it.
But the newspaper can campaign for something a new
city hall, for. example -- and in "pushing its pet project,
it can publish the opinions of the community's leading
citizens and organizations.
All these things the editor of a small city newspaper
should do. A wide-awake publisher should insist that the
space devoted to boiler-plated material be cut to the low-
est possible degree. Papers may be forgiven for purchas-
ing cartoons and comic strips as some of the creators of
these drawings have become nationally famous, as for ex-
ample, Sydney Smith and Robert L. Ripley. In most cases,
too, the comic character may be almost human -- Harold Teen,
Little Orphan Annie, Uncle I*lt and who-not. If a small
city newspaper can afford to buy these comics, they it can
give its readers something which the metropolitan papers
can give its following.
So it simmers down to this: If the small city news-
paper will give its readers all the local news and if it
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can buy some of the feature which metropolitan dailies use,
then it is likely to be a distinct power in the community.
If, however, reporters on a small city paper cover the regu-
lar beats of police, fires, city hall and hospitals; and if
many columns are devoted to such "lively" topics as "How
Zulu Islanders Originate Their Haircuts", then the paper
is likely to suffer by comparison and contrast with the
ever-available large city journals.

SIGNIFICANCE OR AIM OF THIS STUDY
It is perhaps over-estimating my ability when I state
that the significance or purpose of this study is to find
the ideal small city newspaper. If somebody should ask me
what I consider the "ideal" newspaper, I confess that I
would be at a loss for a reply. If, however, somebody ask-
ed me what I consider the greatest American newspaper, I
would say without hesitation, "The New York Times". And
yet I would not read the Times daily if I were a New ^orker
.
•It contains more news than any other American paper; it is
excellently put together; it is typographically one of the
finest journals in the world, but for all that, it lacks
literary or journalistic fire. Rarely are Times stories
newsy. They are merely newsful.
The New York World (morning) is much more readable.
It contains practically all the stories which the Times has,
but reporters are not obliged to cling to a "factory" news
style. Therefore, stories written in an unorthodox manner
appear frequently in that daily and are consumed by thousands
with great appreciation. Also, the New York World's editor-
ial page is admittedly the strongest and finest in the coun-
try.
Shall my ideal small city newspaper be the New York
Times, Jr. or the New York .TorId, Jr.? Probably it will
be neither and yet will contain the elements of both. It
shall be neither because the small city editor cannot employ
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reporters of the calibre of the New York papers. Also,
there is not the news field in a small city which would
give the editor an opportunity to write stories which are
like those of the nation's metropolis.
At the same time, the small city newspaper will one
day have good reporters. And they will come from schools
of journalism and from the larger city papers. Why? Be-
cause the day is coming when the editor of the small city
newspaper will realize that he can make his newspaper a
"local bible" and an institution of great renown. >Vhy,
for example , should not the Concord (New Hampshire) Monitor
be a widely known paper? The city is small, to be sure,
but it is the capital of an important state and many things
occur there
.
The city editor should be able to get well-written
news from his reporters. The editorial writers should be
able to free themselves from the shackles of the business
office. The Daily Hampshire Gazette (Northampton) should
be a great small city paper. It has history, locality and
perhaps unearned prestige in its favor. And it is located
in a lively community which contains many people who want
to think and who do.
In determining the ideal small city newspaper, it is
necessary, however, to study the volume of advertising which
the paper carries. If tiie downtown retailers do not adver-
tise in sufficiently great numbers, the publisher is not,
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of course, able to pay reporters very high salaries. Also
if the advertisers are dormant because the reporters are
asleep, then the editors should strengthen their positions
in the community by securing better reporters. The adver-
tising dividends will follow immediately thereafter.
If I were to make an outline of the city room of a
small city paper and state that every newspaper in New England
would be vastly improved if that outline were followed, I
might be doing some editors an injustice. That is to say,
a daily appearing in a city of 10,000 inhabitants does not
need and probably cannot afford to employ a staff so large
as that of a paper which appears in a city of 70,000 inhab-
itants.
And so I have compromised -- and have subdivided the
small city newspaper into various classes. I have arbitrar-
ily assumed that all papers with a circulation of fewer than
5,000 copies daily have similar problems. I conclude, too,
that with a circulation ranging from 5,000 to 10,000 copies
dailies, some papers are likely to be confronted by similar
woes and 7/orries.
The classes I have taken are as follows (see charts):
A. Fewer than 5,000 copies
3. Between 5,000 and 10,000
C. From 10,000 to 20,000
D. From 20,000 up
In every case I have taken my final estimates from the

papers which answered my questionnaire. I grouped an the
papers with a circulation of fewer than 5,000 copies daily
and determined the size of the mean city staff. Then, as-
suming that all papers within that circulation limit should
have the same editorial staff, I mapped out an ideal beat
system and laid out plans for a city room.
A second purpose of this study is to determine whether
or not the small city newspaper offers an adequate return
or future for a graduate of a department of journalism or
business administration. Very flat-footedly I can say that
the small city newspaper does offer much to the new graduate.
It has been stated that the circulation of small city
newspapers in New England exceeds 700,000 daily. And. it has
also been stated that the value of the various newspaper
plants runs from a few thousand dollars (viz, Bennington,
Vermont, Banner) to four million (Pawtucket, Rhode Is-
land, Times.) If the net earnings of the various small
city newspapers of New England could be determined and that
product be multiplied by ten, then the value of the small
city newspapers of this section of the country could be as-
certained. AH I can say, however, is that the result would
run into millions of dollars.
vVhy the value of a newspaper is determined by ten times
the net earnings, I do not know. I do know, however, that
newspaper brokers, base their estimate of a paper's value on
this basis. Their estimate includes, of course, not only the
value of the plant, the value of the earnings, but an
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estimate of the value of the good will which the paper owns.
And good will, incidentally, is frequently a paper's great-
est asset.
It is also the duty of the publisher to increase con-
stantly the popularity of a paper in his community. The fre-
quent use of third rate "feature" or syndicated material is
one sure way of destroying good will.
From a monetary standpoint, the small city paper offers
little reward either to the reporter or the advertising sol-
icitor. But any graduate of a department of journalism who
intends to devote his life to mere reporting does not to de-
'serve to get ahead any more than a bank clerk does who is
content to remain a mere bank clerk. A newspaper is very
definitely built upon the work of the reporter, but he
should not be content to be a reporter all his life.
The ideal situation, of course, is for the graduate
of a department of journalism or of a school of business ad-
ministration, to know something about the business office
and news room. And graduates of the department of journal-
ism at Boston University do receive training in both of
these branches of newspaper work.
The young man or woman who plans to enter newspaper
work should also know something about the problems of a com-
posing room, but these problems are similar as nearly every
newspaper plant of any size has compositors and linotype oper-
ators who are members of the International Typographical Union.
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This union, one of the strongest in the world, is alert
to the problems of the publisher and will work with him
Constantly. A newspaper which has a non-union composing
room is more likely to have labor difficulties than one
which has a union crew. The young business man- journal-
ist should, however, know what the composing-room can and
ought to produce
.
Personal observation and returns from my questionnaire
convince me that my implications are not far-fetched and
that it is not impossible for a young man to climb up
through the ranks of reporter, and advertising solicitor
to the positions of editors and publishers. It has al-
ready happened many times. It will happen still more fre-
quently in the future.
The fundamental trouble with the average small city
newspaper in New England is that the business office con-
trols the nev;s room. That, probably, is the fundamental
shortcoming of American journalism. The business office
does not understand the problems of the news room and, or-
dinarily, news room employees regard the business office
staff as mere bookkeepers.
The average small city newspaper reporter in New Eng-
land receives a weekly wage of from $30 to $35 weekly. It
is or should be a source of constant shame to the average
newspaper publisher to realize that he pays his linotype
operators more money weekly than he gives to his reporters.
This state of affairs, in newspaper circles, indicates that-
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it is cheaper to buy brains, i.e. trained newspapermen,
than it is to obtain skilled brawn, linotype operators or
compsitors
.
A reporters union is, of course, as impossible a pro-
posal as an artists union, for men vary in ability. Never-
theless, if the publisher paid the small city reporter as
much as he gives his linotype operators, he could employ
newspapermen of unusual ability and could make his paper in-
finitely better in every possible way.
Despite all this peering through apparently opaque
glasses, I still maintain that the future is bright for a
capable graduate of a department of journalism or school
of business administration. If a reporter, who procures
employment on a small city daily and is a capable writer,
turns up in a small city newspaper office, he will soon
get all the star assignments.
A study of more trian 40 newspapers in New England con-
vinces me that there are certainly not more than a dozen
really good reporters in this section of the country. That
is easily determined by looking at the news section in the
various papers. Let the new product of a school of journal-
ism (he is no longer tish-tished by older reporters) get
the star assignments and he will climb fast in newspaper
work. He will advance on his own paper or will be called
to some other journal. It always happens. It probably al-
ways will happen. Then he will become city editor, tele-
graph editor, managing editor -- and soon the publisher will
consult him. That, too, frequently happens.
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Finally, the opening comes which enables him to help
out in the business office and in the news room in an ex-
ecutive capacity. The former cub becomes a partner or
stockholder. He is made! Then, if he realizes that his
training, collegiate and otherwise, has been more than
theoretic&l, if he. does not become grasping and as cruel or
as thoughtless as his predecessor, he is likely to build up
a paper of state -wide renown; a paper which is a daily news
bible. And then, unless his city room is tactless, he can
let reporters have a free hand. And also, since his paper
will be well known, he can raise his advertising rates (with
little protest from the advertiser) and can permit his edi-
torial page to utter sound, loud and important manifestos.
Vith that as a monetary outlook or as a career, let
us return and examine the tools with which the ambitious
reporter must work. It has been implied earlier in this
thesis that it might be wise to divide the small city news-
paper of New England into four distinct groups according to
circulation.
In the first group, in which all papers with a circula-
tion of fewer than 5,000 copies daily appear, there are 13
newspapers which answered the questionnaire. The Amesbury
News with a circulation of less than 2,000 copies daily has
two business office workers, five news room employees and
nine composing room hands. This is the smallest paper in
the field and one 'Which maintains a job plant to augment
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its earnings. The Westerly (R. I.) Sun with a circulation
of 4,000 copies daily has the largest staff: Business office,
5; news room, 5; and composing room, 12. The staffs of other
papers are included within these limits. The median among
the papers has three business office workers, four news room
employees and ten composing room (press room and circulation
departments included) workers. The Bath (Maine) Times with
a circulation of 2,000 daily is the nearest approach to the
median. It has three business office workers; four news room
employees and nine persons in the composing room.
In the second group, that is, among newspapers possess-
ing a circulation of from 5,000 to 10,000 copies, there were
also thirteen papers which answered the questionnaire. The
daily with the smallest staff was the Portsmough Herald (cir-
culation 7,000) which has two business office employees, six
news room workers and seven composing room members. The Meri-
den (Connecticut) Record has the largest staff in the circula-
tion range with 15 persons in the business office, 18 in the
news room and 29 in the composing room. Naturally enough,
this tremendous variation is visible In the papers. The sta-
tus of the Herald has been suggested several times. The Re-
cord is undoubtedly the best paper in that circulation range,
selling 9,000 papers daily. The median paper in this field
has four business office employees, five news room workers
and fifteen composing room members.
In the third group, newspapers with a circulation rang-
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ing from 10,000 to 20,000 papers daily, the extremes are
bounded by the North Adans Transcript (an excellent small
city daily with a circulation of 10,500) and the .Voon-
socket (R. I.) Call with a circulation of 15,500. The
Transcript has seven business office workers, 10 reporters
and 17 composing room employees. The Voonsocket Call has
12 business office workers, 11 reporters and 39 composing
room employees. The median paper has ten business office
employees, 11 reporters and 24 composing room workers.
In the last field, which has a circulation range in
excess of 20,000, there is the Saiem News, 20,500; the
Brockton Enterprise, 25,000; Bangor Commercial, 23,000;
Bangor News, 32,000; and the Pawtucket Times, 30,000. Of
these five papers, the Pawtucket Times alone answered the
questionnaire. That paper, obviously, is the leader in
the field. The Times has 22 business office employees, 20
reporters and editors and 75 composing room workers. Al-
though no median is available, it must approximate the per-
sonnel of the Times.
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THE DETAILED STUDY
(Newspapers in Group One)
A more intimate study of each newspaper class is now
appropriate, but before I continue it is necessary for me
to say that I am qualified to write with some degree of
authority only on the news gathering end of newspapers,
large or small. The financial, mechanican and distribut-
ing phases of newspaper Work deserve far more intensive
research than this thesis would permit. In fact, several
volumes might be written about each of these phases of the
business
.
In the diagrams which follow, I have attempted to out-
line the complete plant layout for only the smallest of
small city newspapers (See Figures 1 and 2). I believe that
the first two charts are accurate from a business office --
composing room standpoint, as well as from the news room
consideration, because there are definite properties and
tasks which each newspaper has. And, when the number of
men employed is small, it is easy to assume that they will
do specific pieces of work. Only when, for example, there
are 35 employees in the composing room would it be pure
guesswork for me to attempt to say what each worker is
doing.
Let us, the r- fore, turn to Figure 1. This diagram
illustrates a plant layout for newspapers in Group One,
i.e. for newspapers having a circulation of fewer than 5000
copies daily. The median among the thirteen newspapers in
this group has three employees in the business office. One
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of these is the business manager. In a small newspaper
such as the chart represents, that man would probably be
the advertising manager as well. Also, he probably is the
proprietor or publisher. One member of the business staff
is an inside worker, ^e probably takes advertisements at
the counter, writes out classified advertisements, helps
advertisers generally and acts as bookkeeper -phone opera-
tor. The remaining member of the staff is a solicitor and
collector. Members of the business department probably
help the circulation department at press time and, in some
cases, perform all the work of that department.
Newspapers with a circulation of fewer than 5000 copies
daily ordinarily are too poor to buy the Associated Press or
other news services. In some cases, papers obtain a Pony
or abridged wire service. Most of them, however, are con-
tent to print only local newsi
This is a sane policy as the publisher cannot compete
with the large city dailies and he might just as well devel-
op the one field over which he has a practical monopoly --
and ignore the big-league foreign news. Since the chart
indicates that there are only four employees in the news
room, the work must be distributed as I shall suggest. One
man acts as managing editor. He is in charge of make-up,
selects the boiler-plated syndicate material, edits copy
and writes headlines. Another man acts as city editor,
writes the editorials, probably covers one beat (city hall)
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and helps the managing editor generally.
That leaves two full time reporters to get the news
of the town. It is obvious that one will cover police,
fires and hospitals. The other will do everything else
society, lodges and labor, civic clubs, Red Cross, local
charities, politics, features and what not. Both reporters
will probably have to work nights since the typical
paper of this class appears in the afternoon. It must be
remembered, in this connection, that most of the exciting
things of life happen at night when prospective newspaper
readers are asleep.
The composing room is permitted to have ten employees.
Since the paper is published (in every case according to
my records) on a flat -bed press, two of the ten employees
are engaged as press men. The paper probably has three
linotype machines which gives work to as many men. Ad
alley, that section of the composing room where advertise-
ments are set up, probably provides work for three men.
One man is in charge of make-up and the remaining employee
is stereotyper, "proof puller", circulation department as-
sistant and probably printer's devil.
(Possible Utopia)
An ideal, in most cases, is a purely personal matter.
.Vhat is one man's ideal may very well be another man's
folly and so, in aiming at an ideal, it is best to go gin-
gerly for overshooting the mark is as bad as not reaching it.
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Those rather philosophic words mean simply this, so
far as this thesis is concerned; That it is better to
modify my idea of a perfect newspaper to the financial
possibilities of an existing journal, rather than to dream
of an Utopian daily. So here goes:
The Business Office
The business office of the typical small city news-
paper of Group One is probably well organized. Also, it
Is probably the most modern department of the paper. The
attempts of workers of this department to get as much ad-
vertising as possible is not only laudable, it is necessary.
The great danger of the business office in a small city
newspaper (and in many a larger one, too) is that advertising
solicitors and other employees are likely to think that they
alone make the paper possible. This, in itself, is not par-
ticularly dangerous, but when the business manager or pub-
lisher agrees with them, then the news room is likely to
lose its identity, its power, its prestige. The business
manager should devote his attention to the financial end of
the paper and should use his news room as an aid to fulfil-
ling that desire. By that I don't mean that he should have
his reporters write free advertisements for advertisers --
a condition which exists too prevalently but rather that
he should encourage his colleagues to get new stories and to
write so well and so comprehensively that every family in
the neighborhood will want a copy of his paper.
The business manager or proprietor of dailies in Group
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One might well operate a job printing plant in conjunction
with his newspaper. Many of the proprietors of papers in
this group do that very thing. And, if the proprietors
take pride in their papers from a journalistic and civic
standpoint, rather than from a mere mercenary viewpoint,
it might be well for them to devote some of their job-
plant profits to the upbuilding of their papers.
The Composing Room
The composing room should be well equipped with the
latest equipment, typographical and mechanical. Too many
papers in Group One have excellent equipment for setting
up advertisements and inadequate material for displaying
news stories. The foreman of the composing room should
study the various printers' magazines and should ask the
publisher to adopt the best of the new type styles. Bet-
ter than that, because it is cheaper, he should study the
nation's newspapers which are typographically excellent
and then acquire type similar to that -- say of the New
York Times or New York Herald-Tribune.
This might be anexpensive procedure but type is
needed and good type costs little more t:,an the ordinary
variety. "You might just as well have the best" goes far
for the composing room just as it goes for the housewife
who wants to buy coffee.
The News Room
Pity the poor reporter on .the smallest of small city
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dailies. He is inadequately trained, greatly overworked
and usually underpaid. The proprietor says that he cannot
afford to get good men. Besides he claims that the paper
wants "local" men. Reporters on the staffs of small city
newspapers must work from 12 to 16 hours a day because the
proprietor cannot afford to enlarge his staff. For this
reason, the average small city reporter looks enviously
at a linotype operator who works eight hours and is through
for the day. He is envious of a man who works at a machine
and gets more money than he. And that is natural.
It is possible that the publisher is right -- that he
cannot afford to engage the services of good reporters and
that his present men are satisfactory. And yet, the re-
sult is very obvious to a student of journalism -- the
paper looks small townish.
What can be done? .Veil, for one thing, if the pub-
lisher has any pride in his paper, he should employ capable
reporters, men or women who can write, should pay them
a living wage. He should also, if possible, employ a man
who will cover all or nearly all of the night assignments.
As much of the routine of the day's work as can be
done by the paper's readers should be arranged. That is,
the paper should print wedding blanks for brides, obituary
blanks for undertakers and social blanks for club secretar-
ies. If that is cone, it will give the reporter more time
to cover the other branches of his work more carefully.
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Also, it will give the reporters leisure to create feature
stories and to develop local items properly.
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THE DETAILED STUDY
(Newspapers in Group Two)
A newspaper with the properties and personnel indi-
cated in Figure 2 is confronted with almost exactly the
same problems which the proprietor of the smallest city
daily must face. True, the owner has an extra man on
daty on the business office, an added reporter and sev-
eral additional compositors and press -men -- and yet the
problems are similar.
The thirteen papers which are classed under Group
Two have a circulation ranging from 5,00C to 10,000 papers
daily. They are located in cities which are somewhat lar-
ger than their lesser contemporaries, a fact which makes
it possible for the business manager to obtain added ad-
vertising revenue. This fact also makes it possible for
some of the papers in this field to buy the "pony" or ab-
breviated wire services of some press association.
It is not necessary for the publisher of a paper in
Group Two to supplement his earnings by operating a print-
ing shop to keep his men busy. A paper with a circulation
of from 5,000 to 10,000 copies daily should be able to make
money. If it doesn't, there is something radically wrong
with the paper, or the business office or the retail mer-
chants downtown.
Most of the paper which fall into this group are print
ed on a flat bed press, as was the case with the papers of
the first group. The equipment of the composing and press
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rooms, therefore, need not be much more elaborate than
that of the smaller newspaper brother. An extra casting
machine and a greater variety of type styles s re the only
luxuries in which the paper need invest.
But let us look at the probable (judging from the
questionnaires exclusively) organization of the typical
newspaper of Group Two.
The median among these newspapers indicates that the
business office has five employees. One of these workers
we shall call the publisher, business and advertising man-
ager. Another holds the position of bookkeeper. A third
is counter man, cashier and classified ad-taker. The re-
maining two men are advertising solicitors, collectors and
layout men.
The news room has six employees. One worker acts as
managing editor, editorial writer and copy editor. Another
worker is the city editor who handles suburban copy, helps
with the editorials and make-up and, possibly, covers a
beat himself. If the paper uses the telegraph service of
some association, it is likely that the sports editor, whose
morning and early afternoons are free, edits the telegraph
copy and writes headlines for foreign stories. Then, at
about one o'clock, he gets ready for the day f s sport events,
if any.
That leaves three reporters to cover the city and sub-
urbs for news. Th-re are, to be sure, some paid and unpaid
correspondents in the suburbs but if the paper is sufficient
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ly influential to dominate suburbs, it is almost imperative
that a full time employee be assigned to cover these dis-
tricts. One of the reporters covers the "big three" beats -
police, fires and hospitals. Another is city hall reporter
and probably covers the schools as well. The remaining mem-
ber of the staff must risk his digestive system at meetings
of the Rotary, Lions and other clubs. He must cover churche
lodges and labor, society and, if brief, must do every-
thing which his contemporaries do not do.
There is undoubtedly night work for fcwe of the three
available reporters.
The composing room has 15 workers, according to the
survey. Each paper owns either three or four linotype
machines. That provides works for as many persons. There
are probably two full-time press men. One man acts as cir-
culation manager. The stereotyping machines give work to
one man. Ad alley has work for probably four men. One man
acts as foreman of the room and is probably four men. One
man acts as foreman of the room and is probably the make-up
man. There is also present the inimitable and inevitable
printer's devil who gets himself ineradicably dirty at the
proof press.
.Vhile I have no way of telling if the median newspaper
would divide its work as I hi ve suggested, I do know that
those tasks which I have assigned are the fundamental jobs.
If the paper's circulation is nearer the 10,000 mark than
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it is to 5,000 figure, it is easily seen that the extra man
or men will operate the additional pieces of equipment which
the larger circulation makes possible.
POSSIBLE UTOPIA
It seems to me that the business staff of newspapers
in Group Two need no improvement. *t is possible that
more modern bookkeeping and accounting devices might come
in handy, b it the staff seems large enough to me to take
care of all the possible business in the town. Judging
from the lay-outs of some of the advertisements, it also
seems to me that it would be an excellent Christmas gift
on the part of the publisher if he were to present each
member of the advertising staff with a copy of some late,
excellent advertising book.
Fundamentally, however, I have no penetrating criti-
cism to offer. It has been my observation that the busi-
ness office, because it is constantly under the publisher's
critical eye, is the best managed and most modern part of
a newspaper. It is also my impression that if a study of
the business methods of the small city newspaper were made
to complete two phases of this study, it would be discov-
ered that the business equipment of the average paper is
highly commendable. And so to the news room.
The News Room
Again, I must raise my voice in complaint. The news
room is undermanned. The reporters are undertrained, over-
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worked, underpaid and overlooked. The overlording, by the
way, comes not only from the managing or city editor but
also from the publisher.
That this criticism is fair, a study of the average
newspaper will reveal almost in full. Glance at any small
city newspaper (there is no outstanding exception in Group
Two) and you win see that the stories are improperly con-
structed and usually improperly written. The writer's
choice of words is poor, his knowledge of grammar is in-
adequate, and a s for originality it is utterly lacking
except for an occasional gleam.
The typical small city newspaper needs more and better-
trained reporters. It needs a publisher who does not feel
that brains are less expensive and less to be valued than
trade skill. It needs a group of men who are fairly paid
for a tremendous amount of work.
Any experienced business man who was an ex-newspaper-
man can tell you that if he devoted as much time to his
business as he did to his reporting, he could be infinitely
wealthier. The average business manager of a newspaper
seems to realize the tremendous fascination which the work
has for his men and so, willy-nilly, he takes it out of the
men by giving them inadequate wages. That newspapermen are
aware of this fact is obvious, that they can not or will not
do anything about it, is equally true. And so they resort
to counsel for the young reporter c That is why nearly every
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young newspaperman upon entering the profession win hear a
veteran say, "For God's sake, get out of this business. If
I knew the limitations of newspaper work twenty years ago
as I know them now, I would have left long ago. Take my
advice. Get out. Make something of yourself. You'll
never amount to anything here."
The truth of the matter is that the average newspaper
reporter who makes such a statement DID realize twenty years
ago that the profession had its shortcomings; that its re-
wards were inadequate. He did know that if money was his
object, he should get out. But there is something about
the work which is so compelling and so fascinating that
many a man who has deserted (or left) the business comes
back to the old office and hangs around for the sheer joy
of being in a place where he obtained so much experience.
And so, the original statement still holds. The news-
paper of Group Two as is true of the newspapers of an the
other groups, needs more reporters, but before it obtains
them, it should be sure to get young men who can write and
who are willing to grow with the paper.
Suburban men are needed and one or two additional city
reporters could well be used. Boiler-plated material should
be flung into the basket and feature material of a local na-
ture should fill the columns of the paper.
The newspaper library should be more highly developed
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than the questionnaires indicate that it is. Also, when
the enlarged staff is added, an adequate beat system for
news should be organized.
The Composing Room
New type styles and, in some cases, new presses should
be acquired by the publisher.
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THE DETAILED STUDY
(Newspapers of Group Three)
An isolated city of 50,000 inhabitants isolated
only because it is located too far from a large city for
its inhabitants to do their shopping quickly without the
bounds of the home town -- should have a downtown shop-
ping district large and flourishing enough to support a
small city paper adequately.
And, if the truth be told, such a city can and should
enable its newspaper to make a neat profit each year. It
is in a community of this nature that we find the median
newspaper of Group Three. Undeniable proof that such a
community can support a good newspaper may be obtained
first by looking at any of the newspapers of Connecticut
which fall into this range and also by regarding the per-
sonnel of the median newspaper of this group.
Figure three indicates that there are 10 business of-
fice employees on the staff of such a newspaper. Th; re are
eleven news room workers and 24 workers in the composing
room and circulation department, newsboys excluded. Now
a very fine small city newspaper can be produced by 4F>
workers and, moreover, a newspaper with such a staff should
produce an excellent newspaper.
It is only fair to say that with one exception the
newspapers in Group Three are much better than those of
the other two groups which have already been described.
The lone exception is the Maiden Evening News --a news-
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paper which is as smali-tc-wnish and as inadequate as any in
New England. The other papers, however, are good. The
Berkshire Eagle of Pittsfield, the Fitchburg Sentinel, Bur-
lington (Vt.) Free Press, New london Day, New Britain Her-
ald, Record, Stamford Advocate and several others must very
definitely be classed as satisfactory.
All of these papers use too much boiler-plated material.
Most of them are manned by capable reporters but be poor
writers. And several, apparently, have poor editors. But
for all that, the finished product, especially among the
Connecticut dailies, is really satisfactory.
The chart (Figure 5) indicates that there are 11 workers
in the news room. One man is the editor. He writes all the
editorials (unless they are purchased from syndicates), han-
dles all or most of the boiler-plate, and probably looks af-
ter the regular features (Dorothy Dix, the comics, et ai )
.
Another man is the managing editor. He decides where
the various stories shall be placed and how long each shall
be. He gets all the copy which goes into the paper, with
the possible exception of the editor's and he orders head-
lines of certain style and si^e to- be written. Also, he is
make-up man and spends part of the afternoon (if the paper
is an afternoon daily) or of the early morning (12 — 2 a.m.)
if the paper is a morning dt-ily, in the composing room.
A third executive is the suburban editor. In a paper
Of this size, it is possible that he shares with the manag-
ing editor the responsibilities of editing telegraph copy.
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Also, he edits the suburban material and makes up the dis-
trict page or pages, if there are any. He probably has the
assistance of one or two men in the editing of copy, depend
ing, of course, on the amount of telegraph material which
the paper uses.
The city editor is the next executive who must be
studied. It is his job to edit all city copy and to spend
many hours thinking up assignments for his men. The city
editor of the average small city daily is not ordinarily
alert, for he gives his men routine assignments and demon-
strates no amazing originality. It is he, more than any
other man, who should order local feature stories.
ffe now come to the sporting editor. This man covers
all of the local sporting events, with occasional assist-
ance from city reporters. He makes up his own page or
pages and writes hi s own headlines. Then, too, most sport-
ing editors think that they must dignify their position by
producing a daily column of sports chatter. So he attempts
to do tha t
.
The society editor now walks primly into view. Her
duties are many. She is household editor, health editor,
advice to the lovelorn editor, tea party edito -- and goat
to the local society sets, if any. Her title is a misnomer
for whenever any social event, of any signif iciance occurs,
the city editor win steal it for his reporters. But that
Is the common lot of all society editors and they seem to
bear up with commendable good grace.
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The only remaining editor who must be considered is
the dramatic editor. He is also the radio editor, indus-
trial editor, financial editor, automobile editor and "puff"
editor. He is the link between the business office and the
news room. He is not permitted to criticise shows, unless
they are out-of-town affairs. The dramatic editor usually
writes all the "readers", free ads, for the various automo-
bile companies and for other big advertisers.
And now, having very definitely assigned work to seven
editors, there remain bat four employees who must be given
work. These men constitute the city reporters the news
gatherers who must cover all the local news of the city and
of the suburbs. It is probably true that for papers with
a circulation of from 10,000 to 20,000 copies daily suburban
reporters are space writers and so the four reporters are
left to cover city news.
One of these men covers police, fires, hospitals, city
hall and local politics. Another writes school news, lodge
and labor items and has half of the news beats remaining
(i.e. library, Red Cross, local charities, Y. M. C. A.,
Y. V/. C. A.j civic clubs, community associations, parent-
teachers associations, etc.)
The tiird reporter covers the beats which have not
been assigned to the man above and also acts as a rewrite
man.
The remaining reporter is a district man who covers two
or more of the outlying sections of the city.
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POSSIBLE UTOPIA
It is easily discernible that all of the reporters
and executives of a paper of this group have their hands
full. In the last analysis, there are too few city re-
porters and they must work in the evening as well as dur-
ing the daytime. The city reporters, as well as the ed-
itors, are probably poorly paid. The staff should be en-
larged and capable reporters, men who are able to write
and find numerous, interesting items, should be employed
by the paper.
The editor should order cast into the basket all boil-
er-plated material with the exception of the desirable items
such as the "Say It Right" exercises in grammar, the scienti
fic material which is not piffle and (to cater to the tastes
of the multitude) the comics. Certainly the so-called feat-
ure stories of life in East Jaioppi should be cast to the
winds. Syndicated editorials and the amazing "filler" mat-
erial should be ejected.
The nevvslibrary should be adequately developed. It
should contain more than a file of the paper. It should
contain cuts, properly indexed and cross indexed, and clip-
pings and obituaries for future use. Pictures, too, should
be saved and those newspaper mats which are likely to be use
ful in the future should employed.
Fundamentally, however, the paper should be improved
as to the manner in which news stories are written. The pol
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ice and court reporters should, be able to see the human
interest stories which croo up in the day's work. It is
all very well for a man to report a lively court case,
but there are so many trivial things which might be report-
ed and which the people would enjoy fully, that the report-
ers who overlook these things should be discharged as im-
properly trained.
The paper should crusade also for civic improvements.
It should suggest desirable changes to the residents of the
city. A vacant lot might be made into a park. The river
should be kept free from poluticn that bathers may be safe.
There are numberous things like that which a newspaper can
do.
And finally, we come to the great shortcoming of all
New England small city newspapers: The local feature story.
This department of the work is generally neglected or im-
properly developed. The editor should employ men who know
what a feature story is and how it may best be developed.
The feature story writer should get the "news" from
people who never get their neames into the paper. He should
write stories about various pets which people h^ve, about
bright children, about -- well, why try to enumerate? The
field for feature stories is boundless.
The proprietors of the paper should realize that by us-
ing local features, he can "scoop" the big city papers con-
stantly; can increase his circulation and thus, can increase
his advertising rates so that finally he will the more strong-
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ly entrench himself as a power in the community and as the
owner of a successful, influential paper.
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THE DETAILED STUDY
(Newspapers in Group Four)
There are approximately half a dozen newspaper in
New England which fall into Group Four. The Brockton En-
terprise, Salem News, Bangor Commercial, Bangor News and
Pawtucket Times are very definitely to be included.
The Pawtucket (R. I. ) Tines was the only paper which
answered the questionnaire which I sent to the various
papers. I have, however, seen the plant of the Salem News
and of the Brockton Enterprise. Copies of the Bangor papers
convince me that the problems of those two dailies are simi-
lar to those of the other papers.
Accepting the Pawtucket Times statistics as standard,
however, let us look into the problem. The Times report
incidcates that there are 22 workers in the business of-
fice, 20 in the news room and 75 in the composing, press
and circulation departments.
IVe shall concern ourselves in this caseonly with the
news room. I happen to know how the Times news room is or-
ganized and, having seen two other plants which come under
Group Four, I think that this layout is fairly accurate.
First comes the editor, a man who has many duties but
very little power. He writes the editorials and makes up
the editorial page. He also looks over the syndicated mater-
ial and suggests to the managing editor that certain pieces
be used. He selects the "comics" and editorial cartoon. At
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the Times, the editor also looks over the district news.
Now we come upon the managing editor who is indus-
triously concerned with all the news problems of the paper.
He looks over the assignments which the city editor has
made, drops one or adds a few; gives orders to the tele-
graph editor, suburban editor and sporting editor.
He also sees various department heads and determins
the nature of their day's output. He looks over the metro-
politan dailies and tries to determine what story shall be
used as a lead. Also, he writes headlines for the more im-
portant stories -- or orders them to be written. Before
him lies a dummy and, from time to time, he makes a nota-
tion for his page one layout.
Next comes the telegraph editor, a young man who walks
to the Associated Press and Jnited Prers machines, gathers
his copy, brings it back and, unless the editor orders some-
thing specifically, he writes the headlines which he thinks
the story deserves.
Beyond him sits the suburban editor who slaves over the
copy of numerous free lances, space rate correspondents and
full time suburban men.
Now comes the city editor, overlord of all local news
gatherers. All day he sits and ponders, writes an occasion-
al headline, orders a story re -written, makes a few phone
calls and, seemingly, does very little. Actually, however,
he is mapping out assignments for his men.
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The sporting editor an authoritative man is he
ponders over the competitive nature of things. He gets
the telegraph copy of a sports nature, clips the Boston
and New York papers for other items and looks over the
material submitted by his assistant.
The radio -dramatic-industrial-real estate-automobile
editor next appears -- but his duties have been described
in Group Three.
And finally, there is ner majesty, the society editor,
who writes about tea parties and weddings and showers and
engagements. She also has charge of the household page
and -- well, her duties, too, have already been described.
Some of these eight executives, you may be sure, have
assistants. The telegraph editor has two full time aids.
The suburban editor has four full time reporters. The sport-
ing editor has one assistant.
That leaves the city editor with six men whom he may
use for local' news. Two of these six men must cover the
city districts. And so, we are back to our Big Four again,
back to the men who must cover all the local news.
Je leave them there merely with the comment that four
reporters constitute an inadequate corps for the proper cov-
ering of a city which has a population of approximately 75,000
inhabitants. 7,re leave them also with the comment that they
cover the basic beats, are probably overworked and (I know)
underpaid.
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POSSIBLE UTOPIA
The publisher should engage at least four more re-
porters for city work. Two of these men should be put on
the night shift. The remaining six men should cover the
day's news and the day's features -- especially the former.
The publisher should build up his library; Reference
books, histories, geographies, Bartlett's and numerous other
volumes should be available for reporters. The obituary
file should be kept up-to-date. Clippings should be proper-
ly indexed and cross-indexed. The publisher should employ
a full time librarian whose duty it should, be to cross-in-
dex important local events by date and who should indicate
important anniversaries to the city editor. The librarian
would also build up a file of local pictures, so that when
a photo is desired, the editor may have it.
The managing editor should realize that local news is
ordinarily more interesting than national news. He should
study typography and present to the public as neat a paper
as it is possible to obtain anywhere.
The editor should plead with the publisher that nearly
all boiler-plated material be thrown out.

CONCLUSIONS AND DEDUCTIONS
Most of the young men and women who complete their
courses in the department of journalism at Boston Univer-
sity or at other institutions will seek employment not on
the metropolitan dailies but on the small city journals.
They will do this because they will realize in a short time
that the big city papers want experienced men and can get
them. Also, the metropolitan dailies do not offer the cub
the range of activities which the smaller city papers hold
out.
If a graduate of the department of journalism gets a
position in the city room of a downtown paper, it is en-
tirely likely that he will be sent out to cover a district.
Also, if he does the job well, he will be kept out in that
district. Little of his work will find its way into the
newspaper because of space limitations and, since he is
practically on his own, he will receive little or no train-
ing from his superiors.
The young man or woman who obtains employment on a
small city daily, however, will cover all sorts of assign-
ments from his very first day of employment. He will learn
how to get news quickly. And, being directly under a city
editor, he will obtain the benefit of that man's experience
and of that of his fellow reporters.
He will learn to "fight for an editor". He win learn
quickly the news policy of the paper. He will learn some-
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thing about headlines. He will develop a sense of news
judgment. And, of course, since the paper is small f he
will be able to inspect every part of the plant and learn
the problems of the composing room, circulation depart-
ment and business office.
In short, a graduate of a department of journalism
who obtains employment on a small city newspaper will get
a far better training than a companion who may obtain work
with a large daily paper. In downtown Boston, there are
many reportorial war-horses who do not understand much that
goes on outside of- the city room. Some reporters take pride
in the fact that they have never written a headline. Other
reporters don't understand what the Sunday staff does. Most
of them do not realize that the composing room has its prob-
lems. A story is written and sent through, they believe, so
why can't it be set up at once.
I am not attemtping to say that the small city newspaper
is better than its metropolitan big brother, .'/hat I do im-
ply, however, is that a reporter on a small city newspaper
can obtain as much newspaper training of all kinds in a year
or two as his big city newspaper cub-brother can get, let us
say, in five years.
How can this study help the young man or woman who will
obtain w rk on a small city newspaper? tfell, for one thing,
it contains a survey of nearly half of the small city dailies

2which are published in New England. Each newspaper is
studied from a practical and unbiased point of view.
..'henever the facts were obtainable, a history of the
small city newspapers was included. The make-up of each
paper, from a personnel and typographical viewpoint, is
stressed. Advertising rates are mentioned frequently be-
cause they indicate a newspaper's strength. .Vhen rates
are low, it is usually safe to predict that the community
in which a newspaper is located has a poor retail store
district or that the business office is not alert. If one
or bother of these latter intimations are true, then the
reporter can realize that his salary will be small and that
the paper is probably not very progressive.
Each newspaper which is considered in the following
pages is also regarded from what, the publisher will probably
can a "Utopian" standpoint. That is to say, I have attempt-
ed to indicate by various means how the proprietor can make
his paper better. It is also my contention that this study
would be interesting to the various newspaper proprietors
as well as to the prospective reporter. The publisher of
the Portsmouth Herald, for example, would be amazed to read
how his paper is described. It might even cause him to make
certain changes in his paper (Goodness knows it needs them I
)
Or it might make him think that schools and departments of
journalism are utterly inadequate.
I cannot definitely determine for my own satisfaction
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what the "durability" of this study may be. Certainly if
every small city newspaper in New England made one or more
of the changes suggested in this thesis, this work would
be a genuine antique in no time. Also if the Portsmouth
Herald should change its staff and st^rt out anew tomorrow,
this study would constitute an injustice to that paper.
I don't believe that the small city dailies of New
England win undergo any radical changes for the next five
or ten years. Tradition hampers New England today as it
has for the last half century. Some day there win be an
awakening. And when it comes, New England's newspapers as
well as its citizens will benefit.
But seriously, why should I concern myself with the
value of this thesis a decade from now? It should be con-
sidered a piece of work as entirely reliable as the author's
limitations permit and should be judged from the standpoint
of 1929. At the same time, I wish to repeat that it may
contain facts of value to young newspapermen and women for
^t least the next decade.
It is obviously as impossible to determine what the
future holds for the small city newspaper as it is for a
store proprietor to predict what his income win be for the
next decade, Ey judging by the past, the store proprietor
can conclude that under certain conditions definite results
will naturally follow.
I can do the same thing for the small city newspaper of
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New England. I sincerely believe that the daily newspaper
which has been studied can make itself economically and
journalistically more powerful; That if hard times come
and the paper is not able to give the net return which it
has in the past, then the proprietor will probably be un-
willing and unable to improve his paper from a journalistic
standpoint
.
Assuming, however, that economic conditions in New
England will be satisfactory for the next decade and as-
suming also that publishers are aware of the shortcomings
of their papers or are even interested in considering them
( a large order! ) we can say very definitely that the small
city newspaper win exert not only a finer influence in the
given community but also that it will in every way be a
larger and better instrument for public service, informa-
tion and entertainment.
I do not, however, look to many of the present propriet-
ors of small city newspapers to make a change in their poli-
cies. Most of the newspaper owners consider their papers
valuable merely as a source of income or as a medium for
gaining local, social and political standing.
To the young men and women who are flooding schools and
departments of journalism and who are pouring out in great
numbers, to the astonishment and dismay of newspaper veterans,
do I look for a change. These people have been and are being
trained to appreciate the possibilities of the newspaper.
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And, since they will enter the profession through the ne s
room rather than through the business office, they will,
when they finally come into control of newspapers, possess
an idealism which the ordinary money grubber does not feel.
It is on the shoulders of these young people that the future
of small city journalism rests.
The small city newspaper of New England needs more jour-
nalistic freedom, it needs a helping, not a retarding, hand
from the business office. It needs adequately trained young
men and women as reporters and the proprietors should es-
pecially observe that reporters should be "young". Give a
newspaper a capable editor, an adequately trained corps of
writers, some liberties as to expenditures, good type and a
good press and the problem is almost solved.
It is perhaps timely and appropriate here for the writer
to indicate what he considers the ideal small city newspaper
of New England -- or of anywhere else. .Vhat manner of jour-
nal is it? And is it a practical thing?
V7e have seen that it is wise to divide the small city
newspaper of New England into four classes on a basis of
circulations, we he ve assumed that newspapers with a cir-
culation of fewer than 5,000 copies daily are likely to have
similar problems and that newspapers with circulations of
from 5,00C to 10,000 papers daily are probably confronted by
similar difficulties. Some of the worries of the smallest
of small city dailies are not, of course, shared by their
larger brethren. At the same time, however, there are cer-
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tain problems which are common. And these must be con-
sidered In writing the ideal small city daily.
The most obvious shortcoming of the newspapers which
have been studied is that they are typographically hideous.
V.'ith not more than half a dozen exceptions, it is safe for
me to say tha t the various newspapers are either too flam-
boyant or too conservative. The ideal publisher of a sail
city daily will provide his composing room with the finest,
most beautiful and most adequate type possible. He will
realize that only rarely is it necessary for his editors
to use eight column headlines. He will insist that his
editor display a sense of judgment and that the paper shall
look interesting and attractive -- for that's half the battle J
Then the editor shall insist that the publisher obtain
for him reporters who are capable, original and eager. He
shall also realize that local news is ordinarily of greater
importance to "local" people than national news. The man-
aging editor of the ideal small city daily will realize that
page one of his paper is to be devoted to an adequate diet
of local and national news. And he shall throw most of the
boiler-plate into the basket.
The editorial policy of my ideal small city newspaper
will be moderate. There will be no baying of hounds in the
night. Editorials will be largely local and the editorial
writer will save his thunderers until they are definitely

needed. For he shall realize that the editorials which
scream daily are likely to become mere brayings.
Now that isn't a large order, is it? For that is
all which a newspaperman would ask or would feel entitled
to expect --a lively, clean, alert, adequate' small city
newspaper.
The graduate of a department of journalism fits very
well into this scheme of things. Upon his shoulders rests
the future of small city (and large city, too) journalism.

DANBURY EVENING- NS.VS
DANBURY, CONNECTICUT
The Danbury Evening News, among others, helps to bear
out my contention that the finest small city newspapers in
Ne.? England are located in Connecticut.
The News is an excellent little paper, well made up
and attractively presented. Its greatest shortcoming is
that it appears daily with no local ne*s 6n page one. Most
small city papers already realize that local news is by an
odds, even though trivial, more significant to residents of
a community than is national news. The Danbury News, however,
appears with page one filled to overflowing with Associated
Press stories.
Page one of the News -- the page which advertises the
character of a paper and the wisdom of its editors -- is
fairly well made-up. Headline type is conservative. There
is a definite attempt to display a variety of stories and
also, in fairness to the editor, it must be admitted that
he does attempt to feature Connecticut (AP) news even though
he neglects to place Danbury items on the page.
V/hen it is considered that the total net paid circula-
tion of the Danbury Evening News does not exceed 850C copies
on its best day (Wednesday ) , it is an the more remarkable
that the community should be able to support such an admirable
paper.
Local stories are not well written. That is my constant
cry in the wilderness. And that is something which win be
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remedied as journalism students pour out of college buildings.
There must, however, be one or more good newspapermen on the
News staff for the finished product looks good -- and the aver
age reader does not attempt to find errors In grammar or rheto
ric in a paper.
Approximately one-third of the paper is daily devoted to
local news, a showing which seems fairly good to me. During
the week in which the paper was studied, the Evening News car-
ried 6121 column inches of local news and 19,321 inches of
Associated Press and boiler-plated material.
For a paper of the New's limited circulation, it carries
astonishing little boiler-plated material. Photograph mats
are bought in great numbers and are used, too, but if a paper
is too poor to support an engraving department, it is far bet-
ter that it should use news picture mats than get along with-
out any.
The same thing cannot be said, however, for news or fea-
ture mats. The only way in which a suburban paper can hope
to compete with metropolitan journals and, indeed, to "beat"
them is by featuring local news. Every column inch of matter
which is syndicated and which has no widespread interest is
really an aid to the more powerful papers. Local items of
whatever variety should always be placed in the paper. And
a wide-awake editor can always find or create a sufficient
number of local stories to interest the reader.
The Danbury Evening News appears every day in the week
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except Sunday and .Yednesday. on Wednesday, however, there
appears a newspaper known as the Danbury News which has a
larger circulation than the Evening News, although it is
printed on the same presses. It is my opinion that the Dan-
bury News serves as a weekly paper for the suburbs as well
as the news organ of the city.
The Danbury Evening News has a week-day circulation of
about 7250 copies. On V/ednesdays a maximum of 8500 are sold.
The paper must pay very fair dividends to its owners as it
carried 14,534 inches of general advertising during the week
in which the paper was studied. The volume of classified ad-
vertising was 912 column inches.

MERIDEN DAILY JOURNAL
MERIDEN, CONNECTICUT
The Meriden Daily Journal is just another newspaper.
It is better than the average small city paper of Massachu-
setts, because the paper's business department is alive and
because Meriden has a lively shopping section.
Typographically, the Journal is poor. The paper's head-
lines contain too many capitals and, in many cases, the lines
do not balance. Another factor which contributes to the poor
appearance of the Journal is its habit of stereotyping feature
service mats and of using them as they appeared originally.
Undoubtedly this saves the publisher a great deal of mon-
ey and probably, too, the average man on the street can't tell
the difference between syndicated matter and re -set material
but the effect on the paper's appearance is obvious to any per-
son who knows anything at all about newspaper work.
Editorially, the Journal seems to be fairly strong. Com-
petition in the community probably makes this possible -- for
where two papers are struggling for the same readers, the pap-
er which is stronger editorially and which more nearly reflects
the attitude of the average citizen is the paper which will win
out in the long run.
The Daily Journal uses too few (if any) local cuts. Local
news is given sufficient prominence on page one and elsewhere.
Stories are fairly well written and, to an outsider, the city
seems to be fairly well covered by the Journal's reporters.
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The paper, probably because of its race to beat the Record,
uses numerous "funny parts" and, if there is any choice in
such matters, the Journal's comics are the worst available.
(Historical)
The Meriden Daily Journal made its first appearance on
April 17, 1886. The original owners included Francis Atwatcr,
printer; Lewis Allen, editor; Thomas L. Reilly, reporter;
and Frank E. Sands, reporter. Early in March, 1836, these
men leased the second floor of the A. S. Russell block on
South Colony street and invested their capital of $8,000 for
equipment. Then, on April 17, the Journal made its appear-
ance as a four page, seven column paper.
From that humble start, the Journal grew rapidly so that
today the publisher smiles when he invests more on a single
machine than the combined assets of the company included when
first started. Mr. Atwater was elected president of the com-
pany at its incorporation. The other officers were as follows:
Mr. Allen, vice-president; Mr. Reilly, secretary; and Mr. Sands,
treasurer.
For more than a quarter of a century these men worked side
by side to make the paper bigger and better. Today only Mr.
Sands remains of the original owners. And today, because of
his shrewdness and acumen, he holds the titles of president*
editor and publisher.
In 1888, the original plant became decidedly too small for
the Journal and the proprietors leased a three story building,
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owned by Morse and Cook, which stood on the site of the pre-
sent Journal building. After another and later move, the
Journal moved into its present home in September, 1912.
Mr. Reilly retired from thebusiness when he was elected
Congressman. Mr. Allen withdrew because of ill health. He
died in 1915. Mr. Atwater remained in the business until
shortly after the Journal moved to its new plant. In 1913,
he sold his interest in the company.
The present executives of the company include Mr. Sands
as president; »Vaiter Alien, vice-president and city editor
(son of co-founder, Mr. Allen) who joined the staff as a re-
porter in 1902; C. Howard Tyron, treasurer and business mana-
ger, who became a stockholder in 1914 and advanced from the
advertising department; Edward B. Whitney, veteran newspaper-
man who joined the staff in 1902; and Sanford H. -Vendover,
graduate of the Columbia school of journalism who joined the
Journal as Telegraph editor in 1916 and later was adopted by
the business staff as advertising manager.
By 1916, the paper had grown so powerfulthat the publish-
ers decided to dispose of the job printing plant which was ac-
quired by the Connecticut Calendar Company and which has since
become known as The Journal Press.
Below follows a summary of the contents of the Meriden
Daily Journal as prepared by Miss Mabelle Fullerton, student
in the feature story writing class of February, 1928.
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Monday Local news (inches) P. 1. 73
Tuesday 56^
Wednesday 62
Thursday 41
Friday 3gi
Saturday 88
Class, advertising Monday 76§
General " " 1472^
Local news 272
Class Advertising Tuesday 74^
General 11 " 1653|
Local news 193-|
Class advertising Wednesday 76^
General " 2335|
Local news 328
Class advertising Thursday 68
General " " 1980
Local news 215
Class advertising Friday 60i
General " " 902|
Local news 190^
Class, advertising Saturday 81
General " " 546
Local news 334

Journal
Total of class, adv. for year -- 437 x 52 plus 10$ or 24996
inches
Total of gen. adv. for year 8890 x 52 plus 10% or
508,508 inches

MERIDEN RECORD
MERIDEN, CONNECTICUT
The Meriden Morning Record is better and worse than
its arch-competitor, the Evening Journal, Typographically,
the paper is cleaner. Headlines are generally set in capi-
tals and lower case type, a fact which makes for easier read-
ing. The Record's one column headlines, especially on page
one, have too many banks and thus the paper has a top-heavy
appearance.
Local stories are played adequately and properly on
page one. Connecticut stories of value receive preference
to national stories of approximately similar significance.
Stories are not particularly well written. Reporters seem
too lazy (or too inexperienced) to think of beginning many
of their stories with phrases other than "At a meeting of"
or with a dangling participle.
The Record, like the Journal, uses an amazing amount of
boiler-plate. Because it is a morning paper, the Record pro-
bably "scoops" the Journal in police and fire news. Never-
theless, the Journal seems to be ahead in the race as Meriden,
like so many small cities is an "afternoon newspaper town".
That is to say, residents of the community have their papers
delivered at home each afternoon so that shoppers can study
the advertisements at their leisure and so that father can
climb behind the sporting pages with great joy at the end of
a hard day's w rk.
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a hard day's work.
On the other hand, the Record seems to be editorially
stronger than the Journal. It bangs away at conditions with
considerable fire and probably has a better standing in the
community ft s a crusading paper.
The Record's page one make-up is balanced and, but for
unusually long headlines, is good. The other pages of the
paper teem with boiler-plated material. Some of the syndi-
cated articles, I am inclined to believe, have been reset in
the Record composing room, but there are others which very
definitely are cast from mats and used as they are received.
Abundant matted material gives the interior of the paper
a hodge-podge appearance. The editorial page, except for the
editorials, is rather poorly thrown together. There are, for
one thing, too many type styles on the page. Mats, used in-
stead of cuts, seem to reproduce poorly on the quality of pap-
er which the Record uses.
In answering the questionnaire which I sent to the pub-
lisher, I am inclined to believe that that gentleman put a
little more than his best foot forward. But then, his figures
may be exactly right.
According to his statement, the Meriden Record appears
daily after the efforts of 58 full time employees have been
exerted. In the business office, his statement reports, there
are 15 full time employees -- a rather large number for a paper
with a circulation of 9,300 daily.
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The Record news room seems to be well supplied with
men, supplying work to 18 reporters and editors. This is
a rather large number of reporters to put out a paper which
runs ordinarily at about 14 pages. But then, I really should
not doubt the publisher's statement. My only further comment
on this matter is that if he has so many editors and reporters,
he most assuredly is not getting his money's worth from the men.
The paper possesses a news library wherein cuts and mats
are filed and bound volumes of the Record are stored. The Re-
cord also subscribes to the services of the Associated Press
and uses the material so obtained with moderation. Three men
are on the copy desk in the ne*.vs room. Some of the reporters
have definite beats. Others are assignment men. The feature
services of the Central Press Association are largely employed.
Six paid correspondents contribute material for the Record's
columns
.
The composing room gives work to 19 men. The paper owns
six intertype machines, one linotype and one monotype. Stereo-
typing equipment seems to be adequate. The Record has a dry
mat roller, a six ton and four ton metal pot, metal pump, cast
box, combination trimmer and allied equipment. Ad alley, judg-
ing from the appearance of advertisements, is well equipped.
The stereotyping room employs three men and the press room
as many. The Record is printed on a Goss press and appears every
morning with one edition of about 9500 copies. The business of
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fice releases three of its employees for circulation work dur-
ing the course of the day. The Record is distributed by train,
trolley and bus, two Record trucks also rush the paper to the
dealers throughout the city and suburbs.
Salaried canvassers are employed from time to time to ob-
tain new subscribers for the paper.
(Historical
)
The Meriden Morning Record is the offspring of the Meriden
Daily Republican which was established in 1860 as an evening
daily. The Republican Publishing Company, the present name of
the company which publishes the Record, was incorporated in 1887.
The Meriden Morning Record was established in 1894 as a morning
edition of the Republican. In 1896, the Evening Republican was
absorbed by the Morning Record. The paper is politically Repub-
lican and serves readers in Meriden, Wailingford, Southington,
Chesire and other communities. Thomas H. -Varnock is editor
E. E. Smith is publisher and Wayne C. Smith is business manager.
Advertising rates in the Record are fairly high, consider-
ing its rather limited circulation. Uhdisplayed classified ad-
vertising sells for 10 cents an agate line or 50 cents a line
for a week. On a monthly basis, the charge is $2.00 a line.
The minimum charge for one insertion is $.30. Display classi-
fied space sells as follows: Amusement, 6^ cents an agate line;
educational, 4^; legal or not, 7j political, 5§; hotels, resorts,
etc., 4^. Reading notices set in agate type on page one command
35 cents a count line. Reading notices inside the paper sell
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for 20 cents a count line.
Trans lent
,
'general advertising rates are as follows:
For one insertion, 5i cents an agate line; for 1500 lines or
for 13 insertions, 4^ cents an agate line; 3000 lines or 52
insertions, 4 cents an agate line; 5,000 lines or 104 inser-
tions, 3j cents an agate line. There is a charge of 20 per
cent extra for full position. If the advertiser insists upon
having reading matter on one side of his advertisinent , an ex-
tra charge of 10 per cent is made for that favor. No advertis
ing (except readers) is accepted for page one

MIDDLETO '?N PRESS
MIDDLETOwN, CONNECTICUT
The Middletown Press ought to be a bit more staid. It
should be a little cocky, perhaps, but much more dignified.
Certainly the Connecticut Yankee must regard this journal as
being a bit "in the rough".
Typographically, the Press needs improvement. Headlines
should be toned down and the paper should reveal more study
and imagination by the make-up editor. The International News
Service, to which the Press subscribes, makes the paper look a
bit more jaundiced than the publishers intend. At any rate,
the Press is a bit too Yellow for so staid a community as Mid-
dletown.
That the paper has a good circulation may be attributed
not so much to yellowness as to the fact that the Press is the
only daily paper in that vicinity. The Press appears every
evening with from 10 to 22 pages. The paper is 85 per cent
home delivered, according to the proprietors and, for this rea-
son, constitutes an exceptionally good advertising medium.
The Middle town Press furnishes employment to 35 employees.
The business office and news room each employ five persons. The
paper maintains a news library and assigns its reporters to def
inite "beats". But one person edits the copy and writes the
headlines which go into the paper. The Z. N. S. service is sup
plemented with feature material (mats). The paper is proud of
the comic strips which it publishes daily.

Press
The composing room's personnel totels 16 workers. The
paper owns eight linotype machines, a Ludlow machine, mono-
type rule and slug caster and also the necessary stereotyp-
ing equipment.
Employees of the press room become employees of the
stereotyping room before the paper goes to press. In an,
there are four stereo -pressmen. The Press is printed ona
Duplex rotary press capable of making 24,000 impressions an
hour. But one edition is published daily — a run of 8700
copies
.
The publisher, in answering the questionnaire, stated
that the paper had five employees in the circulation depart-
ment -- a statement which is to be doubted although I includ-
ed his figure in the total number of employees. It doesn't
seem logical to me that for five full time employees are need
ed to arrange for the distribution of 8700 papers especial
ly when larger newspapers use fewer workers. Two privately
owned trucks and one truck which is owned by the paper, are
used in delivering the paper to subscribers. Trolley cars
and buses, too, are used where available.
No stunt method is used by the Press to increase its cir
cuiation. For, says the publisher, (We) "Put out the best po
sibie paper and see that it is delivered to the satisfaction
of subscribers."
Advertising rates are reasonable. Transient space, for
one insertion, sells for seven cents a line. More frequent
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placement brings the rate down until, when an advertisement is
used without change for 104 times, the rate is three cents a
line. The open space rate for fewer than 700 lines is seven
cents an agate line. V/hen 10,000 lines are taken, the rate is
three cents a line. Space between those limits is rate on a
graded scale.
Classified (undisplayed ) rates can for a cent a word for
the first insertion. For the next five consecutive insertions,
the rate is two -thirds of a cent a word. For the next 2 con-
secutive insertions, the rate is one -half cent a word. The min
imum number of words to be used is 15. Classified (display)
rates are sold at open space display rates.
Legal and political advertising command a price of seven
cents an agate line for each insertion. Amusement advertise-
ments also command the top price of seven cents a line. Guar-
anteed full position must be met with an additional charge of
25 per cent by the advertiser. Position next to reading matter
brings a ten per cent additional charge to the advertiser. If
specific page and specific placement are desired, the charge is
50 per cent above the regular rates.

NEW BRITAIN HERALD
NE.V BRITAIN, CONNECTICUT
The New Britain Herald is wealthy, flourishing, ably
edited and generally excellent. The Herald also adds proof
to my contention that the Connecticut small city dailies
are the best in New England.
Typographically, the Herald is passingly satisfactory.
Headlines are well written, to be sure, but the paper's make-
up is awkward. Headlines are too deep and the type is occa-
sionally too large. But the stories are fairly well written
and are displayed with proper prominence.
The Herald's greatest claim to greatness is that it sub-
scribes to both the Associated Press and United Press services.
The combination of these two news distributing agencies is
enough to make any small city paper outstanding. Witness, for
comparison, the Pawtucket (R. I.) Times.
Fundamentally, prosperity or an alert advertising staff
has made the Herald the great paper that it is. It has a large
staff, when its circulation is considered 15,300 copies
daily. The New Britain Herald is produced daily by 62 employees
Of these, 10 are at work in the business office. The news room
of the Herald employs more men than the business office -- an
unusual and delightful situation. There are 14 workers in that
department. The material from the Associated Press and United
Press reports; from the efforts of the regular reporters and
from the contricutlons of five paid correspondents is sent
daily to the Herald's copy desk which furnishes work for three
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men. Reporters have definite beats and seem to cover them
fairly well. Occasionally a good local feature story finds
its way into the columns of the Herald. This is one phase
of newspaper work which the Herald might further develop.
The news room has a library for cuts and clippings. Also,
feature material purchased from the N. E. A. helps to fill
the paper.
In the composing room, 24 workers find specific duties.
The paper has 10 linotype machines, three Ludlow type machines
and adequate provisions for a well-equipped "ad alley". There
are three employees in the stereotyping room, which contains
five new pieces of equipment necessary for the work. In the
press room there are five employees. The Herald appears daily
with one edition of 15,300. It is published on a Goss press
with a maximum speed of 36,000 impressions hourly.
The circulation department has six employees. Whether
these workers are full time employees, it is impossible for
me to determine from the questionnaire. The Herald owns or
hires three trucks that the paper may be delivered to outly-
ing districts.
Advertising rates are fairly high. Run of the paper
space (under 1500 lines) sells for nine cents an agate line,
//hen 1500 or more lines are taken, the rate decreases to
and one -half cents an agate line.
Classified rates are nine cents an agate line. General
or transient advertising which must be placed on pages two or
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three gain for the Herald an added income of 33 l/3 per
cent. No advertising is accepted for the first page.
The Herald uses no circulation promotion methods or
the publisher ignored or overlooked this question in the
blank which he filled out.

NE.7 LONDON DAY
HEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT
The New London Day is a lively little paper. It is
alert, progressive and intelligent. It has a circulation
of 13,500 copies in a city which has a population of some
25,000 souls. Assuming that New London and its immediate
suburbs have a total population of 50,000, it is obvious
that the Day covers the field like a blanket -- one paper
to every four people or, one paper to a family.
• The Day is typographically neat. There is no flare in
make-up. Headlines are conservative. The managing editor
is unquestionably alert, for he features those stories which
are of primary importance. He also places local news on the
first page when the occurrences recorded demand outstanding
treatment
.
The paper uses mats on page one and within its folds.
Much boiler -plated matter is used. The cheap material fur-
nished by the King Feature Syndicate is reproduced in abun-
dance. Local feature stories are utterly lacking. Local
news sources are none too well patrolled, as more space is
devoted to society and sport than to New London proceedings.
And yet, despite these very obvious shortcomings, the
Day is a good paper. Editorially it thunders grandly when
national matters are discussed and remains mute when local
facts are considered. The Day appears every afternoon with
from 14 to 24 pages and carries a fairly large volume of ad-
vertising.
»
Day
The paper is the result of the efforts of 55 employees.
The business office provides work for 12 persons and the
news room for eleven. In the news room, there is a leased
Associated Press wire. The paper also maintains a morgue
or news library. There are three men on the copy desk.
These workers apparently know a little about make-up and
copy editing. Headlines are attractive and stories seemed
to be played up in accordance to their value. Reporters
have definite beats but, it seems to me, they don't cover
them adequately. Fifteen paid correspondents bring subur-
ban material to the Day's news room.
There are 20 employees in the composing room. The paper
owns nine linotype machines, three Ludlow type machines and
adequate equipment for "ad alley". There are two employees
in the stereotyping department which seems to be adequately
equipped.
In the press room there are four employees who see that
the Day appears in one edition of 15,300 copies from a Hoe
octuple press capable of printing 56,000 papers an hour. Em-
ployees from other departments, I feel, augment the circula-
tion department staff.
In answering the questionnaire the publisher stated that
there were 15 employees in the circulation room. This fact
is to be doubted unless the publisher includes the newsboys
who appear every afternoon for their papers. The Day is dis-
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tributed by five trucks throughout the city and nearby
suburbs, trolleys, trains and buses carry the paper to
outlying districts.
The Day is a member of the Associated Press, the Au-
dit Bureau of Circulations, the Connecticut Editorial As-
sociation, the Associated Dailies of Connecticut, the Con-
necticut Six Star Combination, the New England Newspaper
Alliance, the New England Daily Newspaper Association, the
American Newspaper Publishers Association and Bureau of
Advertising.
The list of memberships looks significant. Actually,
most Connecticut papers can make the same claim.
That New London is a Saturday shopping town can easily
be determined by studying the volume of advertising which
the Day carries on Friday. The daily total amount of adver-
tising, in column inches, was as follows for the week: (Gen-
eral) Monday, 908; Tuesday, 836; Wednesday, 818; Thursday,
1115; Friday, 2214; and Saturday, 632 — total, 6532.
Classified advertisements occupied space as follows:
Monday, 121; Tuesday, 122; Wednesday, 125; Thursday, 125;
Friday, 125; and Saturday, 154 -- total, 772 column inches.
No advertisements are placed on page one.
Local news received the following daily space: Monday,
196; Tuesday, 157; Wednesday, 229; Thursday, 56; Friday, 118
and Saturday, 230 -- total, 986 column inches.

STAMFORD ADVOCATE
STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT
Stamford is a typical New England city in this sense,
if in none other: It is the home of two or more nationally
known factory products (Yale & Towne locks, Stollwerck choco-
lates, etc.). Stamford is also a "one paper" town. The city
is the shopping center of 75,000 people, the Advocate claims
in its appeal to local and national advertisers.
The Advocate is also a fairly clean-looking journal.
Typographically, it is better than most of the papers which
have been studied. The International News Service and the
King Feature material which the paper uses gives it a jazzy
outlook in some respects.
By no means a distinguished paper, the Advocate is prob-
ably satisfactory to residents of Stamford. Real newspaper-
men seem to be at the helm and their daily efforts are at
least satisfactory. Local feature stories are lacking and
space which might well be devoted to this type of news is
given to the N. E. A. boiler-plated material.
The Advocate has 46 full time employees, eight of whom
work in the business office. The News room has a corps of
ten workers. Two persons devote their time to the editing of
copy and three reporters have definite news beats. The other
five members of the news staff, it is to be assumed, cover
suburban districts and act as "leg men" for spot news which
breaks. Foreign news comes to the Advocate, as has been
stated, from the International News Service. Suburban notes are
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sent in by six regular, space -paid correspondents. Other cor-
respondents, unpaid, also send minor items to the paper.
The Advocate maintains a library for cuts, mats and for
a file of the paper. The paper appears with but one edition
daily, most of the papers being distributed in Stamford. The
Advocate does, however, get to Greenwich, South Beach, River-
side, Cos Cob, Mianus, Glenbrook, Springdaie, New Canaan, Nor-
oton and Darien.
The composing room has 22 employees. The plant seems to
be well equipped, having ten linotype machines, two stereo-
typing machines, a monotype rule caster and type caster, also
a Universal type caster. Adequate equipment for advertising
layouts is also available.
There are four employees in the stereotyping department
who also work in the press room when they have completed their
day's work "up stairs". The Advocate is printed on a Hoe Sim-
plex press capable of printing 40 pages. It can produce 20,000
twenty-page papers an hour and 15,000 papers when the Advocate
has more than twenty pages. The circulation of the Advocate is
now 12,500 showing nearly a blanket coverage for the city proper.
There are two full-time employees in the circulation de-
partment and six part-time assistants. The Advocate owns two
delivery trucks which are used for getting the paper to the
suburbs. Some of the dealers call for their own papers, there-
by probably getting a reduction in price. Trains are used for
getting the paper to more distant suburban points. The Stam-
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ford Advocate has no circulation campaign. All newcomers
are solicited directly by the circulation department.
Advertising rates are rather high when the paper's cir-
culation is considered. Classified space sells for 12 cents
a line for one insertion. Repeated insertions bring the price
down to nine cents a line --a figure which is also high.
There is, however, a fairly large reduction for cash payment.
Local advertising rates are as follows: For 49 inches
or less, $1.00 an inch; for 150 inches in a year's insertion,
$.65 an inch. The rate is graduated, descending' to $.50 an
inch for 1,000 inches to be taken during the course of a year.
Political and legal advertising sell at a dollar an inch, flat
rate. Reading notices command a price of $.40 a count line on
page one. The rate for inside pages is $.25 a count line.
General advertising (national) rates are as follows when
electroplates or mats are used: Transient, $.08 an agate line;
500 lines, $.07; 1500 lines, |.06j 2500 lines, $.055; 5000 lines,
$.05. Arbitrary position commands a price of from 25 to 50 per
cent extra.

THE EVENING- SENTINEL
ANSONIA , CONNECTICUT
Taken as a whole, the small city daily newspapers of
Connecticut are the best in New England. Why this is so,
I cannot definitely determine. It is possible that news-
paper men, always eager to make their way into New York,
locate in Connecticut when they are unable to find work in
the metropolis. That this theort is plausible can be deter-
mined by visiting any managing editor of a large New York
daily.
Reporters in New England's larger cities seem fairly con-
tent to remain where they are. Certainly there is no great
influx of Boston newspaper men to New York. Only in Provi-
dence, which I regard as the least New Engiandic of an cities
in the "northeast corner" is there a definite desire manifest
on the part of reporters to "crack" New York.
The Ansonia Evening Sentinel, to be specific, is one of
the best small city papers in New England. Typographically,
it is cleaner than many a metropolitan paper. Headlines are
poorly written, to be sure, and the editor has a mania for
national news but for all that, the Sentinel covers its ter-
retory adequately and well.
Page one of the paper is well made up. There is no flare
and flash. Conservatism is the apparent by-word and the Sen-
tinel is certainly mild. The greatest error in judgment which
the editor ma kes is his failure to place any local news on
page one. He treats local occurrences as something to conceal,-
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as something which is not to be placed beside national events
of significance.
Thus it is that Ansonia news of real significance is
placed under a "City of Ansonia" heading. The only possible
explanation for this act on the -part of the editor is that he
wishes to play fair with every community which his paper serves.
The Sentinel finds its way to the city of Derby and to the towns
of Shelton and Seymour as well as to Ansonia where it is printed.
It is barely possible, since the Sentinel dominates the
field, that the editor wishes Derbyites, for example, to feel
that the paper is as much theirs as it is Ansonia 's. And, the
editor may muse, "I want Sheltonites to feel that the paper
will treat them as well and no better than it treats residents
of Seymour."
If there is a lively community spirit in each of the cities
and towns named, it is possible that the editor's action may be
justifiable, but it seems inexcusable to me to refrain from play-
ing up any local news of great significance. Certainly there
must occur in one community or another occasional events which
warrant elaborate treatment.
Stories in the Sentinel are not particularly well written.
They are not poorly written, either, but only frequently is there
a spark of originality. Feature stories seem to find no place in
the paper. When they are published, they are not given extra dis-
play. Generally, it is safe to say, they are ignored unless they
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flash into the news as a side-issue to a story.
The paper, although printed in Ansonia, calls itself
"A record of local news events in Ansonia, Derby, Sheiton
and Seymour."
Editorially the paper is mute. It conveys its stand on
national matters with the great sweep and heigh -hue usually
found in small papers. Nearly every newspaper can be liberal
on national matters which have no home -town significance. Thus
if the Senator from Nebraska criticizes the Senator from South
Dakota, the editor of a Connecticut paper can take sides and
roar loudly. But when the local chamber of commerce decides
that merchants shall keep open on Armistice Day, most local
papers remain mute and say nothing until the business office
decides to speak.
Editorials in the Sentinel do seem to be written in the
office. There is, incidentally, amazingly little boiler-plat-
ed material in the paper. The Sentinel does buy "feature"
material which comes in mats, but it seems wining to re-set
the type in its own style.
The Sentinel, by actual study during an average weeks,
carried 8500 inches of advertising. Computed on the basis of
a year, the total number of column inches is 442,000 allow-
ance of 10 per cent being made for holiday seasons. The Sen-
tinel carries about 450 inches of classified advertisements
ever week or a total of 23,400 inches yearly.
That there is an attempt to balance the news of each com-
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munity is apparent by studying the number of inches of space
devoted to each community during the period when the paper
was studied. Here are the figures:
City of Derby (column inches per week) 960
City of Ansonia ( " " " ) 786
Town of She 1 ton ( " " 11 " ) 330
Town of Seymour ( " " " " ) ••..319
The Sentinel's greatest weakness is the lack of good
local pictures and of national photos, for that matter.
(Historical)
One of the first newspapers to be successful in the vic-
inity of Ansonia was the Naugatuck Valley Sentinel, establish-
ed in 18TL and published by the Rev. E. M. Jerome, a Baptist
minister. James M. Emerson, founder of the Evening Sentinel
and for many years its editor and publisher, (died Tuesday,
December 11, 1928) acquired the Naugatuck Valley Sentinel on
August 24, 18^6, He continued it as a weekly until January,
1884 when it became a daily.
The Sentinel, like many another paper, had an humble
start. A space, 16 feet by 40, was fenced off in the Gardner
block when it first appeared and when Mr. Emerson took over
the paper, it had about 936 subscribers. The Sentinel had a
job printing department which flourished with the years and,
in 1879, when Mr. Gardner (owner of the building) built a
large wing to his factory, the Sentinel moved to the second
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story of a wooden building which stood opposite the present
Y.M.C.A.
In 1891, when the paper had gained in strength and
power, Mr. Emerson secured a site for a new plant from W. & L.
Hotchkiss Co., erecting a three story building, the presses
being located on the lower floor. Composing room and news room
were located on the third floor. The second floor was rented
to outsiders. As time went on, it was necessary for the paper
to use the entire building. Later, another story was added
and, with the addition of linotype machines and more modern
equipment, the Sentinel leased the top floor of an adjacent
building for editorial purposes.
The first copy of the Evening Sentinel appeared on Jan-
uary 1, 1884, But 600 papers were published and the subscrip-
tion list remained stationary for some time.
In 1905, the Sentinel had grown so rapidly that a new home
was necessary and a three story building (30 x 100) was erected
and equipped with all the latest newspaper equipment. In April,
1907, the Sentinel was incorporated. Mr. Emerson's sons became
active in the business and when the senior Mr. Emerson retired
in 1922, ownership of the paper was given to the Emerson family
and the paper was established as the Emerson Brothers, Inc.
Although Founder Emerson retired from the business in 1922,
he kept an active interest in the paper until the time of his
death. His record of 64 years of active newspaper proprietor-
ship earned for him the title of "dean of Connecticut newspaper
editors". When the Associated Dailies of Connecticut was found-
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ed in 1904, Mr. Emerson was made its first president and
continued active in its affairs until 1914.

THE BATH DAILY TIMES
BATH, MAINE
The Bath Daily Times is distinctive in no re spent. It
is, unfortunately, a newspaper which succumbs to the lures
of syndicate and boiler-plate services. Typographically, it
is only fair. Headlines make the paper look untidy; type is
too large and too bold and its make-up is makeshift.
Established as a dally in 1860, its present circulation
does not exceed 2100 copies daily. The city of Bath, Maine,
has a population of 14,731, according to the census of 1920.
This fact is significant because the population of a commu-
nity usually determines the size of its shopping center and
the number of stores located therein determines the number
of advertisers who will support the paper. Bath's industrial
future is indeterminate and, like Newburyport, Mass., it looks
back to the clipper day era rather than forward to the future.
And so, with these handicaps, it is probably safe to say
that, all things considered, the Times is nearly adequate.
The editors do not, however, appreciate the existence of feature
stories and make no apparent effort to obtain them. Ancient
Bath is filled with good stories which merit treatment. The
city also boasts that its inhabitants are nearly all descendants
of colonial Americans. This fact should suggest to the city
editor a series of live stories on the forefathers and their
great -grandchi 1 dren
.
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The Bath Daily Times also publishes the .Veekly Bath
Independent, a periodical which contains much suburban news
and which, therefore, has a large extra -Bath circulation.
Advertising rates in the Dally Times are reasonable.
Classified advertisements sell for 10 cents a line for three
insertions and 20 cents a line for a week. Measured on a
daily basis, the rate is therefore slightly over three cents
a line --an exceptionally low charge. Transient advertising
sells for 56 cents an inch, but if three or more insertions
are made, the rate fans down to as little as 21 cents an inch.
Rates on page one are twice as high as those for any other
page. The desire for specific placement of an "ad" on a cer-
tain page must be accompanied by 25 to 50 per cent more than
the run-of -the -paper rate. The paper has seven columns and is
20 inches deep. Six to fourteen pages are published daily.
The Bath Daily Times employs 19 persons on full time.
The business office has three employees and the news room has
four. The Times has an Associated Press wire and buys feature
material from that organization. Reporters have no definite
beats and apparently cover only the routine news sources of
police, fires and hospitals. Only two men devote full time to
the gathering of news.
The Times has no library where clippings for obituaries
and cuts should be preserved. This self -admit ted weakness
might easily be remedied and indicates mental dormancy some-
where
.
There are four linotype machines in the composing room.
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Other standard equipment seems to be lacking for the propri-
etor did not indicate his mechanical possessions in the ques-
tionnaire. The Times appears but once daily and is printed
on a Model A Duplex press which has a speed of 3,000 copies
an hour. Pressmen and certain composing room employees prob-
ably take care of the circulation. Papers are distributed to
subscribers by trolley car and by newsboys.
The Daily Times employs no novel means for increasing
its circulation but comments that it "gives an the local
news" -- a fact which is greatly to be doubted.
As the only daily newspaper in Sagahoc County, the Daily
Times must certainly have possibly a circulation greatly in
excess to its present 2100 copies.
To summarize: In mid-winter, 1929, the Bath Daily Times
was asleep at the switch.

THE LEA'ISTON DAILY SUN
(and)
THE LE .VISTON EVENING JOURNAL
LE .VIS TON, MAINE
Why these two reputable papers failed to answer the
questionnaire, which undoubtedly would have revealed that
they are to be included among Maine's foremost papers, is
a secret which the publisher apparently does not care to
reveal. This information concerning the Sun (morning) and
Journal (evening) comes from the Newspaper Directory and
from a rather complete account of the papers published by
the Lewiston Chamber of Commerce with the apparent coopera-
tion of the editor.
The Lewiston Falls Journal, a weekly newspaper, made
its first appearance in 1847 and continued to appear once
a week until April 20, 1361 when the Evening Journal made
its bow and speedily became one of the most powerful papers
in the state. The Weekly Journal kept its identity until
1877, however, when it was finally abolished and was re-
placed by what is now known as the Journal Magazine which
contains feature stories, essays, historical sketches,
interviews and allied matter.
On February 20, 1893, the Lewiston Daily Sun, a morning
paper made its appearance. Since 1898, when the Journal
acquired its morning contemporary, the two papers have been
working hand in glove. The Sun's circulation has climbed
t
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steadily, gaining a tremendous impetus after 1914 when 6,000
copies were sold daily. Today it claims a net paid circula-
tion of 17,000 papers daily.
The Journal is one of Maine's most powerful Republican
organs, but the Sun claims that it is politically independent,
a fact which is debatable because both papers are owned by
the same people and, also, because the Journal is so ardently
Republican. The influence of these dailies is felt as far
away as Waterville, Maine, and Berlin, New Hampshire.
Typographically, the Journal is one of the cleanest
looking small city dailies in the country, on a comparative
basis, it must rank with the best in New England. Certainly
it is typographically cleaner than the screaming Portland
papers. The Sun and Journal are also remarkably well -edited.
The reporters seem to be well -trained for, while the stories
are not necessarily gems of newspaper writing, the style of
the articles is good. Evidences of small-city journalism
appear but rarely.
Obviously both papers owe their strength to the fact
that Lewiston and Auburn, twin cities, have shown remarkable
industrial growth in the last half century. Most of the
huge factories of the twin communities are located in Lewis-
ton. Auburn occupies the position of bed-room to the wealthier
residents of that district. The large, prospering industries
made possible the creation of a lively downtown district which,
in turn, made possible the large amount of advertising which
>,tx I.
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the papers carry in their columns.
More than 400 newsboys, it is olaimed, are employed
in distributing the papers, a figure which must be exagger-
ated. The Chamber of Commerce statement containing these
facts probably means that the total number of employees of
both papers, added to the number of newsboys, equals 445.
The papers are 85 per cent home delivered, a condition
which makes both papers crow, but which, of course, means
simply that Lewiston and Auburn constitute no metropolis
and hence have few street car readers. Yet a home delivered
circulation also means that every member of the family sees
the papers.
The total net paid circulation of the papers today is
30,000, which indicates that the Sun and Journal cover the
Lewiston-Auburn districts very thoroughly. The Journal,
once pompous editorially, rarely screams today. Prosperity
and obesity have probably made the papers cautious or perhaps
middle age forgets the fire of its youth and is content to
sit by the hearth rather than to get out into the fray and
mix things up.
This fact must, however, be remembered: That in this
day of rather sleepy journalism (editorially) the Journal
is still capable of climbing on the pedestal and standing
up for "the rights of man" or, more likely, for the glories
of the Republican party.

WATERVILLE MORNING SENTINEL
kVATSRVILLE, MAINE
The Waterville Morning Sentinel is the grandchild of
one of the oldest newspapers in the Pine Tree State. In
1804, there appeared in that community a weekly newspaper
which was issued by the Waterville Sentinel Publishing
Company. Like many another weekly, the Sentinel achieved
a measure of local prominence, but was generally unknown
and unpraised for fully 100 years. Cyrus W. Davis purchased
the paper on March 4, 1904 and continued it as a daily with
its present name. Thomas J. Murphy was editor at that time.
Waterville 's merchants were apparently enthusiastic
about the new paper for they supported the daily unusually
well by advertising generourly so that in 1905, the Sentinel
was able to acquire a new plant at the corner of Silver and
Charles streets. The old building was located on Common
street.
In 1920, Mr. Davis sold his interest in the Sentinel
and, for a time (three years), the paper was published by
various owners. The Gannett Publishing Company acquired the
paper in 1923, added it to its already long chain, and made
various typographical and editorial improvements.
The Sentinel, until recent date, was outstanding in but
one respect. It was politically Democratic in one of the
nation's most rock-ribbed Republican centers. In 1916, how-
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ever, the paper declared that it was no longer partisan,
a policy which the Gannett Company has pursued.
The Gannett Publishing Company, early in 1929 (April et.
seg.) seemed stigmatized by its relations with the Internation-
al paper and Power Company, one-time (February to September, 1929 )
controlling stockholders in the Boston Herald-Traveler and other
papers. Investigations conducted in May-June, 1929, revealed
that the International paper and Power Company had been helping
the Gannett chain. Whether the Watervilie Sentinel was a member
of the controlled press has not been brought out.
The Sentinel's advertising rates are modest: Seven cents
a line for one or two days for classified advertising and five
cents a line for three or more days. Run of the paper adver-
tisements bring 70 cents an inch. The desire for specific
placement on certain pages cost the advertiser an additional
25 per cent charge. Advertisements on page one are twice as
costly as on any other page -- commanding the rate of $1,40
an inch.
The paper employs 36 full time workers and ten correspon-
dents. Six persons are employed in the business office and
ten in the news room. The paper buys Associated Press service,
does not use the "beat" system for gathering its local news.
Since the Sentinel has a circulation of only 7,000, it
seems improbable that ten reporters are required on full time
to gather the news of Watervilie and surrounding communities.
That, however, is the statement of the publisher.
The Sentinel maintains a news library or morgue but buys
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no feature material. This latter statement is probably in-
accurate for a study of the paper indicates that a certain
amount of syndicated or boiled-plated material finds its way
into the columns of the paper.
The composing room employs 15 men and contains six lino-
types and two stereotyping machines. The three employees of
the stereotyping room also act as pressmen.
The '.Vaterville Sentinel publishes but one edition from
a Scott press capable of making 12,000 impressions an hour.
Two persons are employed in the circulation department. De-
livery of papers is made by carrier boys and, in outlying
districts, by trucks. The Sentinel employs no spectacular
methods for increasing its circulation except, as the editor
writes, "by giving the community good news coverage."

AMESBURY DAILY NEWS
AMESBURY, MASS.
In this day of two cent newspapers and at a time when
some publishers are wondering if, after an, three cents
isn't a more just price for a newspaper, the Amesbury Daily
News still sells for one cent a copy.
This distinguishing feature is not the News's only claim
to fame -- or, at least, to origin&lity. For the Daily News
is neither a morning paper, nor yet an evening paper, but it
does appear once a day (except Sunday) at what is practically
the hour of noon.
Mr. E. J. Graves, president of the Amesbury Publishing
Company, states that the paper appears at mid -day so that
workers in the various factories can read the news as they
go to lunch. This is novel and an idea which must certainly
help the circulation.
Amesbury is almost in New Hampshire, so close is it to
the boundary line. It is a small community located five miles
from Newburyport and ten miles from Haverhill. The community's
greatest claim to fame is that it is the birthplace of one of
New England's best known poets, John Greenleaf tfhittier.
The first newspaper in Amesbury was a weekly known as the
Amesbury and Salisbury Villager, which was owned by and edited
by tfilliam H. B. Currier, an intimate friend of the poet Whit-
tier • The Amesbury D
ft
ily News was established May 1, 1888 by
the late Isa^c J. and John M. Potter. The paper continued to
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appear under their directorship for 14 years, in the course
of which time the two partners died. The Daily News appeared
first as a six-column paper, later adopted the seven column
style and now has the regular eight columns.
Edwin J. Graves and Thomas F. Coffin acquired the paper
in 1902 and, upon the death of the latter in 1926, the paper
was incorporated as the Amesbury Publishing Company with Edwin
J. Graves as editor and publisher.
Since Amesbury is a small community, it is almost obvious
that the Amesbury Publishing Company must have additional work
to subsist. Job printing is what helps to pay dividends to
the proprietors.
The Amesbury Daily News is as old-fashioned and as con-
servative as that mythical being, the typical New Englander.
Calm, sedate and unperturbed, the paper appears daily without
flare or frown. It chronicles the news and uses boiler-plate
for space not occupied by local news and advertisements.
Advertising rates are very reasonable -- indicating that
the business section is not particularly large (most Amesbury-
ites do their shopping in Newburyport or Haverhill). Classi-
fied advertising nets the paper 25 cents for four lines. Gen-
eral run of the paper advertising is sold for 25 cents an inch.
Advertising on page one nets a mere 25 cents an inch.
There are two employees in the business office and five
in the news room. That seems to be a rather large number for
a paper with such a limited circulation and may include the
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four paid correspondents which the paper has. An attempt is
made to file stories, cuts and mats. One man, presumably
Mr. Graves, does ail the copy reading, editing and headline
writing. The paper buys the Western Newspaper Union feature
(boiler-plate) service.
The composing room has six employees, not all of whom at
all times are at work on the Amesbury Daily News.' Two lino-
type machines and other basic equipment is the property of the
paper. There are three press men and two workers in the cir-
culation department.
The paper has a circulation of 2500 copies daily and ap-
pears from a flat -bed press which has a maximum speed of 1500
copies an hour. No circulation promotion means are used and,
in the case of the News, it is dubious whether they would
succeed.
iVhat the Amesbury Daily News needs most, of course, is
a large downtown retail district. Since nothing but a tremen-
dous industrial growth would make this possible, the News must
get along as best it can. The Daily News also faces competi-
tion with the metropolitan papers and with the daily newspapers
in Newburyport and Haverhill.
Such competition automatically makes the lot of the News
difficult. As a matter of practical business sense, the New-
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buryport News, if lt had a wide-awake staff, could very
easily cause the Amesbury News to suspend publication. If
the Newburyport paper would develop its Amesbury columns
and if downtown business men (at the instigation of the News
)
would have frequent suburban days, the Newburyport paper
could strengthen itself and help the journalism of north-
eastern Massachusetts.

ATTLEBORO SUN
ATTLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS
"The Sun shines every day in Attleboro", claims the
publisher of this wide-awake paper who has certainly se-
lected a wide-awake slogan for his newspaper.
The Attleboro Sun is a bright, readable newspaper. It
is typographically neat and, although it uses considerable
boiler-plate, it is much better than most of the New England
small city newspapers. Page one of the paper is generally
neat and while the headlines are not especially well written
and while the editor does not seem to worry about balance,
the paper looks fairly well. The greatest thing that can
be said for the Sun is that its editor realizes the import-
ance of local news and plays it up in preference to national
affairs
.
Twenty -seven persons are employed daily in the production
of the Attleboro Sun. There are three workers in the business
office and six in the news room. The paper buys the Associ-
ated Press service but does not use much of news matter so
obtained. The paper boasts of its library and is progress-
ive in assigning definite "beats" to three of its reporters.
There are two men on the copy desk while the remaining mem-
ber of the news staff apparently is a general emergency man.
The paper employs twelve paid correspondents and uses various
feature services.
In the composing room there are eleven employees, four of
whom operate linotype machines. The Sun has adequate stereo-
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typing equipment and Ludlow type devices. There are two em-
ployees in the stereotyping department, two in the press
room and three in the circulation department.
The Attleboro Sun appears in one edition daily from a
Goss junior straight-line press with a speed of 20,000 copies
hourly. The paper has a circulation of 6000 indicating that
it covers its field fairly well.
Novel methods to increase circulation are as follows:
New residents are given free copies of the paper and dealers
are encouraged by special advertisements and posters to stress
the nature of the Sun's work. The paper is distributed gen-
erally by newsboys, but the Sun also owns a truck which helps
to bring the papers to the outlying districts. Trains, buses
and trolleys are also used in the distribution of the papers.
Charles C. Cain, Jr. of Taunton, Mass. is editor of the
paper. John H. Vallette of Attleboro is business manager
and managing editor, a queer combination of titles but one
which exists on many small city papers. Albert A. Penney of
Attleboro Falls, is the third member of the corporation.
The Sun is a seven column paper, 21 x 16 inches and one
which publishes from 14 to 28 and more pages daily. Adver-
tising space is sold on page one but the rates, apparently,
are so high that few merchants avail themselves of that priv-
ilege. During the week when copies were examined, advertise-
ments on page one were distributed as follows by column inches
Monday, 10; Tuesday, 7; 'Wednesday, 3; Thursday, l; Friday, 32;
Saturday, l total, 54 inches.
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That there is too little local news in the paper is
indicated by the following summary of space devoted to Attle -
boro occurrences: Monday, 62; Tuesday, 57; Wednesday, 50;
Thursday, 55; Friday, 54; Saturday, 70.
General advertising was distributed as follows: Monday,
934; Tuesday, 1149; Wednesday, 776; Thursday, 835; Friday,
1391; Saturday, 412 -- total, 5495 inches. Classified ad-
vertising is more difficult to obtain and has the following
daily record: Monday, 60; Tuesday, 69; Wednesday, 61;
Thursday, 62; Friday, 70; Saturday, 56 total, 378 inches.
The Attleboro Sun, it is therefore easy to see, is
quite a prosperous newspaper. It has no editorial voice --
preferring to buy its editorials from a syndicate. And so,
the jewelry city's newspaper, having no voice, is also shorn
of its strength and is editorially wishy-washy.

CHELSEA EVENING RECORD
CHELSEA, MASSACHUSETTS
The Chelsea Evening Record, by and large, is highly
satisfactory to residents of that community. The paper f s
editorial staff is small and more attention is paid to the
Yankee elements in the community than to the districts where-
in the recent arrivals dwell, but for an that the cityfolk
are satisfied and no great hue and cry has arisen for the edi-
tors scalp.
The Evening Record is typographically neat. Headlines
are conservative and are fairly well written. The editor, too,
has an eagle eye and a sharp pair of scissors for rarely does
anything concerning Chelsea appear in Boston or other papers
without being reprinted later in the Evening Record.
The news of the city is, as has been intimated, not ade-
quately covered and yet the Record has a very excellent circu-
lation probably because it is the only daily newspaper in town.
The publisher apparently realizes that in order for a small city
paper to be financially successful he must be the mouthpiece of
the city hall and must also cater to the advertisers. It is
probably unfair to can the Evening Record a "mouthpiece", but
it is certain that the paper has ignored certain things which
have been going on in the City Han for some time.
The Evening Record support is eagerly sought by politicians
because the paper's dormancy gives it strength with the conserva-
tive elements. Voters in the large Polish, Italian and Jewish
districts can apparently be herded so that if the politicians
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have the Yankee support, they are generally sure of getting
into office.
When it is known that it takes only 12 persons to pro-
duce this paper daily, the Evening Record becomes the more
remarkable. The business office provides work for two per-
sons a bookkeeper and the proprietor-business manager.
In the news room there may be found four reporters, two
of whom must be designated as city editor and managing editor.
These latter two persons are responsible for editing and make-
up. That leaves two reporters available for covering the news
of the city a task which, obviously, they cannot do adequately.
The news room maintains a library of clippings and mats.
Since Chelsea is so close to Boston and since the paper is mere-
ly an auxiliary source of information to the "big city" news-
papers, the Evening Record has no telegraph service. Features
of the usual boiler plate variety are obtained from the King,
Moss and from the George Mathew Adams services.
In the composing room, there may be found six employees
who also accomplish the work of pressmen and circulation corps.
The Evening Record has three linotype machines but needs no
stereotyping equipment as a flatbed pressis used for the paper.
A Duplex Model E printing press, capable of running off 5,000
copies an hour, hurries the Evening Record's 4,000 newspapers
daily to the streets.
The paper uses no promotion schemes to increase circula-
tion and employs the City News company for deliveries to the
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various stores and corners,
Chelsea has a large and lively retail section but,
since the city is so close to Boston, advertisers feel
that they must concentrate their sales appeal in limited
space. Advertising rates in the Record are, therefore,
quite inexpensive.

CLINTON DAILY ITEM
CLINTON, MASSACHUSETTS
The Clinton Daily item became a daily paper in 1893.
A weekly newspaper was established in 1846 and from this
endeavor the Item developed. The Item does appear on Fri-
day, however, as the Weekly Courant. A conservative paper,
rather neat typographically, the Item purchases the Inter-
national News Service which ordinarily plays up the sensa-
tional news. The Item, however, probably buys this service
because it is the least expensive of the big three (A. P.,
U.P. and I.N.S. ).
Proprietors of the paper rented space in a downtown
building until 1901 when a plant was erected to house the
paper. In the Naughty Nineties, Clinton was a mere country
town and, as such, could hardly support a daily. It is there-
fore apparent that something happened to this community which
made a daily possible.
The answer lies in the huge manufacturing plants which
were set up in the city. The Lancaster Mills (ginghams) em-
ploys 2500 workers; Bigelow-Hartford Company (carpets) gives
work to 1000 persons; Mckwire Spencer Steel Corporation, 1250
and other factories increase the number of factory workers and
make possible wage earnings in Clinton which total $12,000 a
day.
These factories obviously brought new residents to Clinto
and the town mushroomed greatly. An increased population re-
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suited in a more prosperous and livelier shopping district.
Clinton became a minor city of some significance and now
has a population of about 15,000. Residents of Sterling,
Bolton, Boylston, Harvard, S
+
ill River, Hudson, Lancaster
and North and South Lancaster, who do most of their import-
ant shopping in Clinton, gives the Clinton retail area and
Daily item advertisers some 30,000 people to whom they can
appeal for business.
The Daily Item is the product of the joint efforts of 21
workers. In the business office, there are six employees.
Two advertising solicitors bring this total to eight. The
news room has a meager staff, three men, upon whose shoulders
the work of getting out the day's news rests. It is safe to
say, without invading the plant of the Daily Item, that the
news room is undermanned. Reporters must be overworked, an
ever-constant tragedy of the small city newspaper.
The news room, as has been stated, employs the telegraph
ic news services of the International News. Eight paid corre
pondents and numerous party and club publicity seekers supply
the paper with local items. The Daily Item maintains a news
library of a sort --a place where files, cuts and mats are
stored. If the morgue of the paper is large, that will be
another proff to indicate that the news staff is overworked.
The Newspaper Enterprise Association supplies syndicated fea-
ture material.
The composing room furnishes work for six men. It has
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three linotype machines, the necessary stereotyping equipment
for a flat-bed press (casting box and pots for mats), a head-
setting machine and an adequate "ad" alley. The stereotyping
room gives work to one man, while the press room employs two
men and the circulation department, one.
The Da ily Item has but one edition and is printed on a Du-
plex Flat-bed web press capable of emitting 5,000 papers an
hour. The circulation of the paper, according to A. B.C. re-
ports (Audit Bureau of Circulations) is 3,000 copies daily.
The Clinton Daily Item has seven columns and a full page
type measurement of 15| x 20^ inches. The center page spread
may be obtained by advertisers making a total of 15 columns for
that page.
Advertising rates are reasonable. Transient advertising
for one insertion sells for four cents a line. This price is
reduced upon more frequent insertions. If 78 insertions are
made, the space is sold at one and a half cents a line -- a
remarkably low rate. The open space rate for 1,000 lines is
three cents and this price is reduced until, when 7,000 lines
are bought, the charge is a mere cent and a half.
Page one rates are doable those of other pages. Location
on a specific page may be obtained by an additional charge of
25 per cent. For a guaranteed position next to reading matter
on a specific page an additional charge of 40 per cent is msde.
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Top of the page advertisements sell for a dollar an inch.
Classified rates are low, too, the charge being a cent
a word with a minimum of 25 words obtainable. Repeated in-
sertions bring the rate to one cent a word. Political ad-
vertisements sell for four cents an agate line. Legal ad-
vertisements get the same rate.

DA. ILY HAMPSHIRE GAZETTE
NORTHAMPTON, MASSACHUSETTS
(Courtesy of the Daily Hampshire Gazette)
(Historical
)
One hundred and forty -three years ago when the Consti-
tution and the union of the thirteen colonies into a United
States of America were still the ambitious hope and unful-
filled dream of a handfull of people scattered along the At-
lantic seaboard, the little trading center of Northampton
found itself in the throes of a rebellion against law and
order. Since the ending of the Revolutionary war a few years
previous to this time, the traders and farmers of Western
Massachusetts had felt that the laws were unfair, that there
were abuses in the courts, that there was an insufficient cir-
culation medium, there there were too many public offices
with too great salaries, and so on. These complaints all
had their foundation in the general poverty of the people
which resulted from the Revolutionary .Var.
In August, 1786, a convention of discontents was held
in .Vorcester and another in Hatfield. The latter convention
was composed of delegates from fifty towns in the old county
of Hampshire. It was in session for four days, and finally
formulated its action in twenty-five specific complaints.
The action of this convention stimulated the excitement then
existing among the people, and on the last Tuesday of that
month, the day on which the court of common pleas was to sit
here (in Northampton), an armed mob of 1500 persons gathered
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around the court house and took possession of the grounds,
with the result that the court could not be held. There
were similir demonstrations elsewhere in Massachusetts in
the following month.
History records the doings of these rebellious follow-
ers of Daniel Shays, but it does not tell of what action
the community leaders decided upon in an effort to convert
the residents of old Hampshire county to a respect for law
and authority.
It has been presumed, however, that they recognized the
need for a medium of communication and decided that the in-
terests of the people -ould be best served by the founding
of a newspaper. Many anonymous articles of fine style and
great power, which appeared in the early issues of this pap-
er are credited to the pen of Governor Caleb Strong of North-
ampton, who is presumed to have been one of the most earnest
advocates of the newspaper.
Thus the Hampshire Gazette was born September 6, 1786,
the child of law and order, whose mission was to spread peace
throughout the meadows and hills of western Massachusetts,
It is presumed that Governor Strong and his co -workers pre-
vailed upon a young traveling printer to cast his lot with
the fortunes of the little town of Northampton, and to turn
out for them once a week this new paper in Hampshire county.
This young man, William Butler, was twenty-one years
old. He had served an apprenticeship at the printing busi-
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ness with Hudson & Goodwin, printers and publishers of Hart-
ford. He had no office ofhis own, but made plans to erect
a building and, while it was being built, he set up his print-
ing office in the rear of Benjamin Prescott's house, on the
corner of Main and Pleasant streets, where Kirkland Block
stood a century later. The first copies say, "Printed by
William Butler, a few rods east of the court house." Soon
the Gazette's second home was ready, a two story building
on the northeasterly side of Pleasant street. The printing
office was in the second story, and Daniel Butler, brother
of the printer, had a variety store below.
After publishing the paper for 29 years, Mr. Butler
sold the Gazette in 1815 to .Villiam W. Clapp of Boston, a
printer who afterwards published the Boston Evening Gazette.
Mr. Clap i bought a new press and new type for the old equip-
ment was badly worn. The new type was nearly a month en route
from Boston and, when it came, Mr. Clapp made quite a revolu-
tion in the make-up of the paper. He narrowed the columns,
making five where there had been four, filled the first page
with advertisements and the fourth page with reading matter.
In December 1816, however, after having owned the paper for
little over a year, he offered it for sale. At that time the
circulation of the paper was over 1000 copies.
In less than a month, January 1, 1817, Mr. Clapp found
a purchaser, the law firm of Bates & Judd, both young men.
Neither Mr. Bates nor Mr. Judd were practical printers, and
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in June, 1817, they admitted to the partnership with them
Thomas Watson Shepard, a printer, and the paper was printed
under the firm name of Thomas W. Shepard & Co. until April 10,
1822, when it passed into the possession of Sylvester Judd, Jr
of Westhanpton. Mr. Shepard continued to print the paper un-
til 1832 when he sold his printing business to John Metcalf.
The paper from that time until January 1, 1835, was printed
by Mr. Metcalf. The office of the Gazette, while it was print
ed by Mr. Shepard, was in a brick building that stood in the
rear of the present old town hall, on the site of the present
Jones block, where Moriarty 1 s furniture store is located.
On January 1, 1835, Sylvester Judd sold the Gazette to
Charles P. Huntington, then a young lawyer, and to William A.
Hawley, just out of his apprenticeship of seven years in a
printing office at Amherst. On this change of proprietorship,
the Gazette office was moved to the brick building a few feet
west of the Warner house (now Draper) where it remained until
1853. At the time of this purchase, Mr. Hawley was at work in
the Gaz©tte office as a journeyman. Mr. Huntington was inter-
ested in the paper for only five months and on June 3, 1835,
he sold his interest to Mr. Hawley, who continued to publish
and edit the paper until March, 1853 when, admonished by fail-
ing health, he sold the establi sliment to Hopkins, Bridgman
and Company, the booksellers and publishers at the old Butler
bookstore on Shop row.
When Hopkins, Bridgman and Company took over the paper,
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they employed James R. Trumbull to edit it, and removed the
office from the Lyman block west of the Earner house, where
it had been for 19 years, to the second story of the build-
ing on the corner of Court and G-othic streets, then owned by
Chauncy Colton, and later by Silas M. Smity. Mr. Trumbull
edited the paper until January 1, 1858 when Thomas Hale of
Windsor, Vt
. ,
bought a half interest in it and became the ed-
itor. He remained in that position until October 1, 1858,
when the entire establishment was sold to Mr. Trumbull, and
on November 1 following, the Gazette and the Northampton
Courier were united under the ownership and editorship of
Mr. Trumbull and Henry S. Gere. The latter had published
the Courier nearly ten years and previously had owned the
Hampshire Herald. The Gazette was owned and edited by Trum-
bull and Gere until January 1, 1877 when, as a result of im-
paired health, Mr. Trumbull sold his interest to his partner,
H. S. Gere who, with H. S. Gere and Sons, owned the paper
since that time.
The growth in circulation of the Gazette is as follows:
In 1816, about 1000 copies; in 1835, about 1900 copies; at
the beginning of the Civil V/ar, 3000 copies; and in 1886, on
the paper's centennial, the circulation had climbed to 6000.
Today about 8000 copies are sold daily.
The Daily Hampshire Gazette on Monday, November 28, 1927,
moved to a new and modern home on Armory street.
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(The Study)
The Gazette is the product of the efforts of 25 workers.
The business office gives work to three persons while the news
room employs four. The publisher, in answering his question-
naire states that there are three persons on the copy desk in
the news room, a fact which implies to me that the reporters
write their own headlines. And, as the headlines are poor, it
seems that the harressed scribes must shed this added responsi-
bility as quickly as possible.
The Daily Hampshire Gazette is poorly made up. There are
too many capitals in the headlines. The lower deck, apparently
are written merely to tell the rest of the story. Lower decks
on lead stories are hanging boxes of five or more lines.
The Gazette has an Associated Press wire but no library, a
rather unfortunate shortcoming for a paper with the Gazette ! s
prestige. Reporters have definite beats -- probably the rou-
tine runs. There are ten paid correspondents who supply the
paper with "local" items and suburban notes. The paper uses
the Quillen and Briggs syndicate services. Editorials are poor
ly written and are not identified by headlines. Quillen fur-
nishes a daily syndicated editorial.
In the composing room there are 13 employees. The paper
has six linotype machines, Ludlow type equipment and the nec-
essary stereotyping apparatus. There are two employees in the
press room and none in the circulation department. Apparently
the business office takes time off when the paper goes to press
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and helps with the circulation.
The Daily Hampshire Gazette appears with two editions
daily and is printed on a Scott press.
The paper is delivered by trolley car and by high school
carrier boys. One of the Gazette's regular employees uses his
car to distribute about one half of the total circulation. No
circulation promotion schemes are employed. "Better news and
early delivery, but no prizes" help the circulation, according
to the publisher.
For a paper with the history and prestige of the Daily
Hampshire Gazette, that newspaper falls short. It is possible
that local merchants do not support the paper adequately, but
it seems more likely that the editor and publisher are asleep.
Advertising rates are fairly high. Classified space sells
at 50 cents for a single, four line insertion; 65 cents for
three times and 86 cents for 6 times. Run of the paper ads,
on long time contracts, sell for 35 cents an inch and go to $1.10
an inch for transient advertising and to $1.25 an inch for poli-
tical advertising. To have an advertisement placed on a speci-
fic page, requires the payment of a 25 per cent additional fee
to regular rates.
Space of page one is not sold but a few of the old time ad-
vertisers who were granted that privilege in the early days of
the paper are permitted to continued that practice. This does
not seem to be fair to me, off hand. Gratitude is, of course,
a commendable trait but when one concern is favored against an-
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other merely because it has been established in the community
for a longer time than a new company, the result is likely to
be unpleasant to those advertisers who would like, if possible,
to place advertisements on page one.
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GARDNER EVENING NEWS
GARDNER, MASSACHUSETTS
Residents of Gardner, Mass (pop. 18,730) are inordi-
nately proud of two things; of the realization that the
community in which they dwell is "the largest chair manu-
facturing city in the world", and of the fact that the
Gardner Evening News appears daily.
Gardnerites might also and justifiably be proud of the
lovely scenery which abounds in and about the city. The huge
chair in the city which emphasizes Gardner's claim to indus-
trial fame also makes possible the Evening News. Business
has been good at the chair factories in recent years and scores
of skilled workers have come to the city, have obtained employ-
ment and have settled down.
Gardner's scenic attractions and its semi -isolation also
made possible the new Colonial hotel which was recently erect-
ed at a cost of $385,000. Good business and an increase in
population (the Evening News now claims that the city has more
than 20,000 inhabitants) have helped to develop Gardner 1 s shop-
ping section. Gardner is also the shopping center for the 35,000
extra -urban residents of Westminster, Tempieton, Hubbardston,
Phillipston, Winchenden, Ashburnham and South Ashburnham.
These facts are significant because their actuality is
reflected in the Evening News. For the Evening News, despite
certain very obvious shortcomings is one of the best small city
newspapers in New England.
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Typographically calm and sedate, the News does give
rather good news coverage in its district. The stories are
not particularly well -written, but the editor does realize
that a good local story is worth two good national stories
and so the news of the community is well presented. Residents
of the city, out of pride in the paper, send in much material
to the editor.
There are 22 persons employed at full time for the publi-
cation of the paper. Of this number, four are employed in the
business office either as solicitors, clerks or bookkeepers.
The news room has a staff which is equally large but since two
of the four reporters are "inside" men who write headlines and
edit copy, there are only two persons left to cover the "beats.
The "beats" (the editor calls them that) must be, for one
man, police, fires and hospitals; and for the other, city hail
and sports. The news room has an Associated Press wire and a
news library for clippings and obituaries. Feature stories
are obtained from the George Mathew Adams service. Urban and
suburban correspondents, to the number of 15, are paid for
their services.
In the composing room, there are 11 workers. There are
six linotype machines in the plant and since the press is of
the flat -bed variety, no full page stereotyping equipment is
needed. Equipment for casting plates from mats is, however,
available.
Two men are employed in the press room and one finds
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work in the circulation department. The Gardner Evening News
is printed by a Duplex Model E, which has a maximum speed of
5500 impressions hourly. The Evening News has a total, net
paid circulation of 4850 copies daily. The paper has but one
edition.
The Gardner Evening News has no circulation promotion
methods. The paper is largely home delivered by boys and,oc-
casionally by automobiles.
The News appears with from 8 to 16 pages daily and is of
standard size with eight full columns (full type page 17| x 20^).
The paper was established as a weekly in 1869 and became a daily
in 1896.
Advertising rates are rather modest. Transient display
advertising sells for 50 cents an inch. Contract advertising
by Gardner merchants and dealers only, for 1000 inches or more,
sells for 30 cents an inch with 10 per cent off for cash pay-
ment. Contract advertising for local merchants who take be-
tween 500 and 1000 inches is available at 35 cents an inch with
10 per cent off for cash.
Mercantile advertising from larger cities, in competition
with that of Gardner merchants, commands a price of 75 cents an
inch. Political advertising commands a similar rate.
Advertising rates on page one are double those of other
parts of the paper. Classified advertising sells for a cent a
word for each insertion with a minimum charge of 25 cents for
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the first insertion. Two insertions bring the cost down to
a 15 cent minimum charge. Reading notices sell for 10 cents
a line. Six words, it is concluded win fill a line. If
type display is desired, the charge is doubled.
Large advert! sments and frequent insertions, result in
a graded and standard reduction in price for an space.

GLOUCESTER DAILY TIMES
GLOUCESTER, MASS .
The Gloucester Daily Times is the city's town crier.
A person who knew nothing about Gloucester could almost in-
stantly tell, by reading the paper, that the fishing indus-
try was of most vital significance to the town.
The Daily Times (the paper's full name is The Gloucester-
Daily Times and Cape Ann Register) is a poor product typograph-
ically. Headlines are poorly written and are set in type which
is too bold for so shy and conservative a community as Glou-
cester.
For a small city, Gloucester generates news of tremend-
ous importance. The romance of the sea will continue until
every ocean dries up and Gloucester does not fear that. But
a storm at sea, while the fishing fleet is out, is great news
at Gloucester, and rightly, for her doughty fishermen risk their
lives almost daily to provide the country with food.
Backward in many respects, the Daily Times does know the
importance of fishing news. Correspondents cover the story
from every conceivable angle -- from the sea to the state cap-
itol in Boston where all legislation is closely watched and
adequately covered.
The Times falls down badly on its summer society news*
If the paper were a bit cleaner locking (i.e. if it bought
some new type) and if it featured summer social news, its pres-
tige would increase greatly. But the natives of Gloucester do
not seem to be profoundly interested in their transient summer
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resorters or in the prestige which is rightly theirs because
many of the country^ foremost families elect to spend their
summers there. In this respect, Newport has taken the lead.
Local news, as has been implied, is well covered. During
the week's issues which I studied, there were 130 column inches
of local news on page one on Monday. The record for the rest
of the week was as follows: Tuesday, 142; vVednesday, 144; Thurs
day, 182; Friday, 72; and Saturday, 153; total, 823 inches.
Twenty-nine persons are employed to produce the Gloucester
Daily Times and the miscellaneous printing which that paper does
The business and advertising staff include five workers while
the news room has six. The paper buys no wire service and does
its utmost to present 100 per cent local news. Shortage of lo-
cal copy makes it necessary for the editor to use boiler-plated
matter. The news room has a library and adequate facilities
for the filing of cuts and mats.
One reporter is assigned to the copy desk and it is he who
writes all the headlines and edits all the stories. The remain-
ing four reporters have definite beats to cover. Eight paid
correspondents submit notes of outlying districts to the paper.
The Zuckerman feature service supplies material for filler.
In the composing room there are 14 employees, an unusually
large number and one which indicates that the Times must do job
printing. The paper owns five linotype machines and the neces-
sary stereotyping equipment. There are three pressmen who see
that the paper runs off smoothly from the Duplex Web press #
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The Gloucester Daily Times has a circulation of 7800 daily,
an excellent showing. The press has a maximum speed of 5000
copies hourly.
The Gloucester Daily Times employs no conservative or
spectacular means for increasing its circulation. The publish-
er writes, Ml.Ve sell on the merits of the paper. There is no
other permanent foundation."
The Daily Times must be a fairly good money maker for its
proprietors. The daily volume of general advertising for the
week inspected was as follows: Monday, 265; Tuesday, 346; Wed-
nesday, 689; Thursday, 621; Friday, 1067; and Saturday, 381 --
Total, 3369 inches.
Classified averages were as follows: Monday, 71; Tuesday,
63; ".Vednesday, 60; Thursday, 40; Friday, 39; and Saturday, 48 --
Total, 321 inches.
Advertising r&tes are fairly reasonable. Classified space
sells for 25 cents for the first insertion of 24 words and the
rate decreases with added insertions until a mimimum of 10 cents
is reached. Run of the paper ads sell for $1.00 an inch for
transient advertising; and 56 cents for contract space. Spec-
ific page and placement ads get 25 to 50 per cent higher rates.
Rates for page one are double that of other positions.

GREENFIELD DAILY RECORDER
GREENFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
The Greenfield Daily Recorder is not old as New England
newspapers go. The paper was established as a weekly in
1900 by Herbert Parsons, now a resident of Boston. In 1912,
a former Recorder newsboy, John W. Haigis of Greenfield, now
State treasurer, purchased the paper. Two years earlier, in
1910, Mr. Haigis became business manager of the Recorder.
Mr. Haigis published the paper as a weekly until 1920,
at which time it became a daily. This change gave the Re-
corder the honor of being the only daily newspaper in Frank-
lin County, Massachusetts.
On December 1, 1928, Mr. Haigis sold the paper to a group
of newspapermen including P. C. Belknap, editor and publisher;
Howard c. Rice, publisher of the Brattleboro Reformer; E. C.
Crane, owner of the Vermont Printing Company, Brattleboro; and
Harry C. Coniand, owner of the Hartford (Conn.) Courant.
It is apparent from this brief historical sketch that the
Daily Recorder is just beginning to make its bid for newspaper
fame. Recent improvements in the paper, especially in typo-
graphical matters, have helped greatly. The Daily Recorder is
owned by a group of men who apparently know the newspaper busi-
ness. The Brattleboro Reformer is a very fair paper while the
Hartford Courant is one of the best know middle-sized city news-
papers in the country. If Editor Belknap's capabilities measure
up with those of the paper's other co-owners, it seems apparent
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that the Recorder is facing better days.
The Daily Recorder is typographically pleasant. The
publisher boasts that an Ionic number 5 news face improves
the appearance of his paper, a fact which is incontrobertible
.
Local news is well displayed despite the fact that there is
an Associated Press wire at the editor f s disposal.
Twenty-three persons are employed on full time to turn
out the Recorder every day a rather large number. The bus-
iness office has six employees, two of whom are advertising
solicitors who may or may not devote full time to getting ad-
vertisements for the Recorder.
In the news room there are five workers, only one of whom
devotes his time to the editing of copy and the writing of head
lines. It is to be assumed, therefore, that reporters help out
with the editing and that the city editor covers a beat in addi
tion to his other duties.
The Recorder maintains a branch office at 73 Second Street
Turner Falls and probably has not more than one man stationed
there to obtain the news. The remaining three reporters have
definite beats which they seem to cover with a fair degree of
accuracy.
The frankness of the Recorder's publisher must be praised
for his answer to the question, "Have you a news library or
morgue ."
His reply was, "A poor one."
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The Recorder, as has been stated, has an Associated Press
wire. It bays syndicated and boiler-plated matter from the As-
sociated Press, Bell Syndicate and the George Mathew Adams Ser-
vice. The Recorder also has 40 paid correspondents, a rather
large number.
The composing room employs nine persons and houses six
linotype machines and adequate stereotyping equipment. The
paper also has a Ludlow type machine. Ther stereotyping de-
partment employs one man. There is but one press man, whose
services must be augmented by assistance from other departments
when the paper goes to press.
The Greenfield Daily Re corder, despite its limited circu-
lation of 4400 daily, appears in two editions from a Model E
Duplex flatbed press which has a speed of 5000 copies hourly.
One full time employee in the circulation department receives
the assistance of two boys when the paper appears. The Recorder
is distributed by truck to the suburbs and by street car and
buses elsewhere.
The Recorder is doing its utmost to increase its circula-
tion. Sample copies are delivered to newcomers for a period of
two weeks. Carrier boys receive premium coupons for every one
of the new subscriptions that is obtained. Every three months,
sample copies are delivered to residents of the community who
are non-subscribers. Newsboys again make their check-up. This
lively promotion principle is bound to help the Recorder.
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Classified advertising rater are reasonable as are
run-of -paper charges. Transient advertising sells for 50
cents an inch while contract advertising brings 30 cents
an inch. There is an additional charge of 25 per cent for
placement on a specific page. Page one is not sold to ad-
vertisers.

LEOMINSTER DAILY ENTERPRISE
LEOMINSTER, MASSACHUSETTS
The Leominster Daily Enterprise is not an amazingly
good paper. It is rather offensive typographically. All
headlines onpage one and many of the heads within the paper
are set in bold face caps. The paper is poorly made up, al-
though the lead story is placed in the two columns on the
extreme right of the first page. The Enterprise's greatest
typographical shortcoming is its habit of placing headlines
of the same type size and style in adjacent columns.
The Daily Enterprise does succeed in getting the local
news, however, -- a fact which is attested to by the paper's
circulation, 4000 daily.
The Enterprise has had no history of sufficent import-
ance to record. Nathan H. Gist, president and managing edi-
tor of the paper, writes that the Enterprise was founded as
a weekly in 1873 by F. N. Boutwell. The paper became a daily
in 1895 and has continued as such since that time.
The Leominster Enterprise Company, publishers of the
Da ily Enterprise, employs 16 persons to get out that paper.
In the business office, there are two workers, one of whom,
"/alter N. Howe, is business manager. The news room has four
employees whose efforts are augmented by the Associated Press
and by the material which the publisher buys from the Central
Press Association -- mats and boiler-plated stories. The news
room has no file, no copy desk and no definite beats for its
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reporters. The paper employs but one paid correspondent.
In the composing room, there are eight employees, four
of whom operate as many linotype machines. The composing
room has flat box stereotyping equipment useful in casting
advertisements and picture mats.
There is but one full time press man on the Enterprise
staff but his services must be augmented when the paper goes
to press. The Enterprise appears every afternoon in the week,
except Sunday, from a Duplex flatbed press capable of print-
ing 5000 papers an hour. The paper has but one edition, a
run of 4000 copies.
A close examination of the workings of the Enterprise re-
veals that the editor appreciates the importance of local news.
During the week in which copies of the paper were studied, it
was discovered that there were 59 inches of local news on page
one. Foreign news occupied by 15 inches. During the entire
week, there were 359 inches of local news published on the first
page; non-locai, 98 inches. The entire amount of local news in
the paper on one day (Monday) was 166 column inches and the total
for the week was 1000 inches. These facts show that the editor
wisely places mo fit of his important local news on page one where
it will attract the reader.
The Leominster Daily Enterprise carries about 73 inches
of classified advertising daily (450 inches weekly) and about
585 inches of general advertising (3500 inches each week).
The Enterprise ordinarily has eight pages of seven columns
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each. The depth of the column is 20j inches. Advertising
rates in a newspaper located in as small a community as Leo-
minster must necessary be low.
The publisher writes that classified advertising space
sells for one cent a line. We conclude that he must be wrong -
or a poor business man, because there can hardly be any money
In that sort of thing. Ordinarily, classified ads are as high
as any others. The publisher probably meant that rates were
one cent a word. Run of the paper advertisements sell for 28
cents an inch. Page one rates are nearly twice as high as
those of other sections of the paper 50 cents an inch.

MALDEN EVENING NE.7S
MALDEN, MASS.
That Maiden, geographic center of the Mystic Valley,
a community in which 200,000 persons live, should he the
home of so inadequate and so poor a newspaper as the Evening
News is a tribute to the penny pinching policies of the ed-
itor and publisher.
Maiden has a large and lively shopping district which
Is frequently visited by residents of Everett and Medford,
two other important Mystic Valley cities (combined popula-
tion, 100,000.) Residents of Melrose, Saugus and Clifton-
daie do much of their buying in Maiden. Why then is the
News so backward?
In all fairness, it must be said that the News has an
excellent plant, located beside the high school on Ferry
Street near the main business section and near train and
trolley lines. The plant is small by the equipment is the
very latest.
The News makes a handsome profit for the owner and pub-
lisher for the simple reason that business men must advertise
and the News is the only available medium.
The two members of the reportoriai staff cannot, of
course, cover the news of the city adequately. The best they
can do is report court proceedings, hospital affairs and fires
The reporters spend their evening covering baseball games (in
the summer) but many of these are reported by the participants
The result is, therefore, that the News does not report
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the doings of the town. Frank A. Baird, the publisher, re-
ports that his paper is satisfactory and that it covers the
news of the city adequately.
"We print everything we get", he says. And, alas, it is
true. If Mr. Baird had said, "We print everything we get
through the mail, and little more" he would have been more
nearly correct.
A small city newspaper should, to be sure, print all the
items of local interest, but it should have a sense of propor-
tion. Maiden, for example, has two wealthy residential sec-
tions. Accounts of the doings of the city's social elite rare-
ly find their way into the paper because the ordinary mortal
will not send to the paper doings of himself or of his set --
lest the name "publicity hound" be attached to him.
News of the districts -- Edgeworth, Belmont Hill, Faulk-
ner, the West End, Mapiewood, oak Grove and Linden are very
poorly covered. If people send items in, they are published --
usually as submitted, otherwise, events in certain districts
go unreported.
Faulkner, a lively section of the city which has two com-
munity banks, a movie playhouse and several meeting halls, re-
ceives scant attention in the paper. News reporters rarely, if
ever, come to that section of the city.
Typographically the News is an atrocity. Bad as the Ports-
mouth Herald is, the Maiden Evening News rivals it. News head-
lines are not as flaring as those of the Herald, but they are
very poorly written. The News uses one column headlines of exact-
I
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ly the same type in adjacent columns of page one. The result
is a journalistic "eye-sore"
.
Somewhere the editor of the News learned that there was
no such thing as a period for this stop symbol is rarely used
in the paper. Names are abbreviated and thus Frederick appears
as Fred'k in the middle of a story.
The reporters are hopelessly poor. There hasn't been a
good story in that paper for so long that when one does appear,
the city win sit up and take notice. Court news and Maiden
has a county courthouse -- is poorly covered. Many excellent
court stories are buried. Some of the occurrences are described
in a paragraph.
Every News reporter needs a good course in grammar. Sen-
tences are not structurally correct and verbiage is miserable.
The News, however, is a tradition in Maiden. Other newspaper
men have made attempts to start papers there, but have not been
successful because they became argumentative, found fault with
the city han, with the city and with everything in general.
The News takes no sides on municipal affairs and does little
that is progressive.
The proprietor causes to be published on "It Is Said"
column on the editorial page. This column of about six inches
tells of an the important things which are to take place.
Each item is usually worth developing into half a column or
more.
The News frequently will "rap" stores which do not adver-
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tise by criticizing circulars which these stores may issue.
Despite all this, however, the News remains potent in its
impotency and advertisers advertise for no other reason than
that they must advertise.
The Maiden Evening News should and could be the Brooklyn
Eagle of greater Boston. It should serve the entire Mystic
Valley, employ more reporters and write the hundreds of fea-
ture stories which abound in that comnunity. But until some-
thing happens which enlivens the editor, if that should ever
occur, the News must be rated as one of the poorest journalis-
tic productions in New England.

NE..BURYPORT, MASSACHUSETTS
NEWBURYPORT DAILY NE.7S
(and HERALD)
The Newburyport Daily News is a rather unsatisfactory
newspaper in many respects. For onething, it is typograph-
ically atrocious. Headlines are set in large type, all cap-
itals, and are poorly written. Page one has too many two
column headlines and seems to have no definite plan. An-
other objection to the Daily News is that it uses altogeth-
er too much boiler-plated material. Editorials are pur-
chased from a syndicate and many inches of filler are stere-
otyped and used "as is".
Although it is the only daily publication in "Bossy
Gillis's" home town, the News seems to do nothing but ap-
pear every day. The paper owns no press association rights
and, despite the fact that it is the only daily between Salem
and Portsmouth (N. H.), it makes no attempt to blanket its
territory.
The Amesbury News, located in a small city just north of
Newburyport, covers a field which the Newburyport paper should
control. Newburyport, small city that it is, has a rather
large shopping district and one which is visited by many peo-
ple from the suburbs. If the Newburyport Daily News would
boost its home town and especially its merchants, the paper
and the community would flourish.
Ordinarily the News has 8 pages daily. On Friday, which
is the big day for advertising (Newburyport, like many another
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New England city is a Saturday shopping town) and for the
newspaper, the Daily News appears with 10 pages. Advertis-
ing space is sold for page one at rates which must be too
low for nearly everybody in town seems to be represented
there. On the big advertising day of the file while I stud-
ied, I observed that there were 158 column inches of advertis-
ing on page one. Excluding the space taken up by the headline,
there were exactly three inches of type devoted to the one
story on page one.
The News casts plates from its mats and endeavors to
look big-leagueish. The paper is poorly made-up, however,
and while the quality of the newsprint is good and the type
faces are clear, the general impression which the paper leaves
is one of sloppiness.
Here follows a summary of the daily situation with the
Newburyport Evening News. Number of inches of advertising on
page one for one week: Monday, 10; Tuesday, 35; Wednesday, 18;
Thursday, 36; Friday, 158; and Saturday, 26 total, 283.
That local news is inadequately covered is attested to by
the fact that more than 100 inches daily is devoted to accounts
of local incidents. But it must also be said that almost half
of the ocai news is sports -- a fact which indicates that the
city is not so thoroughly covered. Here follows a summary of
the number of inches of local news as it appeared day by day
in the Newburyport Daily News: Monday, 163; Tuesday, 150;
Wednesday, 94; Thursday, 135; Friday, 107; and Saturday, 85.
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The number of column inches of general advertising,
day by day over an average week, is as follows: Monday, 265;
Tuesday, 327; Wednesday, 540; Thursday, 679; Friday, 924; and
Saturday, 377 -- total, 3112 column inches. Classified ad-
vertising occupied the following number of inches of space:
Monday, 38; Tuesday, 36; Wednesday, 25; Thursday, 31; Friday,
30; and Saturday, 42 total, 283 column inches.

INORTH ADAMS TRANSCRIPT
NORTH ADAMS, MASSACHUSETTS
The North Adams Transcript was established in 1843 as
a weekly and has been published continuously since that date.
It was first issued as a daily slightly over 25 years ago and,
after many years of competition in the field, the Transcript
has emerged alone and victorious.
The North Adams Transcript is in many respects the fin-
est small city daily in Massachusetts. Certainly, to hedge,
it is safe to say that the Transcript is the foremost small
city paper in the state --of all that I have seen and in-
spect closely.
Typographically, the paper is a gem. Lead headlines are
set in caps and lower case. The type seems a bit bold for so
conservative a paper, but the effect is pleasant to the eye.
Never are two headlines of the same type used in adjacent col-
umns. Boxes and italic heads are numerous.
The paper is remarkably well made up. The page is well
balanced and headlines are attractively written. One thing
mars the perfection of the Transcript -- there are no local
stories on page one. The very excellence of the paper in all
other branches of journalism makes this shortcoming all the
more significant.
The Transcript apparently buys many editorials and is
willing to remain voiceless. The paper uses much boiler-plate,
but it is so well set off that it is neither obvious nor un-
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duly offensive.
The North Adams Daily Transcript is the result of the
efforts of 41 full time employees. The business and adver-
tising departments (the circulation manager is listed as a
business office employee) give work to nine persons. The news
room has eight employees and two in the Adams office, making
a total of ten full time workers. Nineteen regular paid cor-
respondents add to the volume of news which the Transcript re-
ceives daily. Despatches are also received from Boston and
Washington.
The Transcript leases an Associated Press wire and pos-
sesses a morgue and news indes. Reporters have definite beats
and seem to cover them quite well. There are two men on the
copy desk -- and they are most assuredly capable. The Tran-
script subscribes to various feature services and "picks the
best from an sources", according to the publisher.
There are 17 workers in the composing room (including
proof readers and apprentices). The paper owns six linotype
machines, one Ludlow, one Elrod, one Hoe dry matrix heavy duty
rolling machine and other essential equipment. In the stereo-
typing room and press room (the men apparently work in both
departments during different times of the day) there are five
employees
.
The Daily Transcript is published on a Hoe quintuple press
which is capable of publishing 18,000 papers an hour. But one
edition appears daily and that with a total net paid circula-
tion of 10,500 -- a figure indicating the popularity of the
paper.
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Papers are tied and delivered by high school boys and
by two trucks which are hired. Trolleys and trains bring
the Transcript to outlying districts. The office car is also
used when needed.
Concerning methods for circulation promotion the editor
writes; 7/e "rely entirely upon the merit of the paper and ser-
vice in distribution,, (We have) abandoned all contests, pre-
miums, etc. many years ago. Have found in competition with
numerous schemes that readers who quit for a while to get some
prize invariably come back. We work in close co-operation
with boys and make them our salesmen. Sometimes offer small
prizes for route increases and occasionally give parties. All
boys pay weekly in advance. There are no returns either from
boys or dealers. The news stand price is two cents; price de-
livered, fifteen cents a week. Street sales are small practi-
cally the entire circulation being home delivered. We main-
tain a delivery system even in the smallest towns."
Except for its great short-coming of keeping local news
off page one, the Transcript is excellent. Indeed, the paper
gives adequate display to local news within the paper but the
editor apparently believes that what happens far away is more
significant than that which occurs next door.
The total number of inches given to local news during the
week the period the paper was studied was 1775 -- distributed
as follows: Monday, 511; Tuesday, 558; Wednesday, 252; Thurs-
day, 400: Friday, 272.
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Advertising rates are rather high in the Transcript
.
Classified space sells for a maximum of four cents a word
(minimum possible payment 60 cents) for a single insertion.
The charge for inserting the same advertisements for six days
is 90 cents --a figure which makes the rate reasonable. An
inch of classified space sells for $1.82 (66 to 70 words) for
one insertion and $4.20 for six appearances, cash payable in
a dvance
.
Foreign advertising is accepted with minimum space of 28
lines (two inches). Insertion on 15 occasions brings a rate
of $.05i a line. This price decreases until a mimimum of $o04
a line for 104 insertions is charged. Transient space sells
for $.06 an agate line. Open space rates are $.05i for an agate
line of 1000 lines or less. .Yhen 7000 lines are taken, the
charge is $.04 a line.
Political advertising commands $.08 a line; amusement,
1.06 a line; and legal, $.05. For special or arbitrary posi-
tion, the paper reserves the right to charge an extra fee of
25 to 75 per cent.
The Transcript is a member of the Audit Bureau of Circu-
lation and claims to give complete coverage to North Adams,
Adams, 7/illiamstown, Shelburne Falls and surrounding terri-
tory -- an area with a total population of 50,000. The Trans-
cript's circulation of 10,500 net paid daily gives an excellent
idea of the validity of the paper f s claim to complete coverage.
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A. W. Hardman is publisher of the papger and James A. Hardman
is general manager. Charles Gatlick is advertising manager.

NORTH ATTLEBORO CHRONICLE
NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASSACHUSETTS
The North Attleboro Chronicle (the paper still keeps
the old name of North Attleborough) is a small, small town
daily. Since it is bounded on the south by the thriving
city of Attleboro and, more southerly, by Pawtucket and Prov-
idence, R. I., the Chronicle has not much chance for growth.
North Attleboro is a pretty little town and it has a
lively shopping district but neither the population nor the
retail stores are abundant or affluent enough to permit the
Chronicle to be a large or influential paper.
Despite the fact that the paper is owned by Congressman
Joseph .V. Martin, Jr., the Chronicle is distinctive in that,
during the political season, it does not toot Mr. Martin f s
horn any louder than it does that of anybody else. Thirteen
persons are employed by the Chronicle. Probably not an of
these people are on full time for that seems to be a rather
large staff to turn out a paper which has a circulation of
2250 daily. And yet, when it is recalled that the Chronicle
does job printing, it is possible that the permanent staff
is as large as represented.
Three persons find employment in the business office while
the news room has only two employees. North Attleboro embraces
a large area but places where things are likely to happen ( i # e.
the town han, churches, stores and meeting places) are grouped
down town. Consequently the Chronicle's two reporters can get
the news, edit it, write the headlines and see that what has
V
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happened appears in the paper. It is hardw rk, of coarse, but
that ! s what mast be done.
The Chronicle employs the services of no press association
but it does maintain a news library. Boiler-plated material
frequently finds its way into the paper. Three paid correspon-
dents provide the paper with news super -suburban heights.
In the composing room, there are three employees. The
paper owns two linotype machines and has equipment for stereo-
typing flat plates. Two men are employed in the press- room and
two others find work in the circulation department. The Chroni-
cle has one edition daily which comes from a Duplex press which
has a maximum speed of 4000 copies an hour.
The paper employs no means to increase its circulation.
Deliveries of the paper are made by carrier boys.
7/ith such a limited circulation, it is obvious that the
Chronicle's advertising rates win be low. The paper has seven
columns to the page, each 13 ems wide. The full type page is
15h x 20 inches. The daily average number of pages is about
six, the minimum being four and the maximum, eight.
General advertising sells for 50 cents an inch (when
fewer than 50 inches are purchased) but the rate is 25 cents
when 360 inches are obtained. An extra charge of 25 per cent
is made for definite position.
Classified advertisements, 24 words or less, sell for 35
cents for one insertion; 50 cents for two; 75 cents for three;
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and $1.50 for six. Political
fancy price of #1*00 an inch,
iticai advertising gets $1.25
advertising commands the
Space on page one for pol-
an inch.

SOUTHBRIDGE NE.VS
SOUTHBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS
The Southbridge News is one of the Bay State 1 s newer
daily papers. Founded August 27, 1922 , it has already
made great strides despite its rather small circulation of
2250 conies daily.
The News is typographically neat and like the oft -men-
tioned little boy has a brighter face than neck, for page
one of the News is made up in big city style. The power
and prestige of the United Press* is daily emblazoned on
the first page by a streamer which repeats that organiza-
tion^ claim to being "The Greatest World Wide News Service".
Be that as it may, it is nevertheless admitted, even
by the Associated Press, that the United Press writes its
news in a more readable fashion than does its older and more
powerful brother. The United Press also uses more feature
stories than the A. p. although the latter organization,
realizing that its prestige is being threatened, is waking
up to the new order of things.
These things, unknown to the average person, make it
possible in a field predominantly covered by the Associated
Press, for the Southbridge News to appear crisp and fresh even
when compared to better established papers.
K-Since this thesis was started, I am informed that the
News has given up its United Press franchise.
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All this speaks for page one. The innards of the paper,
unfortunately, are thrown together in typical small paper
fashion. And yet they indicate that the Central Massachusetts
Publishing Company, publishers of the Southbridge News, are
alert and eager to do tomorrow's paper better than yesterday's
and to make today's the best of them all.
The Southbridge News furnishes employment to 17 persons.
Four of these are located in the business office while the
news room has only two. Seven paid correspondents help the
casual observer to forget that the news room is undermanned.
One of the two reporters must edit the telegraph news and ar-
range for the make-up. That, therefore, leaves but one man
to gather the news of the community.
And yet, the News boasts that its "reporters" have def-
inite beats and that it has a news library. That the report-
er has definite beats - all of them - is apparent, and that
the paper may not have a library is to be deduced from the
fact that the publisher does not realize that a library and
morgue are one and the same thing -- for he crossed out the
word "morgue".
The News buys the feature service of the United Press
but none other. Local features are absent -- presumably be-
cause it is physically impossible for the one reporter to
give less than full time to the gathering of news.
In the composing room there are to be found six employees
who operate the three linotype machines, stereotyping equip-
ment, "ad alley" and the Ludlow type equipment. There are two
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press men and two (full time ?) employees in the circulation
department
•
The Southbridge News is published on a Duplex double act-
ing press which has a maximum speed of 3500 copies an hour.
One edition, a run of 2250 copies, is printed daily. The paper
which has from six to eight pages daily is distributed entire-
ly by carrier boys.
A recent campaign to increase the paper's circulation has
been satisfactory. Premiums are awarded to newsboys for new
subscribers and they do their utmost to get them.
No advertising is sold for page one and readers, too
do not appear on that page. Advertising rates generally are
fairly reasonable when compared to charges made by other papers
Classified advertising is, however, empensive, the charge being
eight cents for an agate line ($1.12 an inch). Display class-
ified advertising sells for eleven cents an agate line.
Transient advertising, one insertion, brings fifty cents
an inch; three or more insertions, forty cents an inch. Con-
tract advertising and "local" rates vary from forty cents an
inch for one insertion to twenty-six cents an inch for 750 or
more inches monthly. Political advertising commands a dollar
an inch) financial, fifty-six cents; legal notices, from seven-
ty-five cents for one insertion to $1.25 an inch for three in-
sertions. Church, lodge and charities rates are twenty-five
per cent of the regular rates.
Advertisers desiring specific placement must pay an addi-
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tionai charge of twenty-five per cent and must have a mini-
mum of ten inches of space. Position at the top of a column
is not granted.

WAKEFIELD DAILY ITEM
WAKEFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
(Historical
)
Wakefield is a proud little city. It takes delight in
its natural beauty, in its industry, in its people and in its
daily newspaper, the Item.
The community's journalistic history, while not lengthy,
has been interesting. The first tVakefleld paper, the Banner,
was printed in Stoneham in 1868 by A. A. Foster, a recent ar-
rival from Powderhorn, Colorado, In 1872, ten business men
formed a company and bought the Banner, changing its name to
The Citizen and placing it under the editorial management of
Dr. Azel Ames.
In the sumner of that same year, the Advocate was started
to boost the Candidacy of Horace Greeley for President. After
half a dozen issues had been published, .V. H. Twombly, father
of E. Twombly, present owner of the Reading Chronicle, came
to .'/akefield, purchased the paper and established a printing
office in one of the factory buildings owned by the late Cyrus
Wakefield, Sr., founder of Wakefield's famed rattan industry.
The Advocate became the Banner and, under Mr. Wakefield's patro
age, it flourished.
On January 1, 1874, the Citizen purchased the Banner and
the two papers were printed under the joint name. In April,
1874, the Citizen and Banner office moved to Albion Hall un-
til November, 1875, when it was moved to the Wakefield Block
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now known as the Taylor Building.
On March 1, 1880, iff. H. TWombly sold the Citizen and
Banner to Chester W. Eaton. On September 10, 1888, Harris M.
Dolbeare, present publisher of the Daily item entered the em-
ploy of the Citizen and Banner then a weekly edited by the late
Chester W. Eaton. On April 1, 1891, the paper was sold to
M. P. Foster, now a publisher in Great Barrington, Mass. Mr.
Foster later acquired the Wakefield Record and Bulletin and
consolidated the two papers. In the summer of 1900, C. Iff. Eaton
re -purchased the Banner from Mr. Foster and remained in control
until 1910.
On May 7, 1894, the Daily Item was first issued by Fred iff.
Yound, who had previously conducted weekly newspapers in Wake-
field. In September, 1894, the Wakefield Evening News was
launched by the Citizen and Banner, but lasted only a month.
In 1899, the Wakefield Daily Banner was started at the Citizen
and B ftnner office and was continued for about a year and then
purchased by Harris M. Dolbeare who had in the meantime acquired
the Daily Item. In June, 1911, the Daily Item bought the weekly
Citizen and Banner and discontinued its publication. In Septem-
ber, 1912, the present Daily Item building at the corner of Al-
bion and Foster streets was completed and occupied by the paper.
In February, 1913, the Wakefield Evening Mail was started
by Fred W. Young, founder of the Item. This paper continued un-
til April 3, 1916.

Item
(The Study)
The Wakefield Da ily Item is in many respects an excel-
lent newspaper. Located in a com amity which lies in the
shadow of Boston and which must certainly be included in any
estimate of Metropolitan Boston, the Daily item has sponsor-
ed and succeeded in bringing into existence a community con-
sciousness which is remarkable.
The paper is inferior typographically. Headlines are
set in type which is too bold for the character of the news
advertised. Too many capitals used in headlines which, to
be critical, are not especially well written, are not very
very pleasant to the eye.
The Wakefield Daily item's glory is in the method in
which local news is covered. Harris M. Dolbeare, veteran
newspaperman, is well aware of the fact that local news of
any importance is far more significant that foreign notes.
The Item has no press or wire service which is one thing which
makes it possible for the paper to feature local news, but it
is my opinion that the editor realizes that local news is what
makes the paper lively.
All varieties of Wakefield items are covered. The news
staff is not large but it has been trained to get what the
publisher wants. The paper is produced by 20 workers, some
of whom are also employed by the Wakefield Item Press, a job
printing establishment which helps to make the Item an every
day occurrence.
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In the business office, employed as bookkeepers, clerks
and advertising solicitors, there are four employees. The
news room has but two reporters who, with the assistance of
eight paid correspondents, are able to obtain the news of the
community. The paper has a news library and one which seems
to be fairly up to date judging by the abundance of histori-
cal material which the publisher submitted when the question-
naire was returned.
Employees of the composing room apparently help to make
up the paper. Mr. Dolbeare must be in charge of the editor-
ial management and must do some of the desk work as he claims
that their are two desk men in the news room. This statement
either means that reporters write their own headlines or that
they receive the part time assistance of other employees. The
reporters do have regular "beats", Mr. Dolbeare writes, all of
which probably means that they cover the city between them-
selves, each taking what the other leaves. The feature ser-
vice of the .Ve stern Newspaper Union is used. This includes
a syndicated mat, cartoon and editorial matter.
In the composing room, there are eight employees not all
of whom devote full time to the Daily Item. The plant has four
linotype machines and a Hoe stereotyping plant. Other equip-
ment necessary for job printing and for the production of a
small city newspaper is also available.
There is one man employed in the stereotyping section,
three in the press room and two in the circulation department.
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The Daily Item is printed on a Duplex Model E press which has
a speed of 4800 copies hourly. The paper has a circulation
of 3300 daily. Only one edition is published.
No novel circulation promotion methods are employed but
newsboys are awarded cash prizes for all the new subscription
which they obtain. The paper is distributed to news dealers
who provide the newsboys with papers for their routes.
The advertising rates are quite reasonable. For general
advertising, up to 7000 lines, the rate is $0.04 per agate
line; for 7000 lines or more the price is $0,025 per agate
line. Display cla ssification gets $0.04 per agate line. Uh-
displayed classified advertisements range from $0.04 to $0.07
per agate line. Reading notices on page one are $0.20 an eight
point line and $0.10 on any other page.
Mr. Dolbeare makes the following statement: "In 1926, the
Item gained attention by publishing from three to five columns
a day of personal and social items during the vacation season,
and a proportionately increased social and personal department
throughout the year. This really vast quantity of the most kind
of news came from what is now known as the "Wakefield Plan", the
contest in which high school students, mainly of the upper classes
gather and write this class of news for pay, and at the same time
compete in a weekly contest to see which reporter can head the
list in quantity and quality.
"The 'Wakefield Plan' was put into pamphlet form last
spring and copywrighted and since April, 1927, has been ac-
quired by considerably more than 600 daily and weekly papers
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in almost every state in the union, and in parts of Canada.
For many publishers, it has solved their most perplexing
news problem.
"The plan has received the praise and endorsement of
some of the leading local newspaper authorities of the coun-
try, including The Publishers Auxiliary, the Bulletin of the
National Editorial Association; .V. V. Tufford, secretary of
the Inland Daily Press Association; G. L. Caswell, first news-
paper field secretary in the country (in the Inland Printer)
and others
Analysis
Wakefield Daily Item
(Courtesy Paul M. Kennedy)
The v/akefield Daily Item, in a 6 page edition, contained
a total of 763 column inches of advertising of which 580 inches
was classified.
Boiler-plate was distributed on three pages. On page 1
there was a 27 inch cartoon that was three columns wide and
seven inches deep. The editorial page carried 38 inches of
boiler-plate of which 21 inches was reading matter and 18 was
a comic strip which brightened the page considerably. There
were 22 inches of local editorial matter. The rest of the page
was devoted to news and advertising. The total boiler-plate
was 95 inches when we consider that there was a household page
that shrieked boiler-plate in all its 29 inches.
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Advertising by pages was distributed as follows: Page 1,
17; page 2, 47; page 3, 124; page 4, 88; page 5, 380; and
page 6, 109.
The paper has eight pages occasionally. That adds 610
inches of advertising and 150 inches of reading matter, of
which 43 is boiler-plate and 107 is local news.
Adding 10$ to the average for each day during the year,
the total was 839 column inches per day.
The front page make-up by cross-lines throws the eye to
the right. Two column heads are used on each side of the pap-
er. These are two line drops and in the center columns four
and five have a three line drop. These heads are in 24 point
Caslon, old style.
Columns three and six have single column heads of two
line drops in 24 point Bodoni.
The paper adequately covers the news of the town even to
the squabbles of the selectmen and probably owes its popular-
ity to the fact that it prints names and names. One notice in
the paper says that the editor was sorry that publication had
to be suspended the week before because he was sick and he
thanks subscribers for flowers and candy. All this shows that
a man is making the paper. iVhoever he is, he has a good sense
of human nature and in a city so close to Boston, he had taken
the only course left open in publishing a newspaper -- the
printing of much local news.
The make-up of the inside pages is not inviting but to
the average reader it suffices. All the news about Wakefield
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is given. Once in a while a feature creeps in, but is evi-
dently tied up with someone in the town before it is used.
The editorials are not masterpieces but they run with
public opinion, which, while it may not be ethical, is good
business.
Inside headlines are all three line drops with an occa-
sional upper and lower case sub -deck.

CONCORD DAILY MONITOR I
and
(HEW HAMPSHIRE PATRIOT)
CONCORD, X£W HAMPSHIRE
Those who know Concord, New Hampshire, would expect
that community to produce a paper like the Daily Monitor
(and New Hampshire Patriot), This does not mean that the
Daily Monitor is an excellent paper or a poor paper. It is
just another newspaper, fairly well edited and tather inade-
quately written.
Located in the state's capital city, the Monitor has an
extra "beat" to cover, the capitol itself. Otherwise the
Monitor finds itself catering to the needs of an old-fashioned
but exceedingly lovely city.
Concord desires nothing spectacular inthe way of a news-
paper and Concord gets just that. The Monitor is typographi-
cally conservative. Rarely does a headline stretch its pur-
port over four columns and rarely does news occur to warrant
any more elaborate treatment.
Unlike many small city papers which attempt to be "metro-
politan" by placing national news on page one and by subordi-
nating local news, the Daily Monitor places its most signifi-
cant local news on its first page. Approximately 39 per cent
of the news on the first page is local. This fact indicates
clearly that the editors realize that an Interesting local
story is vastly more important to the Monitor's readers than
a distant but sensational foreign story.
The managing editor, who is also probably the make-up
editor (the usual dual task of that executive on small dailies),
endearors to get a balanced effect on his first page and in this
i
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effort, he is pleasingly successful. There is usually a
picture or syndicated mat on the first page as well as local
feature.
The personnel of the Concord Daily Monitor includes 27
full time employees. The staff of the business office com-
prises seven persons while the news room has six. Of the
six employees of the news room, two are on the copy desk,
presumably the city editor, for local news; and the managing
editor, for telegraph and syndicated news.
That leaves four reporters to cover the State House,
police, fires, hospitals and various other definite news
sources. It is fair to conclude from these basic facts that
the Monitor has an inadequate number of reporters, especially
for a community in which the state's capitol is located.
The scribes have definite news "beats" which they visit
daily or less frequently. The Monitor also subscribes to the
Associated Press service and to the feature service of that
same agency. In responding to the question "Have you a news
library or morgue?", the publisher crossed out the words "News
library." This may indicate that the publisher did not know
that these two things were one and the same. It may also mean
that the paper has neither or both. Thirty-two paid corres-
pondents are employed.
Eleven men are employed in the composing room which has
six linotype machines and the necessary stereotyping material.
The paper has no engraving department.
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Two men are employed in the press room. The Monitor
has a Duplex press capable of 25,000 impressions an hour.
Two editions appear daily for a circulation estimated at
6,732 (Feb. 1929).
Like so many small city papers which seem to know of
no means for increasing circulation, the Monitor claims that
it boosts its sales by "giving NE.VS" . There is one employee
in the circulation department and the paper owns one delivery
truck for distributing papers to suburban communities.
James M. Langley is publisher of the Monitor -Patriot
Company, official name of the organization which produces the
Concord Daily Monitor and New Hampshire Patriot. The paper is
a descendant of a publication established in Concord in 1809.
The Monitor has eight columns and is about 19 inches
wide and 22 inches deep. Advertising rates are rather high.
Classified ads sell at two cents a word for each insertion,
payable in advance. General advertising commands six cents
a line for fewer than 1500 lines per insertion. For greater
lineage, the price is reduced until a minimum of three cents
a line for 10,000 lines is offered. Transient advertising
sells for 70 cents an inch, with reductions for three or more
insertions. For 156 insertions, the rate is cut exactly in
half of the top price and is therefore 35 cents.
No display advertisements appear on page one but readers
are accepted at 40 cents an agate line. Amusement advertising
rates are comparatively low, being four and one -half cents a
line.
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Below follows a summary of an average week's advertising
and news
:
Number inches of general advertising 797
Number inches of classified advertising 70
Per cent of advertising in a single issue 52
Number inches of local news on page one 64
Number inches of local news 194
Per cent of page one covered by local news 39
Estimated yearly advertising by inches 275,209

NASHUA TELEGRAPH
NASHUA, NEW" HAMPSHIRE
(Historical
)
The Nashua Telegraph is the newspaper offspring of
the Ne* Hampshire Telegraph, which was founded in 1832 by
Alfred Beard. Mr. Beard lived but seven years after the
establishment of the paper and his twin brother, Albin
Beard, succeeded to the editorship. The latter Mr. Beard
later became the fourth mayor of the city of Nashua.
The paper, then a weekly, remained the property of the
Beard family until after the Civil War when a partnership,
known as Moore & iangley, took it over. In 1869, the Nashua
Daily Telegraph was started. The New Hampshire Telegraph be-
came the Nashua Weekly Telegraph at about the same time.
Until 1887, the daily and weekly were published under
partnership laws. In that year, however, Orren C. Moore,
later a Representative from the Second Congressional district
in New Hampshire, organized the Telegraph Publishing Company
and held the positions of editor and manager until his death
in 1895. The Moore estate continued the publication until 1899
when it was taken over by a local syndicate with Walter A.
Lovering as president. In 1904 Lester F. Thurber was elected
president.
In 1907, the company was reorganized and Fred iV. Estabrook
became the chief executive with Burtt E. Warren as managing edi-
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tor and Warren H. Pritchard as business manager. In March,
1909, Mr. Warren became both editor and manager, a position
which he still occupies.
Mr. Estabrook continued to serve as president until May,
1921, #aen he was succeeded by Col. William D. Swart, a promi-
nent local manufacturer and president of the Nashua Trust Com-
pany. Among the other prominent persons whohave graduated
from the news room of the Telegraph was the late Judge William
Clough, who was city editor and editorial writer for the paper
for many years. George parkhurst, the present managing editor,
has served as reporter, city editor and managing editor for
30 years.
Other distinguished writers of editorials for the Tele-
graph in the days when every paper tried to be a greater fire-
eater than its competitor included Congressman Moore , Albin
Beard, the late Capt. Henry B. Atherton, who wrote broadsides
from 1864 to 1867; and Albert E. DeWolfe, former city editor.
Other prominent city editors included Albert A. Flinn
and Edwin S. Secord. The Telegraph has been staunchly Republi-
can since its founding. In February, 1929, t&e Telegraph moved
into a new building, erected to house the newspaper.
(Properties et ai
)
The personnel of the Nashua Telegraph numbers 31 full
time employees. Seven persons are employed in the business of-
fice and only four in the news room, an interesting fact. This
study has revealed that in smaller city newspapers there should
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be at least as many workers in the news room as in the count-
ing office.
It is therefore apparent that the four reporters must
labor mightily to obtain news for the paper. In the news room
there is an Associated Press wire, the copy from which keeps
the editor busy. The paper boasts of no library or morgue, a
sad admission. But one man handles all the copy, a monumental
task. The reporters work on definit beats. Thirteen paid cor-
respondents submit news for publication regularly. The Associ-
ate Press features are used.
There are 14 employees in the composing room which has
but five linotype machines, a Ludlow and an Elwood outfit.
Other equipment is fairly complete and includes two metal fur-
naces, casting boxes, shavers, trimmers and routers.
The paper claims to have a circulation of 7042. Two press-
men operate the Telegraph's Duplex tubular press and two workers
are kept busy by the circulation department. The press has a
speed of 30,000 an hour. The paper has 45 distributing stations
and 10 newsboys. A truck is hired to carry papers quickly to
the suburbs. Circulation promotion is fostered by the delivery
of occasional sample copies. Newcomers to the city are canvassed
and urged to subscribe.
(The paper)
For a paper located in a rather sedate New England town,
the Telegraph screams too loudly typographically. Many small
city papers feel that they must keep up with the metropolitan
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dailies in the size of their type. This is unnecessary for
there is seldom a local story of sufficent importance to war-
rant a banner headline.
The Telegraph uses too many mats for illustrations. They
do not reproduce too well and look rather cheap. Headlines are
set in type which is far too large but, generally, theyare well
written.
The stories are not particularly well written, a fact
which may be attributed to the knowledge that there are only
four reporters, three of whom are engaged in the acquireing of
news. The' sports column, set two columns wide in ten point
type, is neither good nor entitled to any such typographical
display. The type resembles that which Bill Cunningham of the
Boston Post gets and even Mr. Cunningham ought not be permitted
to have any such display.
The editorials are namby-pamby and indicate that the busi-
ness office is the heart of the paper while the news room is
merely a pulse which is regulated considerably by action below.
During the week of January 14, 1929 the Nashua Telegraph
printed 76 pages containing total of 12,160 column inches of
type, of this space, one half was devoted to general advertis-
ing, about one -eighth was local news and 182 inches to editor-
ial comment.
Day Gen Ad Local News Class Ad Ed Pages Loc Ne
page
Mon 845 250 138 27 12 22
Tues 900 215 105 26 12 18
iVed 819 208 121 32 10 63
Thurs 1732 267 129 35 18 28
Fri 1151 276 108 30 14 56
Sat 602 230 126 32 10 51
Total 6049 1426 727 182 76 238
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The balance of the paper was made up of features of the
syndicated type, of foreign news and of pictures. The lead
stories of the day were local on three days and national the
rest of the week. The second major story (sub-lead) was local
four times and national twice. The rest of the first page
contained mainly domestic news of national importance. An aver-
age of 20 inches of advertising appeared on page one.
The estimated advertising for the year is as follows;
Classified 41,584 Col. In.
General 346,003 Col. In.

PORTSMOUTH HERALD
PORTSMOUTH, NEW HAMPSHIRE
The Port smough Herald, in my opinion, is New England's
worst small city newspaper. There are other inadequate news-
papers, of course, but the Herald's inferiorities are so numer-
ous that they can almost be dubbed atrocities.
Portsmouth is not a large city but it is a pretty place.
Personal observation of that community while I was working
in Maine several years ago informed me that the city was neat
and clean. Like Concord it is almost typically Yankee. The
motto of the Chamber of Commerce is "The City of the Open Door"
which is as accurate as such bon motto can be.
Visualize a city with many beautiful homes and with sev-
eral lively factories; a city so placed that a million visitors
to Maine playgrounds (York Harbor, York Beach, Ogunquit, Kenne-
bunk Beach, Kennebunkport and Old Orchard) must pass through
its thoroughfares -- and there you have Portsmouth. It is a
lovely place, and for the most part, simple and dignified.
Comes the afternoon and the presses of the Herald rumble
noisily. The circulation department bundles up the papers and
they are hastened to the street --to meet the astonished eye
of native and visitor alike.
For the Herald is typographically the loudest and noisiest
paper in New England. It even outyells its metropolitan brother
in Boston and Portland. Flaring headlines run across the first
page. The enormity of this typographical crime may well be re-
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aiized when it is known that by actual measurement, it was
discovered that more than half of the 82 column inches of
space available for news on page one is devoted to headlines.
Usually there are two seven column banners, which scream
in enormous type over some trivial occurrence. For example,
there was a fire in a Princeton dormitory and the students
were forced to flee to the street. Damage was not particular-
ly great and no Portsmouth or New Hampshire students lived in
the building. The story, as it came in over the Associated
Press wire occupied only two paragraphs, and yet, the Herald
ran a two line streamer or banner headline across the paper,
which occupied probably ten times as much space as did the
story itself.
If this were an exceptional case, this criticism would
be unjust, but the Herald does that trick daily. Fifty Chinese
sailors may be drowned in an unknown river and the Herald will
offend the eye of New Hampshire mortals by flaring the fact on
page one with streamers and sub-decks and what not.
To concentrate this apparently vitriolic criticism, (I
know nobody on the paper and have no malice) I think that it
is safe to say that if any publisher wants to know what type
of paper he should not produce, then the Herald is the paper
for him to see.
Why does Portsmouth tolerate this journalistic mongrel?
That is a question which I can only answer by publish-
ing the Herald's claim that it is "the only daily paper in
southeast Maine." Obviously, therefore, the Portsmouthians
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read the Herald because there Is no other paper to read. And
so few of these people take that journal that its circulation
comes only to 6,361 copies daily]
Portsmouth merchants apparently support the paper because
there is none other in the region but even their support is
half-hearted when it is seen that during an average week the
Herald appeared with 10-10-8-10-12-8 pages daily.
The Portsmouth Chamber of Commerce informs me that there
are 228 retail stores in the city and that 151 (at some time
or other) advertise in the Herald, a rather high percentage.
The latest population estimate of the city proper is 14,871
but the Herald's sales area must include a vastly greater
number of people. Business estimated by the Chamber of Com-
merce last year totaled $1,476,192.00. For these facts I
am indebted to Richard B. Slutton, apparently wide-awake and
energetic secretary of the Chamber.
.Vhat the Portsmouth Herald needs most is a managing edi-
tor who realizes that a minor accident at Princeton or in
China is not worthy of prominence in a local city paper unless
Portsmouth people are involved. Then, too, it might be wise
to have a complete change of staff and to import new men --
men who know how to write.
The Herald's proprietor should throw out all the big,
bold face type which he gives the editor for headlines and he
should place his local news of importance on page one. The
week's file of the Herald which was submitted to the writer
for criticism contained but six inches of local news on page
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one for Monday. The total number of inches on the first page
for the rest of the week follows: 8-1-8-20-12.
.Vith a tremendous and ever growing transient population
of vacationists, the Herald should cover adequately news of
Hampton beach and of the two York beaches.
This criticism may be unjust in some respects but cer-
tainly not from a newspaperman's point of niew # The Herald's
news staff is asleep on the job and probably cannot be aroused.
Another Herald shortcoming is the abundance of boiler-
plate which that paper uses. Nearly an cuts are boiler-plated
from mats and much of the "filler" seems to be cast from mats
and thrown into the paper to fill up space.
There is no necessity for this. If the Herald editors
were awake, they would realize that by covering local news ade-
quately, by publishing numerous features, by sponsoring contests
literary and otherwise, the circulation could be doubled and
the advertising rates increased proportionately. That would
pay for the added cost of setting up type for local news and
would permit the paper to spread its influence to a region
bounded on the south by Newburyport, Mass. and on the north
by Biddeford, Maine.
Probably the worst thing which happened in Portsmouth
journalism was the combination of facts which permitted the
Herald to put out of business or to but the Portsmouth Daily
Chronicle, the Portsmouth Daily Republican, the Portsmouth
Times and the States and Union. None of those late lamented
papers could possibly be worse that the Herald.
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The Portsmouth Herald employs 15 full time employees.
Of these, the business office has two. The news room, sur-
prisingly enough, has six employees. An Associated Press
wire keeps the managing editor busy --too busy apparently --
for his headlines are poor. The reporters have definite beats.
But two paid correspondents submit notes to the paper.
There are seven employees in the composing room which
has five linotype machines and other necessary devices for
the production of a paper.
The feature service of the Central Press Association is
purchased by this paper. (The Central Press furnishes many of
the country's papers with material for filler.)
Display advertising rates are $1.00 an inch. A charge of
ten per cent extra for a position next to reading matter is
made and a charge of 25 per cent extra is made for position at
the top of a column and next to reading matter. Page one rates
are 100 per cent extra and last page rates are 50 per cent extra.
Classified rates are ten cents for each agate line. For 250
column inches, to be used within a year, the charge is 65 cents
an inch; for 500 lines, 50 cents; and for 1,000 lines, 35 cents.
The Portsmouth Herald has seven columns and the page mea-
sures 16 x 20 inches. Local news in the entire paper for the
week investigated was as follows: 82, 95, 96, 109, 95, 90;
total, 547 inches. The number of inches of general advertising
was as follows: 673, 673, 466, 536, 638, 61; total, 3047 inches.
The daily enclosure of classified advertising was as follows: 50,
46, 50, 58, 45, 61; total, 310 inches.

HEWPORT DAILY NEWS
NE.7PORT, RHODE ISLAND
Newport, summer home of America's wealthiest families
and leading social celebrities, cannot turn this fact into
dollars and cents. The city has sold its beauty to the
prominent summer time residents of the community and so it
reaps a bounteous harvest in taxes from the Belmonts and
Paynes and .'/hitneys and .Vhonots.
But, except for that net profit, Newport does not prof-
it greatly from its visitors. The summer guests shut them-
selves up in their own castles, do not mingle with the towns-
people -- and even own their own beach on which no outsider
may tread, although (and this is written with joy) one ancient
Newporter walks across Bailey's beach every year during the
height of the social season to demonstrate his belief that
this bathing spot is the property of all men and not of a
select few.
In this modern day, it is no feat to get to New York.
•Vealthy summer residents of the Newport fly to New York or
motor there or, better, tune up their yachts and sail a?;ay.
But they go only to N e<v York when they want to do intensive
shopping.
New York merchants and others from London and. Paris who
cater to the Newport wealthy-folk have established branches
in Newport. And, as all residents of the summer coluny are
aware of this fact and as they are not bargain hunters, it
is obvious that these "ritzy" stores pretty generally ignore
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the advertising columns of the Newport Daily News.
The News does, however, use the sales appeal of ritzy
readers in securing, national advertising. The fact, too,
that the city has an assessed valuation of £77,000,000 * s
another sales point.
And yet, to my observation, it seems that the News ig-
nores the social set almost as greatly as it ignores them.
To be sure, in the summer time, the leading events are cover-
ed and the News gets an occasional inside scoop. But, to
tell the whole truth, society reporters of the leading New
York and Boston papers have an inside trail and seem to get
all the important social news first.
The Newport Daily News is published every evening, Sun-
days and holidays omitted, and is the product of the efforts
of 38 full time workers. The business office provides work
for six persons while the news room has seven reporters. The
paper subscribes to the Associated Press (full leased wire)
service and buys syndicated material from the Herald-Tribune
and International Syndicates.
There Is a news library in the city room where cuts and
clippings are filed. Reporters have no definite beats except
that the same persons cover police, fires and hospitals.
Eight paid correspondents send in suburban items. Reporters
apparently must write their own heads and edit their own copy,
for whoever answered the questionnaire did not state whether
the paper had a copy desk.
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There are 18 employees in the composing room which is
fairly well equipped.. The paper has seven linotype machines
and the necessary stereotyping equipment. The Daily News is
unique in this respect -- it maintains an engraving depart-
ment. The paper boasts of this fact, but that is a condi-
tion undoubtedly occasioned by necessity as Providence is a
considerable distance away. Then, too, there are society
events open to the public which the News covers for its peo-
ple who are constantly mystified at the goings on in society.
Pictures of these events help circulation, of course.
T/iere are three employees in the press room who cause
the paper to be printed on a Duplex rotary press capable of
issuing 25,000 copies an hour. The News has but one edition.
Its circulation exceeds 6000 daily.
Typographically, the News is neat. Headlines are set in
capitals, a procedure which is gradually becoming antiquated.
Make-up is hit or miss. There are also too few local stories
on the first page. On some days, the paper appears without a
single local story on page one. Boiler-plated pages are used
at times and other syndicated material is run as sent.
The News uses cuts and mats on page one and has advertise-
ments on that page, too. Local news is not particularly well
covered. The record of local news for the week during which
the paper was inspected was as follows: Monday, 159 ; Tuesday,
230; Wednesday, 165; Thursday, 248; Friday, 250; Saturday, 198.
Advertising was distributed as follows (General): Monday,
1167; Tuesday, 1182; Wednesday, 1055; Thursday, 1472; Friday, 1545
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and Saturday, 1018. Classified advertising was distributed
as follows: Monday, 30; Tuesday, 38; «7ednes, 44; Thursday, 44;
Friday, 41; and Saturday, 42.
Advertising rates are reasonable. Classified space sells
for two cents a word for one insertion and for lj cents a word
for more frequent insertions. Display classified advertising
sells at 8 cents an agate line or $1.12 an inch for one in-
sertion. Repeated insertions brings the rate down to six cents
anagate line and 84 cents an inch.
General advertising (Transient) sells for 5i| cents a line
for fewer than 1500 lines and then, on a graded scale, the rate
decreases until, at 10,000 lines, the charge is three cents a
line. Position next to reading matter and. at the top of a page
brings a charge of 50 per cent extra. Location beside reading
matter costs 25 per cent extra. Space on the first and last
pages sells for double rates. Space on the amusement page
brings a charge of 75 per cent extra.
The paper was established in 1846. The Daily News also
owns the Newport Journal and Weekly News, which is published
on Fridays. The paper is published by the T. T. Pitman Cor-
poration of which Edward A. Sherman is president and publisher.
Francis I. Greene is business manager.

IPA V/TUCKET EVENING TIMES
PAvfTUCKET, RHODE ISIAND
Sometimes there blooms in the land of the ugly "a thing
of beauty and a joy forever"
.
Scavengers at dumps often come
across an exquisite flower, unknown, uncared for and unloved.
But it raises its head grandly above the ashy odors and seems
all the more marvelous because of its surroundings.
Sometimes in their mad desire for money, men make possible
the happiness and prosperity of people who object to the motives
of the .Valiingfordians . And sometimes, crude, cruel politicians
unintentionally make civic progress possible because of their
squabbles for personal aggrandisement.
Such, indeed, is a condition which is exemplified in Paw-
tuckey, Rhode Island. If the ordinary New Englander has heard
the name "Pawtucket", he associates the term with Providence.
His reasoning is correct for Pawtucket adjoins Providence and
it is impossible for most people to tell where the one city
ends and where the other begins. So closely linked are the two
communities that many houses, being located on the boundary
line, are partially in both cities.
If common sense were an ordinary factor in politics, then
surely Pawtucket would be part of Providence. Also, if common
sense meant anything, then surely the city of Central Falls,
Rhode Island, the most densely populated city in tho oifry in
the United States, would be part of Pawtucket.
But politicians are jealous and so Providence pulls one
way and Pawtucket strains in another direction. And, strangely
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enough, while Providence is the largest and most influential
city in the state, the balance of political power rests in
Pawtucket, key city of the Blackstone Valley. For Providence
dominates only Providence whereas Pawtucket rules over itself,
Central Falls, Cumberland, Lincoln and perhaps ^nville. Also
Providence is Democratic while the rest of the state is ordi-
narily Republican.
At the same time, it is probably true that politicians
alone could not prevent the cities of Providence and Pawtucket
from having a mutuality of interest.
It is exactly four miles from Main street square, Pawtucket,
to Exchange Place, Providence. Just four miles. In nearly any
other part of the country, the trolley fare between those two
points would be just ten cents. The United Electric Railway,
however, wields tremendous power in the state and is able to
exact two eight cent fares from car riders.
And that fact is significant, for people will not pay two
fares willingly just to go to Providence to shop. The result
is, therefore, that the expensive carfare rates have made it
possible for downtown Pawtucket merchants to create a large,
flourishing shopping center. And, remember, less than five
miles away, there looms the metropolis of Providence with its
huge stores and up-to-date fixtures.
These facts are probably not significant to a person who
has not lived in that area. And it is ever so logical for
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him to ask, "7/ell, what of it?"
Merely this, the existing political and retail differ-
ences have made it possible for Pawtucket to possess what
has been adjudged not only the best small city newspaper in
the New England states but perhaps in all America. .Vhy this
is true is not difficult to discover. Pawtucket' s shopping
section, being large, as has been stated, caters to the needs
of 150,000 residents of the Blackstone Valley (Rhode Island)
and to the needs of fully 50,000 other people in andabout At-
tleboro, Massachusetts. Providence, on the other hand, serves
its 225,000 odd inhabitants, the residents of North and East
Providence and of Cranston.
Vith a mere four miles separating the centers of the two
largest cities in Rhode Island, it is obvious that Providence
merchants want the business of Pawtucket shoppers. And, be-
cause the pawtucket Times is the only newspaper in the Black-
stone Valley, it is necessary for Providence retailers to ad-
vertise in the columns of that newspaper.
This combination of facts is, therefore, to the tremend-
ous advantage of the Pawtucket Times for that paper gets not
only the advertising of Pawtucket merchants but also that of
Providence store -keepers . The result, simply stated, is
this: The Pawtucket Evening Times makes nearly as great an
annual net profit as any newspaper In New England, papers In
Boston, .Vorcester and Providence not accepted.
The pawtucket Times has a marvelous plant. .Vith the
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possible exception of the Christian Science Monitor, there
is no newspaper in Boston which can approach it. An its
equipment is the latest. And its layout is so scientific
(it has, for one thing, a press room which are nearly as ex-
posed to daylight as a greenhouse) that visitors from many of
the country's leading papers come to Pawtucket to see the plant.
Typographically, the Times is among the neatest in the
country. Executives from the Ne w York Times, generally re-
garded as the country ! s best newspaper, occasionally come
to the Times building to see what makes the wheels go around
so smoothly. And editors of newspapers in other New England
papers are frequently seen wandering in the composing room
and checking up on the equipment of the paper.
Editorially the Pawtucket Times is dormant. Whose fault
that is, is hard to determine. Certainly the Times made a
tremendous effort nearly ten years ago, to shake the city from
boss rule. It opened its columns to all sorts of criticism of
the politicians and when election day came, people streamed to
the polls and upheld the politicians.
The Times persisted and the bosses answered by assessing
for taxes every screw and bolt in the plant. This the Times
gladly paid, maintaining that that was only right, and the
paper kept up its attack -- and still the citizens, carefully
yoked by the politicians, went blithely ahead and voted as
they were ordered.
Pawtucket is an ugly town. It is one of the ugliest in
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New England. Houses are ramshackle. There are two fair resi-
dential sections, one for the old Yankees and another for the
nouveau rich at Oak Hill. The latter section adjoins Provi-
dence, however, and residents "ritz" their townspeople by
claiming to be Providencers
.
Streets are dirty and crooked. Few f the main thorough-
fares have sidewalks. The downtown shopping section is housed
in buildings which are wooden or, in some cases, brick -veneer-
ed. The chief of the fire department stated to me, after the
great Fall River fire, that the next great fire which win
threaten to wipe out a city, will probably occur in Pawtucket.
And so sure is the Times of this pending event, that it has
prepared aerial and close-up pictures of the downtown section
of the city in anticipation of the big event. Even the city
hall is a fire-trap. It has but one stairway, a wooden af-
fair which weaves and turns about the elevator shaft. And,
should a fire break out in the city hall, it is horrible to
think of the possible consequences.
The Times has informed the citizens of Pawtucket of most
of these conditions, but they remain dormant and listen only
when the politicians speak for if there ever was a community
which was faithful to the bosses, Pawtucket is that place.
Now what should the Times do? If the paper continued
its attack (and now it hurrahs nearly everything), the people
will probably continue to ignore it. Also, now that the Times
has tremendous latent power, if it opened up in real earnest,
it might make possible the establishment of another newspaper
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in the city. Thus, in serving the community, the Times might
cut deeply into its own earnings. Certainly no corporation
will willingly curtail its profits.
Newspapers and newspapermen are exceedingly jealous of
the Times. Many a publisher has come to the city to study
the field and has not opened a new newspaper, because he real-
izes that the Times has such a tremendous hold on the people.
Inspectors for the Scripps -Howard chain have come to the city,
to the Times, it is said, to mention their plans for starting
a paper there. But they have left, convinced that it would
cost them millions of dollars before they could begin to com-
pete with the paper.
It is now generally agreed that the only time it would be
practicable to start another paper in Pawtucket would be when
the Times had alienated the politicians to such an extent that
they would start their own paper. But what should the Times
do in the meantime? That's a question which disturbs the pro-
prietors of the paper to some extent and is a problem which I
don't consider myself qualified to answer.
And now to the Times itself. As has been stated, the
Times is one of the cleanest looking papers in the country.
The Times can afford to be and therefore it is. The paper has
a different make-up nearly every day and the managing editor
has a remarkable sense of news values.
He places as "leads" the stories which deserve such play
and he uses his best local stories on page one. Headline type
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is conservative and the paper's make-up is artistic.
The paper is the daily product of the efforts of 108
full time employees. In the business office, there are 22
employees who work as solicitors, counter people, layout
men, bookkeepers and executives.
The news room has 20 employees, three of whom devote their
entire efforts to Providence, Attleboro and North Attleboro
respectively. The paper uses the services of both the United
Press and Associated Press. It buys syndicatedmaterial from
a dozen or more of the leading syndicates in the country among
them, the Chicago Tribune, New York Herald Tribune, Bell, Cen-
tral Press and others.
The Times uses very little boiler-plate. A "news of the
week as told by the camera" page is bought and used as it ap-
pears and occasionally when the paper is large and the compos-
ing room is busy, a mat will be cast of a children's page or
of a feature page.
The paper has a very large and scientifically arranged
library. Cuts are indexed excellently as are more than 20,000
mats. A complete file of the paper is available; no clippings
of events are maintained and local obituaries are fairly well
written and are right up to the minute.
Reporters have definite beats which they are obliged to
cover daily. There are four men on the Times copy desk. The
paper has ten paid correspondents and has scores of contribu-
tors. One man is able to cover all the news of Providence by
getting galley proofs of the important items which the Provi-
dence Tribune publishes and by covering court of both the Times
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and the Tribune. (Since this study was made the Providence
News and Providence Tribune have merged so that it is now
necessary for the Times to cover Providence with a pony news
staff. The News -Tribune
,
however, continues to make engrav-
ings for the Times). The Tribune also makes cuts for the
Times. These are rushed out to Pawtucket and usually arrive
in time. It ordinarily takes ten minutes longer for a cut
to get to the Times make-up room than if the plant maintained
its own engraving department.
The Times executives, alert to take advantage of this ar-
rangement save the paper, it has been estimated, about $20,000
a year.
The composing room, while not as large as that of many
a Boston newspaper, is still one of the finest and best equipped
in the country. Forty employees find work there. The room has
19 linotype machines, Ludlow and Elrod equipment and an up-to-
the-minute Ad Alley. By a clever arrangement made up by the
publishers with the typographical union, Providence advertise-
ments are considered "foreign" and the Times saves thousands
of dollars annually by using mats which the Providence paper
furnish. The Providence papers, incidentally, are not tremen-
dously pleased with this Times advantage and occasionally try
to beat the Times.
There are six employees in the stereotyping room which has
as modern equipment as is obtainable. In all, there are 12
pieces of machinery in that room.
There are from six to eight employees in the press room,
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depending on the size of the paper. In the press room, too,
there are two modern presses: A straight line Gross octuple
capable of printing 36,000 papers an hour and a Hoe superspeed
octuple, capable of printing 42,000 papers hourly. The Times
appears with five editions daily and has a circulation of 30,000
which constitutes a remarkable blanket for the entire Biackstone
Valley.
In the circulation room, there are five bundlers and eight
truck drivers. The Times owns its own trucks and get its papers
quickly to the various points of distribution. Trains and trol-
ley cars are also used to get the paper to outlying districts.
Advertising rates are fairly high or perhaps are conserva-
tive when the circulation of the paper is considered. Classi-
fied rates begin at 10 cents an agate line and go to 8 cents
hen frequent insertions are made. Classified space sells for
seven cents a line on a yearly contract.
Transient display advertising is sold at 10 cents a line
for the first insertion and, on repeated insertions, for nine
cents a line. Open space rates begin at 9 cents a line for
2500 lines or more and descend to eight cents a line when 10,000
lines are taken. Advertisements which are repeated without
change sell at 7cents a line. Amusement and political advertis-
ing sell at 10 cents a line.
Page one is not sold under any circumstances. There is
a 25 per cent additional fee for specific placement on any
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page except page two and three. On pages two and three, no
position is guaranteed- and all space sells for 15 cents a
line. Position on top of a page ( two and three excepted )
and next to reading matter, commands a price of 50 per cent
more than regular rates.
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(Detailed Summary in Column Inches)
Jan 28
Jan 29
Jan 30
Jan 31
Feb 1
Feb 2
General Advertising 2255"
Classified Advertising 190
Local news Page 1 30"
Local news 590"
General Advertising 1395
Classified Advertising 240
Locals Page 1 22
Local news
.
435
General Advertising 1510
Classified Advertising 210
Locals Page 1 11
Local news 385
General Advertising 2525
Classified Advertising 165
Locals Page 1 40
Local news 380
General Advertising 3675
Classified Advertising 195
Locals Page 1 40
Local news 455
General Advertising 550
Classified Advertising 205
Locals Page 1 24
Local news 570
Total Local 2HTo"
Total Advertising 13115"
Classified General 15930"

THE WESTERLY SUN
WESTERLY, RHODE ISlAND
The Westerly (Rhode Island) Sun well merits the title
of being "distinctive". And yet, there is nothing unusual
about the paper itself. To the casual reader, to the man
who is forced to spend a night in Westerly, the Sun is just
another newspaper. Or, he may muse, it is a pretty fair
small city newspaper located in a large town. Only if he is
in Westerly on Sunday will the newcomer notice anything unus-
ual about the paper.
For the Westerly Sun is the only Sunday evening news-
paper in America which uses full Associated Press on Sunday.
To make up for this fact, the Sun does not appear on Saturday.
What the "big idea" is, I, for one, do not pretend to
know. Westerly like any other small city or town is what is
known as a Saturday "shopping towns". That means that the
Friday issue of the paper will be full of advertisements.
That also means, under ordinary circumstances, that the
Saturday paper will be the smallest of the week. It is my
guess that the Sun publishers realize this fact and feel that
by appearing on Sunday evening instead of Saturday, they will
be able to obtain extra advertising. A study of the paper for
a week seems to bear out this belief.
While it is true that most small cities (and large, too)
are Saturday shopping towns, it is also true that on Saturday
afternoon and evening, the week's most important social occur-
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rences take place. And, on Sunday, the clergymen of the town
give something in the way of news from their pulpits.
I am frank to say, therefore, that I think that this Sun-
day evening publication idea is good -- except that most peo-
ple reserve that evening for entertainment, Who then, reads
the paper on Sunday night? Apparently there are a sufficient
number of stay-at-homes in Westerly to subscribe to the paper.
The Westerly Sun employs 22 persons on a full time basis.
The business office provides' work for five persons who assume
the duties of business, advertising and circulation managers.
In the news room, there are five workers, one of whom devotes
his time entirely to the writing of headlines and to make-up.
Since the paper runs as many as 14 pages, especially on a Sun-
day, it is clear that other persons must help out in the edit-
ing of copy and writing of heads. Eight paid correspondents
contribute items to the paper. As has been stated, the paper
uses the Associated press news service. The Sun has a news
library and buys features from the George Ma thew Adams Syndi-
cate and from the Newspaper Enterprise Association.
There are ten workers in the composing room. The paper
has five linotype machines and a rolling machine. The two
employees of the stereotyping room become press men when the
paper goes "to bed".
The Westerly Sun appears with one edition, from a 16 page
Duplex tubular press with a speed of 50,000 copies an hour.
The paper has a circulation of 5800 copies and is distributed
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by four school boys and from three tricks. Buses and trains
deliver the paper to outlying districts.
Classified advertising rates in the Westerly Sun are rather
high. Space sells for seven cents an agate line for one day.
Repeated insertions bringreduced rates until a minimum of five
cents a line is reached. But, at that, larger space taken by
classified advertisers, brings no reduction.
General advertising sells for four cents a iine c There is
an extra charge of 2 5 per cent for full position and a charge
of 10 per cent for placement next to reading matter. Position
on the back page brings an added 50 per cent lineage revenue
to the paper.
Legal, financial and political advertising sell for a dol-
lar an inch for the first insertion and for seventy-five cents
an inch for subsequent insertions. Rhode Island probate court
orders sell for a dollar for each insertion. Reading notices
v
sell for 25 cents a line, are written in regular news style and
are marked "adv".
The Westerly Sun has seven columns each 13 ems wide and 21
inches deep. The paper has from eight to sixteen pages daily.
Local news is well displayed. The Sun is typographically con-
servative. Editorials are home grown. Stories are written in
no exceptionally attractive manner and except for the Sunday
feature which has been mentioned, the Sun is just another paper.
(Historical
)
(By George B. Utter)
The Westerly Sun was established in 1893. At that time
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its equipment consisted of a flat bed press, from which they
could possibly get a run of 900 an hour. All type was hand
set.
Uhitype which set type by machine was purchased in about
1898, and about 1909 gave way to linotypes. At the present
time five linotypes are used. yVe use dry mats, and run our
edition off in about 20 minutes, enabling us to catch trains,
buses, and get into the homes of Washington county, Rhode Is-
land, and New Icndon county, Connecticut, before the dinner
hour
.
A little less than half of our circulation is in the
town of Westerly, which lies in two states, and has a popu-
lation of about 15,000 people. We have two state governments,
and two town governments, .Vesterly, R. I. and Pawcatuck, Conn.,
served by one post office, one library, one railroad station.
In spite of its form of government, it is a united community.
The Westerly Sun was established by George H. Utter, who
later was Governor of the state of Rhode Island, and at the
time of his death in 1913 was member of Congress from Rhode
Island.
At the present time the paper is owned by his family,
two of his sons, George B. Utter, and Wilfred B. Utter, to-
gether with a son-in-law, Edgar P. Maxson, being actively in-
terested.
The Westerly Sun, established in 1893, was an outgrowth
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of the Narragansett Weekly, which was established by George B.
Utter in 1857, the father of George H. The Narragansett Weekly
was an outgrowth of the Literary Echo, established in '.Yesterly
in 1847.
George B, Utter came from New York City. He learned the
printing trade in the office of his father- in- law at Homer,
New York. His father- in- law was John Maxson, who established
the Protestant Sentinel there in 1829.
The present publishers are the fourth generation of pub-
lishers, and are members of the Audit Burear of Circuation,
the Associated Press, the New England Daily Newspaper Publish-
ers 1 Association, and the United Typothetae.

THE WOONSOCKET GALL
(and EVENING REPORTER)
'.VOONSOCKET, RHODE ISlAND
When business is good, storekeepers advertise. And
when storekeepers advertise, newspapers flourish. When ad-
vertising is limited, the business office very definitely
dictates the policies of the news room, When a paper is
flooded wi th a dvertising, the news room asserts a measure
of independence, this condition is seemingly paradoxical
and yet, it exists. And that is one reason why metropoli-
tan papers are more liberal than those in smaller cities.
The .Voonsocket (R. I. ) Call is one paper which is ex-
periencing hard times at present -- because business is
poor. .Voonsocket is the industrial and shopping center for
110,000 people'* in the Blackstone Valley of Rhode Island and
Ma ssachusetts. Through this valley courses the historic
Blackstone river which turns more mill wheels than any sim-
ilar stream in the world.
The natives of V/oonsocket are largely French-Canadian,
a group which does not readily Americanize. This condition
makes it possible for Woonsocket to support a lively French
paper as well as the Call, a English daily. The inhabitants
of the city are or ..ere largely textile mill workers. A
thrifty race and sheep-like, they were willing to work for
low wages and to suffer along as best they could.
Capable employees and, for the most part, conscientious,
they endured many things from the textile kings of Manville
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and Jenckes and suffered in silence. The Church, to them,
is the one and all. While the mills flourished, Woonsocket
was a gay, progressive little town. The mill men controlled
the city as they control the state in this very day.
But there came a time, shortly after the depression of
1920 and during the era of silk gowns and short skirts (at
this moment said to be passing) when the mill owners realized
that their equipment was obsolete and that they would have to
modernize to earn dividends. Wages were cut and the textile
workers accepted the "inevitable" with slight grumblings.
Then the textile overlords discovered that their modern
machinery was so perfect that they could employ the unskilled
labor of the Carolinas at a great saving. North Carolina com
munities offered tax free sites for certain periods and grad-
ually, mill after mill left the Biackstone Valley.
This industrial story is significant in -the history of
the Woonsocket Call. Fifteen years ago, when an was bright
and booming in Woonsocket, the Call was one of the finest
small city newspapers in the country. It was well edited,
prosperous and alert. Today, however, the Call looks back
to its former glory, sighs over the city's mismanagement (con
ditions borne out by newspaper accounts of August, 1929) and
wonders whether better days are to come
.
Residents of the community, too, wonder and ponder. The
next census will probably show that woonsocket has slipped.
And, unless something marvelous happens -- unless new indus-
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tries can be attracted to Woonsocket , that city faces a bleak
future.
The .Voonsocket Call was founded May 31, 1892, during the
era of expansion and at the time when the huge textile factor-
ies were in full swing. In 1894, the paper was purchased by
Samuel E. Hudson and Andrew J. McConnell. On November, 15, 1908
the Gall absorbed the Evening Reporter which had been its only
English competitor in the city. The paper prides itself that
it has appeared every day except Sundays and Rhode Island's
five legal holidays since it was founded.
The Woonsocket Call (and Evening Reporter) employs 62
persons. In the business office, there are 12 workers who
solicit advertisements, layout ads, or who work at the counter
or do bookkeeping.
The news room employs 12 persons on a full time basis.
The paper subscribes to the Associated Press and obtains addi-
tional local and suburban items from 25 paid correspondents.
The Call maintains a news library and morgue and claims that
reporters have beats "to some extent". This latter expression
by the publisher probably means that the same persons cover
police, fires and hospitals while occurrences elsewhere in the
city are covered by various men. The paper buys the boiler-
plated material of the Central Press, publishes a picture page
and a feature page, and also uses comics from the Chicago Trib-
une. Three men are employed on the copy desk -- the city ed-
itor, managing editor and suburban editor. Three proof readers
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are also employed,
In the composing room there are 20 employees. The paper
is mechanically modern having acquired new equipment in bright-
er days. There are 10 linotype machines available as well as
the necessary stereotyping equipment including a steam table,
melting pots, saws, auto plane machine, etc. Ad Alley, too,
has all the accourtements necessary to give advertisers almost
any desired layout.
The stereotyping room employs four persons and the press
room has 10 workers. The Call appears with two editions daily
from a Hoe Simplex Press. At the time of this writing, the
publishers were considering the acquisition of a Sexduple press
too. The press is capable of producing 30,000 papers an hour.
The circulation of the Call is 15,000 daily.
In the circulation department, there are two full time
workers. The publisher says that circulation is boosted by
giving "a special care to news and features". Newcomers are
solicited as prospective subscribers by newsboys. The papers
are distributed largely by carrier boy. A trucking company, en
gaged by the Call, gets the papers to large retailers and to
the suburbs.
The Can is typographically neater than most New England
dailies. The paper looks clean and is fairly well edited. Lo-
cal items are thoroughly covered. Feature stories, unless they
pop up in the course of news gathering, are not adequately de-
veloped.
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The paper uses the Central Press picture page and other
boiler-plated material, but it is my impression that unless
a full page layout is used, the mats are set in the paper's
own type, rather than being stereotyped. Editorially the pap-
er is weak, but this is to be expected in view f industrial
conditions which have been described.
No advertising is sold for page one, but two advertisers
who supported the paper almost from its infancy are still per-
mitted on specific days to have space on the first page. And,
as an extra manifestation of gratitude, the Call charges them
no more for first page space than it would for interior position.
Advertising rates are reasonable considering the paper's
overhead. Classified space sells for 15 cents an agate line
for one or two insertions. Repeated insertions bring lower
rates until a minimum price of 10 cents a line is charged for
insertion every day in the month.
General advertising sells for five eents a line for run of
the paper space. Position at the top of a column and next to
reading matter gives the paper 50 per cent additional. Rates
on the second, third or last page are 50 per cent higher than
run of the paper charges. Contracts are not accepted for per-
iods longer than one year.
Political advertising with position next to reading matter
sells for 12 cents an agate line. Political readers set in
Brevier are sold for 40 cents an. agate line and, in agate, for
30 cents. Reading notices set in Brevier get 30 cents; in a-
gate, 25 cents. Auction and legal advertising sell for eight
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cents an agate line. Other rates are corresponding.
The Call appears with from 14 to 40 pages daily (the
latter rarely-}. There are eight columns to its page, each
12^ ems wide. The depth of a column is 298 agate lines or
21 2-7 inches.
Charles W m Palmer is president and business manager of
the papger and Samuel E. Hudson is treasurer, editor and pub-
lisher •

THE BARRE DAILY TIMES
BARRE, VERMONT
The Barre Daily Times is a Vermont Yankee. Old-fashioned,
calm and calculating, the newspaper does to a certain extent
resemble what people can the "typical" Vermonter.
Typographically, the Times is very attractive. Conserva-
tism seems to be the rule and, whether or not this is premedi-
tated, the result is excellent. The Daily Times is unique to
a newspaperman because it is "left-handed". The usual American
daily newspaper carries its lead or most prominent story in col-
umn eight of page one. The Times, however, plays its most im-
portant story on column one.
Psychologically, it is advisable for a paper to use column
eight for its lead story as page one is a "right hand" page.
Page two, on the contrary is a left hand page and should feature
its principal story on column one. Whether the Times knows this
fact or not is questionable; whether or not the editor cares a-
bout this seemingly trivial matter, is another proposition en-
tirely.
The Daily Times is eight-columns wide, and appears each
evening with from eight to twelve pages. Approximate dimensions
of the page are 17 inches by 21. Absence of advertising on page
one makes the Times look newsy. The editor also places a great
number of stories on that page, ft condition which also enlivens
the appearance of the paper. Local news appears but rarely on
the first page the editor being apparently under the spell of
the importance of the Associated Press. It is a common fault
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with many small city editors to regard Ap news as of greater
significance than local occurrences. And yet, any good news-
paperman can tell you that a $1,000 robbery in Barre is in-
finitely more important to Barreites than a $100,000 looting
in New York.
Editorially to Times is no longer extant. There are no
editorials to speak of. Occasional semi-rotarian squibs find
space on what is the ghost of an editorial page. Why this con-
dition should exist is unknown to me, but if the paper has vol-
untarily given up its word, then a real journalistic tragedy
exists. Most of the editorials in small city newspapers are
bad, to be sure, and many of them are syndicated (which is an
atrocity) but it is far better that such conditions exist than
that the paper should remain mute about local and national
matters.
The Times, on the other hand, uses very little boiler-
plated material. Whether this is done to cut down expenses or
whether the editor realizes the inadequacy of such matter, is
unknown, but the absence of insignificant, national "hokum"
which most papers gladly accept and use, makes the Times seem
all the more lively.
The services of 17 persons are required to produce this
paper. Three employees find work in the business office and
four in the news room. The publisher of the Daily Times states
that there are two men on the copy desk in his news room (obvi-
ously the city editor and managing editor) which means that
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there are 100 "paid and unpaid" correspondents who send materi-
al to the paper. Knowing small city journalism, I should con-
clude that not more than 10 persons among the 100 receive any
money. The other correspondents submit accounts of tea parties
which they attend or notes of informal socials.
The Daily Times buys news from the Associated Press and
maintains a library of some sort. That the paper's library
must be inadequate is readily discernable when it is remember-
ed that there is no one available who can devote much time to
the indexing of news and the filing of cuts.
The composing room provides work for eight persons, four
of whom operate linotype machines. The Times has a fairly com-
plete "ad alley" and the necessary stereotyping machinery.
There is one full time press man whose services must be augment
ed to some extent by workers in the composing room when it is
time for the paper to appear. The Daily Times has a Hoe press
capable of issuing 16 pages at a speed of 10,000 copies an hour
The paper has but one edition and a circulation of 7700 daily.
The circulation staff comprises two persons, one of whom
apparently operates the single truck which is used in deliver-
ing papers to distant places.
The Chamber of Commerce reports that Barre has a popula-
tion of 11,000 and that it has 150 retail stores, about 55 of
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which advertise in the Daily Times* Remembering that the
Times has a circulation of 7700, it seems fairly obvious that
the paper blankets the district and is satisfactory to the
natives of Barre.
Here follow certain statistics concerning the paper: The
number of inches of local news for an average week in the Times
is 48, 47, 126, 50, 50, 34 total, 355 inches for a week (a
very poor and highly inadequate showing. )
The number of inches of general advertising on a dally
basis: 671, 759, 820, 1024, 1045 and 645 total, 4,964.
The number of inches of classified advertising: 52, 56,
48, 62, 55, 65, 65 -- total, 597 inches.
Advertising rates in the Barre Daily Times are rather
high. Transient advertising, for example, sells for five cents
an agate line (70 cents an inch). Upon more frequent insertion,
rates are decreased until, upon 104 insertions, the space is
available to the advertiser at three cents a line. The charge
for open space rates is similar to that of transient advertising
Advertisers desiring certain position in the paper must
pay an additional fee of from 15 to 25 per cent. The placement
of an "ad" beside reading matter requires a 15 per cent addition
ai fee, while placement beside reading matter with position at
the head of a column will call for a 25 per cent charge in addi-
tion to regular rates.
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Classified advertisements are sold at reasonable rates.
The charge for 18 words, not to exceed three lines, is 25 cents
for one insertion; 50 cents, for three ; and 75 cents for six
insertions. Reading notice command a price of ten cents an
agate line and placement of these readers among news or tele-
graph matter nets the paper 20 cents a line. Readers on page
one, the only form of advertising which the Times will carry
on its first page, sell for 30 cents a line.

BENNINGTON EVENING BANNER
BENNINGTON, VERMONT
The Evening Banner of Bennington, Vermont, is a "small"
small city daily newspaper. Located in a sparsely populated
community, the Banner f s business staff finds that its down-
town business section is not sufficiently large or sufficient-
ly thriving to fill the paper with advertisements.
As a result, the Banner appears in country weekly style
from a small flat bed press. The paper, too, is organized
like a small town paper and has the typical "work room" com-
posing and press room combined and the inevitable "front room"
where reporters sit among business workers and, occasionally
help out with the advertisements and readers.
The Evening Banner has a leased Associated Press wire
but, as the proprietor, Frank E. Howe, writes "tfe use but
little."
But the Banner is no Bingville Bugle despite its short-
comings. The reporters are worked hard and are probably poor-
ly paid but they do cover the news of their community with
some degree of adequacy. That the stories are poorly written
generally and that the paper looks sman-townish is regrettable,
but probably unavoidable.
It takes 18 persons to produce the Banner daily, an unusu-
ally large number for so small a paper, and the writer suspects
that part time workers are included in this pay roll. In the
work room, there are 12 employees -- who do everything necessary
with the mechanical end of the daily production and who, also,
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must devote some of their time to job printing — although
this latter conclusion is purely guess work, made possible
by the realization that twelve men are certainly too many
to turn out a paper as small as the Evening Banner.
In the front room are to be found the other six employees.
One girl is the bookkeeper of the plant while the remaining
workers include the proprietor, reporters and solicitors whose
duties are apparently mergeable.
The work room has three linotype machines and a box Du-
plex flat bed press. Equipment is present for the stereo-
typing of ads which come as mats. Since the paper is pub-
lished on a fiat bed press, the page forms are not stereo-
typed.
The Evening Banner has six paid correspondents and uses
no feature material except the AP mat service which, apparently,
is boiler-plated and used exactly as it is mailed by the Asso-
ciated Press.
Delivery of papers is made by high school boys. The Ben-
nington Evening Banner has a circulation of 3350 papers daily
and appears on the streets with but one edition.
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BRATTLEBORO DAILY REFORMER
BRATTLEBORO, VERMONT
The name Reformer neither alarms nor amazes residents
of southeastern Vermont. The newspaper neither attempts to
reform the people nor itself. Rarely does anything sensa-
tional flash from the columns of this newspaper; rarely, in-
deed, does anything sufficiently significant occur in Brattle -
boro, Vermont, to warrant such treatment. The name Reformer
is therefore something of a misnomer but Brattleborians ap-
parently see nothing humorous in the title.
The Brattleboro Da ily Reformer appeared as a daily news-
paper on March 3, 1913 and was formed by the merging of two
weekly papers, the Reformer and the Vermont Phoenex, both pub-
lished in Brattleboro.
The Reformer then (in 1913) owned by the Vermont Printing
Company of which H. C. Rice and H. H. Crane were principal own-
ers and the Phoenix, owned by .V. E. Hubbard, agreed to merge
their good will and assets and to incorporate as the Brattle-
boro Publishing Company, which is the official name of the
institution which causes the Reformer to appear daily,
Mr. Rice was made business manager of the new enterprise
and Mr. Hubbard became editor. In 1913, there were two mem-
bers of the business staff, three others in the news room and,
In ail, a total of 17 employees. Upon becoming a daily paper,
the Reformer obtained "pony" (limited) service from the Asso-
ciated Press, a maximum of 1500 w rds a day. The paper is
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still owned by the original mergers with the exception of
Mr. Hubbard who, in 1918, sold his interest to the other two
stockholders
.
The Reformer has had considerable growth since those
early days. For one thing, it now employs 22 persons. For an-
other, it now has a full Associated Press leased wire from
which it receives 16,000 words daily.
As the organization stands today, there are four employees
in the business office and seven in the news room. The news
staff is seemingly adequate and the paper reveals this. Stories,
while not exceptionally well written, are adequate. The paper
maintains a library for clippings, cuts and mats. It even makes
an attempt to create local feature stories, a move which indi-
cates a certain degree of alertness. Ten paid correspondents
contribute suburban items.
The composing room provides work for eight persons and is
fairly well-equipped for the day's work having four linotype
machines, Ludlow equipment and stereotyping material. There
are three workers in the press room.
The paper is printed on a Duplex Model E. Press which is
capable of producing 6,000 papers hourly. Two editions are pub-
lished daily, one at 1:45 p.m. (a mail edition) and the other
at 3:15 p.m. (stock market.) The Brattleboro Daily Reformer
has a circulation of 3700 daily.
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The paper is typographically clean. There are no flar-
ing headlines and those which do appear, while not written in
the best news style, are nevertheless adequate. Local news
is not given sufficient prominence, members of the editorial
staff being a little too much in awe of the Associated Press.
The Reformer appears with from eight to sixteen pages
daily. Local news published daily averages about 50 inches.
There is, however, adequate attention paid to state and nation-
al news. Syndicated material finds its place in the paper but
the Reformer does not commit the glaring error of using too
much of this material.

THE BURLIIvGTON DAILY NEWS
BURLINGTON, VERMONT
The Burlington Daily News claims that it has the "largest
evening circulation in Vermont" and yet that circulation is
only 5500 copies each afternoon.
There seems to be something about suburban journalism,
even when the "suburbs" are cities, which retards the circula-
tion of the home town papers. What causes Vermonters , for ex-
ample, to be perfectly willing to wait an day for the New York
and Boston morning papers to arrive? Also, what causes them to
buy the Boston morning papers in preference to their own home
newspapers.
Two reasons of considerable significance can be given:
First, that the metropolitan papers contain considerably more
news -- more lively news; and secondly, the lure of the big
city is tremendous whether the country folk will go or not.
Another reason might be that the mid -land smaller city papers
do not present national news properly.
This probably accounts but partially for the small circu-
lation. It must be remembered that most small city newspapers
appear in the evening when the workers come home and when mother
can drop her knitting and look at the latest fashion advertise-
ments. And so, it would seem that the home paper does not fill
the bill. Frugal Vermonters will not apparently subscribe to
two papers hence local papers suffer.
But a paper like the Burlington Daily News might well
have a vastly larger circulation. It's all in the playing of
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news. And it's an up to the news staff. Many small city
papers, and the Daily News must be included, will feature two
or three national stories and win play down local news. Con-
sequently, when a paper like the Boston Globe, for example,
will summarize an the local news and give also adequate displa
to national and metropolitan doings Burlingtonites get more for
their money in the Boston papers. Housewives can partially
make up for their failure to read about local bargains by look-
ing about when they come to their home town shopping centers.
What must be done therefore is something which will put
the big city papers out of the running. And that, in this mod-
ern day, is not difficult. The Burlington Daily News, fair pap
er that it is, must obtain more local feature stories and must
conduct short story contests, marble tournaments, doll contests
and what not. It must give the home folks news which no metro-
politan paper can carry because of the limitations of space.
That done, advertising will increase slightly and the paper's
circulation and prestige win grow tremendously.
The Burlington Daily News charges comparatively high rates
for advertising. Classified advertising sells for three cents
a word for one insertion; four cents, for three insertions; and
six cents, for four to six days. The charge for monthly inser-
tion is low twenty cents a word or less than a cent a word a
day.
The paper appears daily with from 12 to 16 pages, is seven
columns wide and has a full page type space of 15| inches by 21
inches. General advertising sells for four cents an agate line
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Placement' at the top of the page and beside reading matter calls
for a 25 per cent additional charge. Political and amusement ad-
vertising, as usual, pay higher rates — five cents an agate line.
Political "readers" and the business notices get ten cents an ag-
ate line ($1.40 an inch). Transient advertising gets 55 cents an
inch.
Rates for contract advertising are as follows: For 500
inches or more, to be used during the course of a year, 45 cents
an inch; for space contracted three times weekly, six inches or
more, 40 cents an inch; for daily space, copy to be changed as de-
sired, 35 cents an inch.
The personnel of the Burlington Daily News includes 24 full
paid employees. There are four persons in the business office
and five in the news room. Stories are edited and headlined by
a city editor and telegraph editor, leaving three men free to ob-
tain news. The News has an Associated Press wire and buys items
from 52 paid country correspondents, whose earnings must be rather
small, in the news room, there may be found a library for clip-
pings, obituaries and mats. Reporters are assigned to cover defi-
nite beats. N. E. A. service (Newspaper Enterprise Association)
supplies the material for filler and feature service.
There are nine persons employed in the composing room. Four
operate linotype machines; others are in "ad alley". New equip-
ment in this room includes a duplex cylinder stereotyping press,
a wet mat roller and a casting box.
Press men work as plate casters during the day and then go
to the press room before publication time. The News has a Duplex
press capable of producing 15,000 papers an hour. Two editions
are published daily, a rural and a city edition.
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The Daily News has a man in the field who devotes his
time to direct solicitation to increase the circulation of
the paper. Magazine clubbing lists are offered. This is a
unique method of boosting sales and one whose effectiveness
is to be doubted.
The Daily News has no trucks. Papers are delivered to
subscribers by dealers and by carrier. Suburban copies are
mailed to readers.

THE CALEDONIAN RECORD
ST JOHNSBURY, VERMONT
The Caledonian Record is just another newspaper. The
paper leaves no impression on the memory, good or bad, a
fact which indicates that the paper is produced by men who
must do the best they can with limited financial and jour-
nalistic resources.
Essentially a small city newspaper, so small in circula-
tion and strength that it still comes from a flatbed press,
the Caledonian Record is the. only daily paper in Northeastern
Vermont. Its circulation is centered chiefly in those two
small but delightful cities --St Johnsbury and Newport. It
does, however, find a place beneath the kerosene lamps of
farm kitchens in three counties: Caledonia, Orleans and Es-
sex, paid and unpaid correspondents furnish the news of 40
towns to the Record.
The Caledonian is the daily product of 22 persons. Three
people constitute the business staff and five are responsible
for the obtaining and editing of news. The city editor and
managing editor apparently must do a great deal of writing in
addition to their other activities. One man is employed to
edit copy and to write headlines.
The urban newsgathering corps consists, therefore, of two
men. By and large, the paper reveals this fact. St Johnsbury
and Newport are either sleepier than I imagine or the reporters
are so overworked that they cannot cover the news of the commu-
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nities adequately. At any rate, local news is scarce. There
are too few localisms in the paper and these are not especially
well written.
Typographically, the Caledonian Record is conservative.
Headlines are not particularly well written and available type
is not adaptable to a conservative Vermont paper. The publish-
er should, most certainly, order several new fonts of type for
headlines.
The Caledonian Record has a leased Associated Press wire
and employs 40 paid correspondents, other persons send in their
notes unsolicited and for the pleasure of seeing their gems ap-
pear in type. The George Mathen Adams Syndicate provides the
Record with matted feature which are stereotyped and placed in
the paper as received.
Eight persons are employed in the composing room which has
three linotype machines and other essential, but limited equip-
ment. The press room employs two men -- probably only while
the paper is actually being printed and the circulation de-
partment provides work for two others. The Record is printed
on a Duplex Flatbed Model A press which is capable of produc-
ing 3500 papers an hour. The circulation of the Caledonian
Record is 4400 daily. Papers are distributed to the rural dis-
tricts by train and by buses. The paper owns one delivery
truck which is also employed in the distribution of papers.
Advertising rates are reasonable. The minimum for classi-
fied space is one cent a word with 25 cents as the lowest possi-
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bie space to be sold. Run of paper advertisements are sold
at 30 cents an inch with double charges for page one position.
The Caledonian Record was established as a weekly in 1837
and became a daily in 1914. The Saturday Record is still known
as the St Johnsbury Republican.
The Caledonian Record, believing that people want some-
thing for nothing, distributes premiums each fan to increase
its circulation. That this method is not particularly satis-
factory may be inferred from the limited circulation of the
paper. To be sure, the Record is not published in a heavily
populated community, but it does seem that with slightly more
energy displayed by news and business staffs, the circulation
of the paper could jump tremendously.

THE RUTLAND DAILY HERALD
RUTLAND, VERMONT
The Rutland Daily Herald is less taciturn than one would
expect a Vermont paper to be by tradition. Other Vermont papers
are as staid and old-fashioned as can be. And yet, in all frank-
ness, the Vermont papers are less sleepy than those of New Hamp-
shire. That the Daily Herald's business and news staffs are
potent, wide-awake and energetic was definitely revealed by the
questionnaire
.
Established in 1794 as a weekly and appearing as a daily
since 1861, the Rutland Daily Herald continues to wield vast
and constructive influence in the district which it serves.
Typographically the paper is calm enough. There are no flar-
ing headlines. There is also little, if any, overemphasis of
either local or national news. Headlines are drafted skillfully
and, in an, the paper is typical of the average, good New Eng-
land small eity daily.
The Herald is distinctive in its refusal to sell space on
page one to advertisers. Most publishers will double the rates
for advertising on page one and will attempt to fill that page
with advertisements. The Herald, however, leaves page one the
unalterable property of its news staff and hence the paper seems
cleaner, livelier and more interesting because of the absence of
advertisements.
The personnel of the Daily Herald totals 57, with a number
of part-time employees in the circulation room omitted from
this figure. Whoever filled out the questionnaire listed the
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employees in the circulation room as 13 an impossibly high
number, for since when was it necessary for more than one or
two full time employees to arrange for the distribution of a
newspaper with a circulation of some 13,000 papers every morn-
ing. The Herald's figure must obviously include ail the news-
boys who deliver the paper to various homes.
The business office contains 16 employees, an unusually
large number -- but perhaps Rutland is more flourishing a town
than its population would indicate, or perhaps the figure in-
cludes national business solicitors. In the news room there
are assembled 12 workers.
That is a large staff but that is the principal reason
why the Herald is such an attractive and newsy looking paper.
The Herald has an Associated Press wire and also buys news from
the Consolidated press. Mats for photographs are acquired from
the P. & A. photo service. The Herald's copy desk includes
four people a telegraph editor, managing editor, city editor
and editor.
Clippings and obituaries are kept up to date and are filed
away as are photographs and cuts. Reporters have definite beats
which they comb daily for news. One hundred and eleven paid
correspondents supply the Herald with material for suburban news.
The Associated Press sends along material for feature stories.
In respect to its features, the Herald, like other small
city newspapers, is weak. Local features seem rarely to crop
into the columns of the paper and when they do, they are so in-
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adequately presented that good stories are thereby spoiled.
The composing room employs 24 men, an unusually large
number when it is revealed that the paper has but seven lino-
type machines. The company may, however, do job printing
which would account for the proportionately large staff. Other
modern mechanical equipment includes a Ludlow typograph, a Miller
saw trimmer, a molding machine, two fiat casting boxes, a metal
furnace, a curved plate casting box, a tail cutter and a finish-
ing machine. Pressmen apparently work in the stereotyping room
before the paper goes to press.
The Daily Herald owns a Hoe 16 page unit and a Hoe 20 page
unit. A universal single folder enables the paper to appear with
as many as 32 pages at one time. The maximum speed of the presses
is 20,000 papers as hour. The net paid daily circulation in Sept-
ember, 1928 was 12,335 but since that time the publisher claims
that the Herald sells more than 13,000 copies daily.
The paper is delivered to suburbs by four trucks and to
more distant places by train and bus. Concerning the methods
used for increasing circulation, L. B. Noble, business manager,
writes: "We operate four automobile delivery routes to obtain
early morning delivery to post offices, rural free delivery, car-
riers, news dealers and to a few subscribers in suburban and ru-
ral territory where train and bus service do not meet our needs.
"The drivers on these four routes combine with delivery of
papers, the work of increasing the circulation both through deal-
ers and to individual subscribers in their respective territories.
Each man has a considerable are for which he is responsible both
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with regard to renewals and new subscribers. <Ve also have one
trained circulation man whose entire time is devoted to circu-
lation promotion in the suburban and rural territory. We occa-
sionally check up certain parts of Rutland City in order to keep
our carrier -delivered circulation at the highest possible point."

NEW ENGLAND DAILY NEWSPAPERS
(Boston Excluded)
Massachusetts Dailies
Amesbury News
Attleboro Sun
Beverly Times
Brockton Enterprise
Brockton Times
Chelsea Record
Clinton Item
Everett Tribune
Fall River Globe
Fall River Herald-News
Fitchburg Sentinel
Framingham News
Gardner News
Gloucester Times
Greenfield Recorder
Haverhill Gazette
Holyoke Transcript -Telegram
Hudson Sun
Lawrence Eagle -Tribune «•*
Lawrence Telegram
Leominster Enterprise
Lowell Courier-Citizen
Lowell Leader
Lowell Sun
Lynn Item
Lynn Telegram -News
Maiden News
Marlboro Enterprise
Medford Mercury
Milford News
New Bedford Mercury -"•
New Bedford Standard
New Bedford Times
Newburyport News and Herald
North Adams Transcript
Hampshire Gazette, Northampton
North Attleboro Chronicle
Berkshire Eagle, Pittsfield
Ouincy Patriot-Ledger
Quincy Evening News
Salem News
Southbridge News
Springfield News
Springfield Republican
Springfield Union
Taunton Gazette
V/akefield Item
.'/altham News-Tribune
.Vebs ter Times
/-'oburn Times
u'orcester Post
.Vorcester Telegram-Gazette
Maine Dailies
Kennebec Journal, Augusta
Bangor Commercial
Bangor News
Bath Times
Biddeford Journal
Lewis ton Journal
Lewiston Sun *
Portland Express
Portland Press -Herald -"-
./aterville Sentinel
New Hampshire Dailies
Claremont Eagle iaconia Citizen
Concord Monitor & N. H. Patriot Manchester Union-Leader •"-
Foster's Democrat, Dover Nashua Telegraph
Keene Sentinel Portsmouth Herald

Vermont Dallies
Barre Times
Bennington Banner
Brattleboro Reformer
Burlington Free Press
Burlington News
Montpe^ier Argus
Rutland Herald
Rutland News
St. Albans Messenger
St. Johnsbury Caledonian
-Record
Connect
Ansonia Sentinel
Bridgeport Post
Bridgeport Telegram -"-
Bridgeport Times -Star
Bristol Press
Danbury News
Danbury Times
Hartford Courant *
Hartford Times
Manchester Herald
Meriden Journal
Meriden Record
Middletown Press
Naugatuck News
New Britain Herald
New Britain Record
icut Dailies
New Haven Journal -Courier •"•
New Haven Register
New Haven Times -Union
New London Day
New London Globe
Norwich Bulletin a
Norwich Record
Norwalk Hour
Norwalk Sentinel
Stamford Advocate
Torrington Register
Waterbury American
V/aterbury Democrat
Waterbury Republican •"•
Villimantic Chronicle
/insted Citizen
Rhode Island Dailies
Newport Herald Providence Bulletin
Newport News Providence Journal *
pawtucket Times Providence News
Pawtucket Valley Times, Providence Tribune
•Vest Warwick
./oonsocket Can
Indicates morning papers
x Indicates paper with both morning and evening editions
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